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ABSTRACT
CLINICAL TRAINEES' DEVELOPMENT OF AN UNDERSTANDING
OF THEIR CLIENTS
MAY 1998
GAY GERMANI, B.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS BOSTON
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor David M. Todd
This study investigated the phenomenology of clinical trainees' and supervisors'
development ofthe capacity to understand their chents by interviewing trainees and
supervisors in a clinical psychology doctoral program The interview focused on trainees'
and supervisors' descriptions ofwhat it means to understand their chents, and what factors
in their training played a role in fostering the fiirther development of their understanding of
chents in individual psychotherapy. The data analysis was quahtative, with the goal of
discovering and describing the phenomenon ofunderstanding chents m treatment.
The analysis ofthe data revealed a number of internal as well as interpersonal
processes that foster the development ofunderstanding. For instance, participants
described the active use of their unaginations to gather a phenomenological sense ofwhat
it is Uke to be the cUent at any moment mside and/or outside of the therapy session.
Additionally, participants stressed the importance ofreframing from assumptions about the
chent. This often entailed a detailed mquiry of chents' experiences to ensure therapists'
understandmg of chents' phenomenal worid, and how it is different from then own. The
results of this study might serve as one building block in the foundation for future
research
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on the development of therapist characteristics that appear to lead to more successful
treatment.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
A search ofthe psychological hterature on understanding revealed an enormous
body of research on empathy. The term understanding was named as a primary
component of empathy; however, distinctions between the two phenomena remain
unclear. Decades ofwork purport the idea that the therapist's empathic stance toward the
client is highly correlated wdth positive outcome in psychotherapy across treatment
modaUties. While those seeking treatment consistently reported that one of the most
helpful aspects of their treatment was that their therapist "understood" their problems.
Interestingly, researchers, therapists and their cUents all have dififerent ideas ofwhat
constitutes empathy. However, common to most ofthe definitions is that the therapist
gains an understandmg ofthe chent, and in turn, the chent experiences the therapist as
understanding. While addhional factors fall under the headmg of empathy, this study
focused directly and specifically on the issue of understanding.
Because ofthe dearth of research describing therapists' development oftheir
understanding of chents, the following review will describe research exploring the broader
topic of empathy, with the focus on understanding. Hopefiilly this review will
demonstrate the importance ofunderstanding chents, and will illuminate the need to gam
insight into the development ofthis process.
Definitions ofUnderstanding and the Related Concept ofEmpathy
Empathy is a relatively new word in the EngUsh language, translated by Titchener
1909 fi-om the German term Einfiihlung which means, "the power of entering
into the
m
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experience of or understanding objects or emotions outside of ourselves"(Berger, 1987, p.
5). Although Freud utihzed the term Einfuhlung in 1905 to mean that "we take the
producing person's psychological state into consideration, put ourselves into it and try to
understand it by comparing it with our own'XWispe, 1987, p. 24)'. Titchener translated
Einfuhlung as "empathy" via the Greek word Empatheia which means hterally "in
suffering or passion" (Wispe, 1986, p. 24). Clearly, the beginning definitions of the word
empathy stress understanding as a central component.
Since its mtroduction, empathy has been widely studied by social scientists, and
has been thought of as either an affective and/or cognitive process. In 1920, Thomdike
conceived ofthe idea of a social inteUigence which mcluded the abihty to understand
others, and to utilize this wisdom while relatiag to others. Different from Thomdike'
s
"mechanical" or "abstract" inteUigence, empathic inteUigence entailed the cognitive abihty
to appreciate others without necessitating any action on the part of the perceiver, but
could also be used skillfuUy when coping with others (Styron, 1994).
Those personality theorists who were primarily concerned with mterpersonal
relationships as they defined personahty development, aU assumed some position on the
empathic disposition, role-taking capacity, or social sensitivity of individuals in a social
context. For instance, AUport defined empathy as the "unaginative transposing of oneself
mto the thinking, feeling and acting of another" (Wispe, 1987, p. 24). He thought that
empathy lay somewhere between inference and intuition.
DoUard and MiUer (1950) also designed a workmg definition of empathy as a
process of "copying the other person's feehngs or respondmg with appropriate signs of
'References Wispe, 1987 and 1986, Rogers, 1961, and Long, 1990 were called to the attention of the
researcher as valuable resources by Tom Styron's (1994) unpublished manuscript.
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emotion'XWispe, 1987, p. 26). The bulk of the cUnical research on empathy was spurred
by Carl Rogers' behef that empathy is one of the 'Necessary and sufficient conditions of
therapeutic change" (Orange, 1995). He beheved that empathy, positive regard, and
congruence were necessary for the development ofhealthy children and aduUs, and that it
is necessary for therapists to hold this stance toward their cHents in order to be effective in
then- work. Rogers' states that "a basic condhion oftherapy is that the chent experiences
Mmself as being fiilly received. There is unphed in this term the concept ofbemg
understood empathically, and the concept of acceptance" (Rogers, 1961, p. 131). Here,
Rogers unites understandmg with the concept of empathy, but the meaning of the two
terms combined is left unclear.
Most researchers and clinicians agree that empathy is a complex phenomenon.
However, the conceptuahzation of empathy ranges from an affective or cognitive, to a
multidimensional experience, and psychologists cannot seem to agree on a dejfinition of
empathy. Long expressed this concern in 1990:
A lack of consensus on a definition of empathy is frequently noted by
empathy researchers. Much of the confusion arises from the fact that some
researchers define empathy as an affective sensitivity, or vicarious
experience of another's emotional state, where as others have defined
empathy primarily as the cognitive understanding of the point ofview of
another. As a result, terms such as sympathy, role-taking, perspective-
taking, affective empathy, cognitive empathy, and social perspective-taking
have often been used interchangeably, or simply defined as empathy. (p.91)
Psychotherapy researchers throughout the past three decades have developed
different definitions of empathy. In some cases, there is no obvious cognitive component
to the definition, which calls mto question whether or not understanding should be
included in this process. For instance, in 1960 Greenson beheved that empathy was the
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temporary state where one actually feels what another is experiencing. "...To empathize
means to share, to experience the feehng of another person. This sharing of feehng is
temporary. One partakes ofthe quahty and not the degree of the feehng, the kind and not
the quantity" (cited m Bachelor, 1988, p. 234).
Truax and Carkhufif (1965) viewed empathy as a therapeutic technique of
communication: "The skill with which the therapist is able to know and communicate the
chent's inner being" (cited in Bachelor, 1988, p. 234). In contrast, Shafer (1967) viewed
empathy as a more intersubjective and personal process accomphshed by the therapist and
the client together: "The mner experience of sharing and comprehending the momentary
psychological state of another person" (cited in Bachelor, 1988, p. 234). However, in
1971 Carkhufif elaborated on his past definition to mclude the interpretive and perceptual
accuracy ofbehavioral and verbal expressions of the cUent, as well as the abihty of the
chent to receive this communication: "The ability to recognize, sense, and to understand
the feelings that another person has associated with his behavioral and verbal expressions,
and to accurately communicate this understanding to him" (cited m Bachelor, 1988, p.
234). Bachelor added to Carkhufif s definition by citing Barrett-Lenard's (1981) definition
of a "cychcal model of empathic mteraction....This model considers interpersonal empathy
as a sequential process, mvolving three basic phases of the helper's 'resonation' with the
Ghent's experience, his or her communication of empathy ('expressed' empathy), and the
cUent's experience ofbemg understood ('received' empathy)" (Bachelor, 1988, p. 228).
Although definitions of empathy vary fi-om theorist to researcher, many mclude
the idea that the therapist must gam an understanding ofthe chent, and efifectively
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communicate that understanding to the cUent to promote the mutative and curative eflFects
ofpsychotherapy. Researchers in this field seem to beUeve that understanding has either
cognitive, or affective components, or an interplay between the two. Interestingly, the
participants ofthis study also discussed the ways in which understanding is either
cognitive or affective, or some amalgamation ofboth processes.
Research on Understanding as a Component ofEmpathy
During the 40's and 50's Rogers and his students investigated empathy in relation
to psychotherapy. Their research demonstrated that empathy or "cUent-oriented"
psychotherapy reduced clients' anxiety, allowed them to behave in a more genuine and
mature manner, and helped them to perceive others with better reahty testing and positive
regard. Rogers' also performed a number of follow-up studies and found that the changes
the cUents made were stable over time. In support of his findings, Rogers cites a number
of studies purporting to have found the same results, one ofwhich was a study done by
Barrett-Lennard. Rogers beheved that if five attitudinal conditions were present m the
therapeutic relationship, the client would change. The five conditions included the cUent
experiencing him or herself as being empathically understood; level of regard; genuineness;
unconditionahty ofregard; and "willingness to be known." The most significant condition
associated with change was empathic understanding, although the other four conditions
were also associated with positive therapy outcome (Styron, 1994).
Since Rogers' research, other scientists have developed new and more compUcated
paradigms to study the effects of empathy in psychotherapy with varying treatment
modaUties. For the most part, empathy takes on the definition ofthe therapist's
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understanding ofthe cUent, and is measured using the chents' perceptions of their
therapists. Although accessing the performance of therapists is important in studying the
effects oftreatment, the foUowing research does not address the phenomenological
experience ofthe therapist m relation to the affective and/or cognitive process of
understanding. Nevertheless, it is worth gaming some clarity on how chents experience
their therapists, and what the consumers oftherapy deem unportant in their treatment
experience. It is clear that therapists' understanding is experienced by, and is beneficial to
their chents. However, how that understanding is acquired remains unexplained by the
Uterature.
Lafiferty, Beutler, and Crago, following on Rogers' work, researched the factors
involved in effective psychotherapy. They focused on the chents' perceptions of their
therapists' behavior in this study and found that less effective therapists ( predetermined
by therapists' with a low record of symptom reduction) had lower levels of empathic
understanding. Therapists were evaluated during then treatment of chents on seven scales
assessing various aspects oftheir personal and professional development. For the
purposes of this review, only one of the scales' results will be cited as this was the
mstrument designed to assess the therapist-chent relationship. The scale used was the
Barrett-Lennard Relationship Inventory. This inventory assesses the patient's perceptions
ofthe therapist, usmg the four dimensions described by Rogers of empathic understanding,
positive regard, unconditional acceptance, and congruence. The statements of the
mventory were rated by patients on a six point scale. The results of this part of the study
showed that patients beheved that the empathy variable was the most significant variable
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contributing to the positive effects of treatment. This variable was measured by the
clients' relative sense ofbeing understood (Lafferty, Beutler, & Crago, 1989).
Truax, Carkhuff and Michell "have done extensive work that is generally
supportive ofthek contention that genumeness, non-possessive warmth, and accurate
empathic understanding are unportant characteristics that a therapist must show in a
beneficial therapeutic relationship" (Cooley and LaJoy, 1980, p. 562-63). Additionally,
Lorr "presented 523 psychotherapy patients with 65 descriptive statements about their
therapists. The subsequent factor analysis identified five factors which he named:
Understanding, Accepting, Authoritarian (Directive), Independence-Encouraging, and
Critical-Hostile. Lorr also reported correlations between these factors and improvement
ratings that suggested that the Understanding and Accepting dimensions were related most
clearly to client and therapist-rated improvement" (Cooley and LaJoy, 1980, p. 563)
BuUding on the work of Truax, CarkhuflE, Mitchell, and Lorr, Eric Cooley and
Ronald Lajoy tested out a number of hypotheses following on the four researchers'
conclusions about empathic responding, and its place in the therapeutic intervention. In
particular, Lorr identified five factors designed to address the cUent-therapist relationship.
One ofthese factors was "Understanding" which he defined as "...behaviors that indicate
the therapist understands what the patient is communicatmg and what he is feehng" (Lorr,
1965, p. 148). Given Lorr's use ofthe word "understands" to define understanding, it
might be usefiil to cite the statements he asked clients to rate as a measure for this factor:
1. Seems to know exactly what I mean.
2. Seems to understand how I feel.
3. Reahzed and understands how my experiences feel to me.
4. Understands me even when I don't express myself well.
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5. Makes comments that are right m Une with what I am saying
(Lorr, 1965, p. 147)
Using Lorr's five factors to look at the cUent-therapist relationship, Cooley and
Lajoy described three hypotheses, only one ofwhich will be reported here as it addresses
the issue ofimderstanding: "Ghent perceptions of the therapeutic relationship would
correlate with improvement ratmgs, and the Understanding and Accepting factors would
show the largest positive correlations" (Cooley & Lajoy, 1980, p. 563).
Cooley and Lajoy randomly selected 56 patients from an out-patient chnic who
had been in therapy for at least 3 sessions prior to the study and included the 8 therapists
who were seemg the patients selected for study. The chent participants were asked to rate
then" agreement or disagreement with 10 statements about their therapist that were
representative ofthe five factors identified by Lorr. Therapists were asked to rate the
improvement of their cUents based on the four outcome areas of Feeling tone, awareness
of problems, abihty to solve problems and make decisions and self-concept. The
therapists were also asked to rate their cUents' severity level of fimctioning, and the
current status oftheir relationship m therapy. This research resulted in finding that the
cUents' ratings ofthe therapeutic relationship and chents' ratmgs ofimprovement, were
highly correlated with the dunensions ofUnderstanding and Accepting. Additionally,
there was a high correlation for therapists' ratings of Understanding and the chents'
ratings of Acceptance. In conclusion, Cooley and Lajoy state that "these data suggest
that when one is deahng with self-reported chent improvement it is important for chents to
perceive the therapist as understanding and acceptmg. These characteristics
correspond to
the non-possessive warmth and accurate empathy factors emphasized by
Carkhufif, Tmax
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and their associates. It appears that cUents value being Ustened to by someone who is
making a sincere effort to miderstand their view of the world Overall, it appears that
the dunensions of Understanding and Accepting are related most highly with
improvement"(Cooley & Lajoy, 1980, p. 568-69).
Robert EUiott, one ofthe most active empathy researchers, conducted a study m
1985 where he tried to develop an empuical taxonomy for helpful vs. non-helpful events in
brief counsehng mterviews. Subjects were 24 students and 12 counselors. Each
counselor saw 2 students individually for 20 minutes to discuss a specific problem of
current concern for the student. After each session, student and counselor engaged in a
20 mmute interview using a scale designed for use in Interpersonal Process Recall, an
adjective based scale designed to ehcit helpful and non-helpfiil events in therapy. Eight
types of helpful conditions were grouped into two super clusters correspondmg to task
and interpersonal factors of helpful interactions. Task helpfuhess categories included the
following: gaining a new perspective, problem solving, clarification of the problem, and
attention focusing. Interpersonal helpfulness mcluded understanding, chent involvement,
reassurance and personal contact. EUiott discovered that "understanding was by far the
most common event in the Interpersonal super cluster...Understanding events were
typified by the student's feehng that the counselor either accurately understood specific
information about the student, or was famihar and sympathetic with the student's
situation"(Elhot, 1985, p. 3 1 1). Interestingly, the most common "non-helpftil" event was
misperception, where the student felt "misunderstood or inaccurately perceived." The
understanding category, overall, had the most and largest significant correlations with
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counselor actions. These correlations were based on the counselors' experience ofbeing
understanding and the students' sense ofbeing understood (Elhott, 1985).
Alexandra Bachelor (1988) echoed this idea of a mutual experience of the therapist
understandmg the cUent, and the chent feeUng understood. She called the therapist's
expression ofunderstandmg the cUent, "expressed empathy" and the chent's sense of
being understood, "received empathy." She performed a quaUtative study with 17
graduate school therapists m training, and 27 cUents in therapy with these therapists. She
compared this sample with subjects who had never been in therapy. Each student was
asked the following question: "Please describe a situation in which your therapist was
empathic toward you (i.e., when you feh that he or she demonstrated the ability to put him
or herselfm your place). Write in detail what happened and how you felt... In the case of
non-therapy subjects, the words 'your therapist' were replaced with the word 'someone'"
(Bachelor, 1988, p. 229).
Bachelor's study resulted in the identification of four separate ways cUents
perceive empathy. Only the first 2 ways will be discussed here as they are most closely
aligned with the concept ofunderstanding. First, this perception could be cognitive where
the therapist is empathic when she accurately recognizes "the client's ongoing mner most
experience, state or motivation" (Bachelor, 1988, p. 230). This type ofperceived
empathy was found to mcrease the chents' self-disclosure and selfunderstanding. It also
contributed to positive personaUty change, and the chents' sense of feeUng less alone in
the world.
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Second, Bachelor described what she called 'Perceived Affective Empathy" where
the cUent perceives her therapist as empathic when she participates in the cUent's "on-
going feeling state" (Bachelor, 1988, p. 230). The chent experiences the therapist as a
participant in the same affective experience momentarily. This type of empathy also
results in increased self-disclosure. Addirionally, chents perceived it as one of the helpful
aspects of therapy, and fek comforted and warmed by the therapist. This led to an overall
sense of satisfaction with therapy and its impact on the cUent's hfe (Bachelor, 1988).
The concept ofunderstanding is clearly being developed through the literature as
both an affective and cognitive process on the part of the therapist that can be perceived
by the cUent. Rabavilas, Boulougouris and Perissaki (1979) showed that even during
times of great stress, the importance of feeling understood is reportedly important to the
cUent. They examined 36 neurotic patients' responses to their evaluation oftheir
therapists using an instrument that required patients to check off any of 16 quaUties of
their therapist that they thought were descriptive of the therapist after they had undergone
behavior treatment of flooding to habituate to anxiety provoking stunuU. Of the twenty-
three patients that showed improvement m the reduction of their symptoms, twenty
believed their therapists to be understanding and twenty-one believed their therapists to be
respectfiil. So, even when placed in the difficult posidon of asking patients to be flooded
with anxiety provoking stimuli, those patients who regarded their therapists as
understanding showed significantly more improvement (Rabavilas, Boulougouris and
Perissaki, 1979).
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More recently, researchers have been interested in comparing treatment modalities
with outcome, and have found results surdlar to those of Rogers with varying treatment
modalities. Murphy, Cramer and LiUie (1984), after reviewmg a considerable amount of
research on the effectiveness of varying treatment modalities conclude that "although
approaches to psychological distress vary considerably, evidence supporting their differing
effectiveness is not clear" (Murphy et al, 1984, p. 187). They cited Luborsky et al. (1975)
who concluded their review of comparative studies with the statement: "Most
comparative studies of different forms ofpsychotherapy find insignificant differences in
proportions of patients who unproved by the end ofpsychotherapy" (Murphy et al, 1984,
p. 187). Additionally, they cited Shapko and Shapiro (1982) who found that, "the effects
of different treatment methods were not, one whole, knpressively different fi-om one
another." (Murphy et al, 1984, p. 187). Given the resuhs of these and other studies.
Murphy and his colleagues decided to go to the source by asking patients what they
thought were the factors leadmg to their improved psychological well-being. Agam, this
study focused on the patients' perceived curative factors and the outcome oftreatment as
viewed by patients and therapists. The patients were asked m an open ended interview to
describe what they deemed were the curative factors of therapy. Additionally, the
therapists were asked to assess the severity of the patients' distress at the beginmng of
therapy using an 1 1 pomt scale of disorder. The resuhs of then" study yielded two primary
factors that were viewed by patients as helpfiil, and were moderately correlated with
outcome; they are receiving advice and talking to someone who understands (Murphy et
al, 1984).
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Darryl G. Cross, Peter, W. Sheehan and Janet A. Khan compared the short-term
and long-term effects of insight-oriented therapy and behavior therapy. Thirty clients were
assigned to either behavior treatment or msight-oriented treatment. Pre- and post-
treatment measures were administered, once before therapy began, then dnectly after the
end oftreatment, then four months later, and again one year later. The investigators found
no significant difference in outcomes among the two treatment modalities, however "at
both four months and at one year, chents in insight therapy consistently rated high such
variables as being able to talk to an understandmg person, the therapist helping you to
understand your problems....Ahematively, for behavior treatment, cHents also rated
highest the variable, the therapist helping you to understand you problems" (Cross,
Sheehan, & Khan, 1982, p. 109).
EUiott (1985) constructed a study integrating four different research methods. He
asked clients immediately following therapeutic contact what events in the session were
helpful or hindering in their experience. He also looked at transcripts of on-going
treatment and asked judges to categorize therapy responses that were helpful or hindering
in their impacts. Third, he analyzed a case study of an individual in psychodynamic
psychotherapy. Finally, he also analyzed a case study of an individual in cognitive-
behavior therapy. By combming the results of each ofthe four stages ofhis research, he
was able to increase his statistical power. He discovered that among other interventions,
the therapists' expression ofunderstanding of clients was the most positively and
significantly correlated with the curative impact of psychotherapy across treatment
modalities (Elliott, 1985).
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The above review clearly impUcates empathy, and in particular, understanding as
one ofthe curative factors in psychotherapy. Although the exact and universal defining
features of empathy remain somewhat unclear, understanding appears to play a consistent
role in the broader process ofproviding empathy to cUents seeking therapy regardless of
the treatment modahty. Additionally, understanding has been imphcated as an important
aspect of change in psychotherapy by therapists and their chents. However, the questions
ofhow understanding takes place and how one develops the capacity to understand
another remams unexplored by the field.
Philosophy's Attempt at Understanding Understanding
Psychologists have not monopoUzed the topic ofunderstanding and empathy. In
fact, philosophers and psychoanalysts have approached the study ofhuman understandmg
with fervor. Their approach to understanding has taken at least two different routes. First,
philosophers have examined how humans understand the world; and second, how we
understand the phenomenal world of an other.
John Locke and David Hume approached human understanding with an emphasis
on the meaning and method of acquiring knowledge about the world. Locke (1924) stated
the followmg:
Understanding... is the most elevated faculty of the soul, so it is employed
with a greater and more constant deUght than any of the other. Its searches
after truth are a sort ofhawking and huntmg, wherein the very pursuit
makes a great part ofthe pleasure. Every step the mind takes in its
progress towards knowledge, makes some discovery, which is not only
new, but the best too, for the time at least...Thus he who has raised himself
above the aknsbasket, and not content to hve lazily on scraps ofbegged
opmions, sets his own thoughts on work, to find and follow truth, will
(whatever he Ughts on) not miss the hunter's satisfaction; every moment of
his pursuit will reward his pains with some deUght, and he will have reason
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to think his time not ill spent, even when he cannot much boast of any great
acquisition, (p. 3)
The word "understanding" is footnoted m this paragraph with the editor's definition of
Locke's use ofthe word as "the whole range ofhuman mteUigence" (p. 3). However,
Locke does not approach the human capacity to understand others in this work.
David Hume's (1977) work also did not address this issue but asked how humans
come to know and agree on an objective reahty. Hume questioned our capacity to know
anything about our world ifwe insist on chnging to the idea that what we perceive exists
outside of our image ofthe object under scrutiny.
It seems also evident, that, when men follow this bhnd and powerful
instinct of nature, they always suppose the very images, presented by the
senses, to be the external objects, and never entertain any suspicion, that
the one are nothing but representations of the other. This very table, which
we see white, and which we feel hard, is beHeved to exist, independent of
our perception, and to be something external to our mind, which perceives
it. Our presence bestows not being on it: Our absence does not annihilate
it. It preserves its existence uniform and entire, independent ofthe
situation of intelhgent beings, who perceive or contemplate it. But this
universal and primary opinion of all men is soon destroyed by the shghtest
philosophy, which teaches us, that nothing can ever be present to the mind
but an image or perception, and that the senses are only the inlets, through
which these images are conveyed, without being able to produce any
immediate intercourse between the mind and the object, (p. 104)
Clearly, Locke and Hume examined the human capacity to understand the world
outside of ourselves, but what of others who are in relation to us? Probably, many
philosophers have approached this question; however, Hans-Georg Gadamer, Edmund
Husserl and Donna Orange are three thinkers with whom I am acquainted, and whose
ideas have largely shaped my interest in the topic at hand.
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Gadamer (1976) described the concept of a "fusion ofhorizons," whereby the
perspectives oftwo mdividuals partiaUy merge to foster a level of understanding. The
resuk of this "fusion," according to Gadamer, is a "region of intersubjectivity." This
"region," metaphorically speaking, entailed an overlap in perspective when the peripheral
vision oftwo people standmg side by side look in the same direction. In other words,
there are two sets of fields ofperipheral vision, for our purposes, the therapist's and the
Ghent's. The region of intersubjectivity is that subset ofvision that overiaps when two
people stand side by side. So, ifthe therapist's set equals: A, B, C, & D; and the chent's
set equals: C,D, F, & G, then the subset, or region of intersubjectivity equals: C and D.
This is the place where the therapist's experience matches that ofthe chent. Gadamer's
idea is attractive because he does not suggest a complete merger between two mdividuals.
This "fusion" suggests some maintenance ofboundaries between self and other that the
hterature suggests is important to the therapeutic relationship.
Edmund Husserl's transcendental phenomenology is also intriguing m relation to
understanding. He discussed what he called the "phenomenological epoche." This
"epoche" entailed bracketing out a priori assumptions embedded in one's perception of the
world, to open one's self to another's perspective. (Husserl, 1964). As the particulars of
this idea as it relates to the "problem of reahty" are complex, Louis A. Sass, (1988)
clarified the fimction of the phenomenological epoche:
"Because ofthe considerable confusion concerning the phenomenological
reduction [epoche], it is worth first pointing out that it does not unply a
reduction of experience to something hke sense data, nor an actual
doubtmg of objective existence, nor even an ignoring of the very issue of
objective existence. To perform the reduction is to suspend one's taken
-
for-granted assumptions ofthe actuahty of the objects and the objective
world. In this special act of reflection, we 'turn our attention away from
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the objective being referred to (and away from our psychological
experience ofbeing directed toward that object), and turn our attention to
the act, more specifically to its mtentional content' (Dreyfus, 1982a, p. 6).
Our attention is not thereby directed to the 'raw feels' or brute sensations
postulated by sense-data empiricism, but to the meanings and objects-as-
meant ofnormal experience; these may include the experience of actual
existence, which, instead ofbeing either assumed or ignored, is itself
thematisized as an object of contemplation (for phenomenology is
concerned with the question of 'what it means for something to count m
our experience as an actually existing reahty')." (p. 235)
The appUcation of this reduction to understanding m therapy is the therapists' behef that
they cannot assume they can use their own experience or attitudes as a platform from
which to fiiUy know the experience of another.
In Phenomenology and Psychology
.
(1966) Gurwitsch described Husserl's
approach to understanding the experience of another individual:
Their [experiences] disclosure is a matter of the decision of our will.
Breaking with the naive and natural attitude, we estabUsh a new theoretical
interest in things, not as they are, but as they offer themselves; more
precisely, we take an interest in their appearances and presentations and
also, and even especially, in the systematic connections and concatenations
ofthe appearances and presentations. Generally speaking, our topic is no
longer the world but is the texture of conscious life, the syntheses of acts of
consciousness owing to which we have the permanent awareness ofthe
world as always being there (vorgegeben). Consistently proceeding in this
direction, we approach the threshold ofphenomenology, whose general
program may be formulated as the attempt to accountfor the world at
large as well as mundane existents in particular and, for that matter, /or
all objective entities whatever, in terms ofexperiences, acts, operations,
andproductions (Leistungen) ofconsciousness...Again., epoche purports
suspension, putting out of action, withholding, and not denial, ehmination,
orwithdrawl. (p. 427)
Finally, one ofthe few scholars to address the issue ofunderstanding in psychotherapy
directly is Donna Orange, a philosopher and psychoanalyst. Based on her work as a
therapist and her sttidies m philosophy, theories ofpsychology, and psychotherapy
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research, she described understanding as a process of ''placing ourselves, as consistently
as we can in the other's shoes, both cognitively and emotionally. We understand by
attempting to participate in the emotional experience, in the being of the other" (Orange,
1995, p. 5). This inner activity on the part of the therapist is the focus of this research
with the hope of gaining a clearer sense of the process of understanding chents.
As demonstrated above, most theoretical traditions have developed a highly
speciaUzed language to describe the process of understanding. While it was expected that
this language might be useful and meaningful in the mterpretation ofthe data collected
from the interviews, I preferred to remain theoretically and hnguistically unfettered. This
stance allowed for a more natural hnguistic flow in the interviews, without any
cumbersome a priori assumptions estabhshed by other traditions. However, it was
important to draw on some of this hterature at the outset to describe in as naturahstic a
way as possible what it means when one inquhes about the process of understanding the
phenomenal world of another.
Research on Therapist Development: Understanding and Empathv
Due to the growing amount of evidence suggesting the substantial impact
understanduig has on psychotherapy outcome, a number of researchers have tried to
discern the developmental quahties and levels ofbeginning therapists who are successfiilly
understanding and/or empathic of their chents. Below are a few examples of the work
bemg done m the field on this topic to lay some more ground work for the unportance of
gathering more phenomenological data surrounding the issue of the development of
the
capacity to understand cUents. Several books have arrived on the scene designed
to teach
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beginning professionals how to acquire the skills necessary to be empathically
understanding. However, these training manuals and books often fall short due to the lack
of research on what constitutes the capacity to understand another. For instance, Edward
Teyber sets out to describe how a developing therapist can gam an understandmg of a
cUent:
Therapists can respond efifectively by Ustening intently to the cUent, taking
seriously whatever matters to the cUent, and communicating understanding
and acceptance ofwhat the cUent has said... Therapists must validate the
client's experience by identifying and articulating the central meaning that
this particular experience seems to hold for the chent" (Teyber, 1988).
These mstructions, however helpful, lack the important phenomenological experience
presumed necessary before the therapist can extract and articulate an understanding ofthe
cUent. Furthermore, Teyber stated that "Therapists become credible to their cHents when
they demonstrate their understanding in this tangible way" (Teyber, 1988). It is possible
that this "demonstration" must first be fi-amed in a cognitive and/or affective structure
which Teyber does not describe m his work. This is the structure addressed m this study.
Another example of this teaching method is presented by Gladstein et al (1987).
They provided a typical compilation ofthe behavioral factors found in most empathy
training manuals that are conducive to letting the cUent know that s/he is being understood
empathically. They are as follows (I will provide a brief definition ofthese behaviors m
itaUcs when necessary):
1. 0 degree Body Orientation: Counselor shouldface the client directly
2. Eye Contact: Counselor should maintain comfortable gaze
3. Leaning Forward
4. Smiling: Communicates warmth
5. Affirmative Head Nodding
6. Arm Positions: Arms should be comfortably placed in non-defensive
positions
7. Leg Positions: Comfortable (p. 126-127)
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Although these postures are helpful learning tools, they clearly do not get at the root of
what it is to understand and/or to be empathically understanding.
Due to this lapse in clarification ofhow one understands another, developmental
researchers have tried to discern the developmental qualities of individuals who appear to
be adept at gaming a complex understanding of others. For instance, Borders, Fong and
Neimeyer (1986) conducted a study to discern a relationship, if any, between the ego
development of counselors in training, and the complexity oftheh perceptions and
understanding ofthen chents. They hypothesized, usmg Loevinger's stage theory of ego
development, that counselors who have attained higher levels of ego development would
exhibit greater degrees of complexity in their perceptions of their cUents. Unfortunately,
their hypothesis was not supported by the data collected. Interestingly though, it did
support a current problem in the field depicting a lack of correlation between experience
and maturity, with effectiveness in psychotherapy treatment (Dawes, 1994). Apparently,
individuals with higher levels of ego development did not yield a greater complexity m
their perceptions of clients. Furthermore, counselors with lower levels of ego
development were able to construct complex perceptions of chents that were often equal
to those with higher levels of ego development.
Suzanne Benack seemed to have more luck picking out some potential factors
involved in the development of accurate empathic responding. Following on Perry's
definitions of dualistic and relativistic thought (below), she examined twenty counselors in
training in an attempt to assess their capacity to understand empathically. However, she
did not define what she means by empathic understandmg.
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1. Dualistic thought assumes that truth exists "objectively, outside the obsewer
unchangmg. Although one may sometunes have difficulty m ascertahing which
'
beUefs are true, leavmg room for uncertamty and debate, real truth is sunple,
absolute, and mdependent of one's thought."
2. Relativistic thought is defined as thought that assumes "truth is itself
construed differently by different fi-ameworks of interpretation, there can be
no one sunple criteria of truth. Instead, there are multiple truths
correspondmg to different mterpretive fi-ameworks." Further, "The
relativist recognizes that people have different systematic perspectives, and
because ofthis will mterpret a common situation differently. The relativist,
then, is Ukely to empathize not only by trying to understandmg another
person's knmediate thoughts and feehngs, but also by trymg to
understandmg the fi-amework of behefs, values, and feehngs through which
the other person mterprets his or her experience. Moreover, the relativist's
recognition that the other person views the world fi-om a unique
perspective will make hkn or her more tentative in clamimg to know the
nature of another's mner experience, and more cautious m testing and
revismg empathic perceptions" (Benack,1988, p. 218-19).
Based on these definitions, Benack designed a paradigm to examme the relationship
between empathic understandmg and the two different modes of thought. Her population
mcluded twenty counselors m trahung. Each student was asked to play the role of chent,
and then of counselor for fifieen minutes. These sessions were audio-taped and then
coded for empathic understandmg. To gam a picture ofwhat type of epistemological
thought (duaUsm or relativism) the students typically entertam, each student was also
asked to answer several questions designed to discern their moral development usmg
Kohlbergian dilemmas. Additionally, students were asked to write a descriprion oftheir
thoughts on the nature of truth. The resuhs ofBenack's studies demonstrated that
relativistic thmkers were better than duaUsts in empathic understandmg. Her explanation
was as follows: "Perhaps because 'external reahty' is no longer seen as separable fi^om
people's mterpretations of it, the relativist has a strong tendency to take the other person's
perspective and attend to his or her subjective experience" (Benack, 1988, p. 230).
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The above research and teaching instruction is important and useful to
professionals trying to gam the skills thought to be necessary for successful therapeutic
treatment. However, the phenomenological experience of therapists and counselors trying
to gain an understanding of their clients is still a mysterious process.
Statement ofthe Problem
The present study was unplemented with the intention of identifying factors
involved in cUnical tramees' development ofthen understanding of their clients. As the
above review of literature suggests, empathic respondmg, which may entail gaining an
understanding, has been impUcated as one ofthe mutative, ifnot curative effects of
psychotherapy across treatment modalities. In the present study, particular attention was
paid to the varying factors involved that enhance trainees' and supervisors' developing
capacity to understand the complex lives, symptoms, behaviors and emotions of their
cUents. Ofparticular mterest were the following questions: How do therapists think
about "understandmg" and the part it plays in therapy? How does understanding develop?
What role does supervision play in trainees' development of then understanding of chents?
Other than supervisors, what else in trainees' hves are instrumental in gaining the capacity
to understand their cUents? What part does report writing, contact note takmg and journal
writmg play in gaining a clearer understandmg of cUents? How much are therapists guided
by theory in then understanding of cUents? How do the particular problems of the cUent
guide therapists in their search to understand the cUent?
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CHAPTER 2
METHOD
Because so little is known about how clinical trainees begin to formulate an
understanding oftheir clients, this project took a discovery-oriented research approach. A
small nimiber of cUnical trainees' and supervisors' self-reports regarding their development
of their understanding of cUents were analyzed to discover themes which could serve as a
basis for fiuther study. This design has the advantage ofprovidmg insight into how
clinical trainees and supervisors piece together their understanding of their own
development ofunderstandiag cUents in therapy. Additionally, supervisors had the
opportunity to describe how they see this development taking shape m the trainees they
have supervised. Although this study provides my interpretation ofhow chnical trainees
and supervisors adopt the stance and sense ofthemselves as individuals who can
understand the complex lives oftheir chents, built mto the design is an attempt to insure
the accuracy ofmy interpretation (described below). This exploratory research is a
practical first step for the discovery ofthe process and development ofunderstanding
before resources are expended on a large-scale prospective design.
Sample
As the research suggests, understanding is the foundation for empathic respondmg
however, in order to study the level ofunderstandmg required given different theoretical
orientations, I selected a diverse sample of chnical trainees and chnical supervisors in an
attempt to gather a sample that is representative of different theoretical schools of
thought. Although a diverse sample was optunal, the sampUng was unplemented
by
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soliciting clinical trainees by letter and clinical supeivisors by phone. Those clinical
trainees and clinical supervisors interested in participating in the study responded to my
request with the expressed mterest m being interviewed about their subjective experience
of their development as therapists. A more detailed description of the sample population
for this study is outlined below.
Sample I: CUnical Supervisors. This sample consisted of six Caucasian chnical
supervisors who had at least fourteen years of experience as therapists, and had served
either as clinical supervisors at the Psychological Services Center at UMass, or as clinical
supervisors at practicum sites approved by the Clinical Psychology Department at UMass.
Participants were selected to provide a diverse range of theoretical orientation with the
hope of gaining the broadest possible perspective on the process ofunderstanding cUents.
Due to my unfamiliarity with the supervisorial population afiBhated with the Clinical
Psychology Department at UMass, I consulted with David M. Todd. During this
consultation, we selected thirteen clinical supervisors who were thought to represent
various theoretical orientations.
Given this Ust of thirteen clinical supervisors, each was contacted by phone and
received a verbal description of the project, and the requirements mvolved m participatmg.
Ofthese thirteen supervisors, seven agreed to participate in the mterview process and
subsequent review of summarized data (the details of which will be described later.) One
cUnical supervisor was eliminated due to insufficient time available to complete the
interview. The incomplete data gathered from this chnical supervisor is not represented
in
this thesis.
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Each clinical supervisor was given a pseudonym to protect his/her confidentially.
However, supervisors agreed to aUow their years of experience functioning as therapists
and their theoretical orientation to be known by the readers of this study. These
demographics are provided below m Figure 1. Other demographics were not represented
as they would compromise confidentiality.
Pseudonym^ Years of
Exoerience
Theoretical Orientation'
Dan 15 Psychodynamic
John 25 Integrative, Cognitive behavioral, Psychodynamic
Frank 35 Integrative
Mike 17 Cognitive Behavioral
Joe 25 Cognitive Behavioral
Karen 14 Combination of Psychodynamic, Cognitive Behavioral,
Familv Svstems. Developmental Narrative, whatever works.
Figure 1. Supervisor Demographics.
2
Pseudonyms are accurate to the gender they suggest.
^ Theoretical Orientations are listed here in the exact manner they were described by supervisors.
Sample 11: CUnical Tramees. This sample consisted of six clinical trainees who
have had at least one fiill year of chnical traming at the Psychological Services Center
(PSC) at the University of Massachusetts Amherst. The work of Rachel Bush (1989)
suggests that clinical trainees who have had one fiill year of experience often use the
month ofAugust after this year to contemplate their progress as therapists. However, in
pursuit of a variety of levels of experience, this sample mcluded cUnical trainees who have
had more than one year of experience. No Umitation was placed on clmical trainees'
theoretical orientations, as they were probed for the levels of understanding that each
chnical tramee perceived to be adequate in meeting the requirements for
empathic
responding. However, as with the clinical supervisors, I hoped to gather a
sample that
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would be representative of a variety of theoretical orientations. All clinical trainees who
were currently providing therapy at the PSC were soUcited by letter (See Appendix A).
This letter was designed to inform chnical tramees of the nature of the project and the
details invoh/ed in thek participation if mterested. A total ofnine chnical tramees
responded stating that they would be interested m participating if a convenient tune for
interviewing could be arranged. Six ofthese nine were scheduled for interviews; and, by
chance, were representative of a variety of theoretical orientations. The remaining three
clinical trainees were unable to find tunes conducive to interviewing.
The six chnical tramee participants were given pseudonyms to protect their
confidentiahty. However, clinical trainees agreed to allow the following demographics to
be known: (1) Their level of experience at the tune of interview; (2) the number of cUents
they have served for over six sessions; and (3) their theoretical orientation. The
demographics are presented m Figure 2. Data missmg fi^om Figure 2 was deleted due to
mdividual concerns regarding confidentiahty.
Pseudonym^ Level of
Exoerience
# of Clients Seen For
More Than 6 Sessions
Theoretical Orientation'
Diane Intermediate 20 Broadly Psychodynamic with a mixture
of chent-centered/dynamic formulation
Rick Advanced 15 Psychodvnamic and Integrative
Carol Novice 3 Integrative
George Novice 5 Cognitive Behavioral
MoUy Intermediate Psychodynamic, Relational, and The
Stone Center Model (A Feminist
Model)
Jane Intermediate 10 Psvchodynamic
Figure 2. Tramee Demographics.
Pseudonyms are accurate to the gender they suggest.
' Theoretical Orientations are listed here in the exact manner they were described
by
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Procedure
Participants' were interviewed by the researcher, using a semi- structured mteiview
developed for this project (See Appendices B and C). AU Participants were My informed
ofthe purpose of the research and encouraged to be as accurate and thorough as possible
in describing the development of their understanding of cUents and the factors mvolved in
this pursuit (See Appendix D). There were six stages to the procedure. First, participants
were solicited to participate either by phone or letter as indicated in the section above
describing the two samples. Second, participants were interviewed individually, and
audio-taped by the researcher for approximately ninety minutes with specific questions
aimed at eUcitmg their thoughts on the development ofher or his understanding of cUents.
Although specific questions were developed, all of the questions were not systematically
asked. The dialogue that ensued from the more open ended questions was pursued at the
expense of a rigid adherence to the questions in order to set an atmosphere of mutual
exploration into the participants' understanding ofhow they have developed ways of
understanding their clients. However, the aim was to address most, ifnot all, of the issues
raised by the questions whether or not they were specifically asked by the researcher m the
interview. (See Appendix E and F for charts indicating data collected from each
participant by question).
Third, all interviews were transcribed verbatim by the researcher and
research assistants. Fourth, the researcher completely immersed herself in the data
* Clinical Supervisors and Clinical Trainees will here by be referred to as supervisors and trainees,
respectively. When both samples are discussed simultaneously, they will be referred to as participants.
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coUected, and summarized each participant's current understanding of the development of
his/her understanding of cUents. This entailed reading through each transcript at least
twice, while highhghting the text that specifically addressed each question. These
highhghted sections were then paraphrased by the researcher, or extracted from the text as
direct quotes for their value as particularly origmal or illuminating statements of concepts
that were described across participants. These direct quotes or paraphrased data
selections were then placed back in the context of the questions in the form of a summary
for participants' review and confirmation (See Appendix G).
Fifth, each participant was sent a letter (See Appendix H) along with the written
summary for confirmation, clarification, the provision of additional data not requested m
the interview, or rejection ofthe researcher's mterpretation of the interview. This
procedure followed on the wisdom of Friedric Scheiermacher, who stated:
The more lax practice of the art ofunderstanding proceeds on the
assumption that understanding arises naturally. The more rigorous practice
proceeds on the assumption that misunderstanding arises naturally, and that
understanding must be intended and sought at each point (Schleiermacher,
1959, cited by Gadamer, 1976, p. xiii).
Confirmation, additional data, and/or minor clarifications of the summaries were
provided with a written response from the participants. Some data was changed from the
original for the following reasons: (1) Participants requked certain data to be changed or
deleted to protect their confidentiaUty; (2) Participants indicated times when they thought
the meaning ofthek statements were misunderstood in some fashion. At this juncture,
data were added or deleted to provide clarity as to their intended meaning. (See Appendix
E for sample summary).
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Sixth, when summaries were adjusted to more accurately reflect participants'
experience with understanding, the researcher categorized data into sections divided by
interview question, rather than by individual participant. This was implemented
separately for supervisors, and then for trainees (See Appendix I). This allowed the
researcher a view of the responses to each question from each participant on the same
document. This view was more conducive to discerning prevaihng themes among
participants. When common themes among participants could be discerned, they were
described in the results section together. When themes could not be discerned among
participants, each response was presented individually for its own value as data.
Measures
The semi-structured interview developed for use in this study was piloted on three
subjects prior to the proposal of this project in order to refine the instrument. During the
pilot phase, attempts were made to assess the ease with which mdividuals comprehended
questions, as well as the questions' abUity to foster an ease of communication between the
researcher and participants.
The interview was designed to pose the most open-ended questions at the
begiimmg. For instance, all participants were first asked the question: "What does it
mean to understand your cUents?" As the interview progressed, more specific questions
were asked to elicit factors the researcher thought might be relevant to the process of
understanding. For instance, some participants were asked the question: "What part does
writing, either formal report writing, informal process notes, or journal keeping play in the
process of understanding?"
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Interviews for supervisors and trainees differed in two respects. First, supervisors
were asked to describe how they saw the development of understanding take shape in
trainees they have supervised. This was asked to gather data from an additional
perspective other than the tramees, on the development oftrainees' capacity to understand
then- chents. Second, as it became clear during the process of the first interview with a
trainee that the process ofunderstanding can be elusive, a role play was designed in order
to rephcate or enact the process ofunderstanding within the interview itself The role-play
was created to meet the needs of trainees struggling to find words to describe a process
most find difficult to articulate. In the Wundtian tradition of introspection, trainees were
asked to report on the processes they used to understand a fictitious cUent while engaged
in the role-play. I presented as a chent experiencing panic attacks with the specific,
bizarre fear of falling up. I stated clearly that, as a chent, I wanted the therapist to
understand how it felt to have this fear. A sample transcript and description of this role
play will be presented in the results section. .
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CHAPTERS
RESULTS I: SUPERVISOR DESCRIPTIONS OF UNDERSTANDING
As mentioned in the previous chapter, supervisors were asked a series of questions
meant to illuminate the process ofunderstanding. These questions were not always asked
in the same order. However, the first, more open-ended questions were always asked in
the beginning, followed by more specific questions and ended with questions pertaining to
their own and trainees development. The following results will be presented m the typical
order of questions posed to supervisors m mterviews. However, the order was sometimes
sacrificed so that related topics could be clustered together. If the reader wants a clearer
picture ofhow the interviews progressed, a full transcript of an interview edited to protect
the identity and confidentiahty ofthe participant can be found in Appendix J.
The Meaning and Development of Understanding
Supervisor responses to the question, "What does it mean to understand a cUent?"
were rich and sometimes enhanced or elaborated upon by the question following: "How
do you develop an understanding of a cUent?" Given the overlap and interplay between
the two questions, some responses for both questions with be discussed together. In the
section directly proceeding this one, responses that pertained only to the second question
will be described. As an aside, when supervisors were asked the second question
regarding the "how to" ofunderstanding, half ofthem stated that you do not ever know
that you have understood the cUent fiilly. Rather, their goal is to move as close to the
truth about their client's phenomenal world as possible.
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Although some common themes to supervisor responses wiU be discussed, each
mdividual shed some hght on the question ofunderstandmg that cumulatively might
illuminate a sense ofwhat some therapists mean when they say they understand then
cUents.
The most common response to the question involved some gathering of the
meaning ofthe words chents use m therapy to describe their experience. Sometimes this
was a technical or definitional endeavor, while at other tunes, supervisors described an
interest m the possible meamngs of chents' choices of particular words used to convey
their experiences.
The most technical approach came fi-om Mike. He had found a theory called
Neuro-Lmguistic Programmmg (NLP) to be particularly helpful in his endeavors to
understand his chents. Although Mike stated that NLP has become something of a cuU
particularly m the local area of his practice, he is not involved m any memberships. He
merely finds the origmal book describmg NLP, The Structure ofMagic (Bandler and
Grinder, 1975) to be usefiil to him m the process ofunderstandmg chents. NLP is a
theory that analyzes the language people use in technical/grammatical ways to create a
fiamework for understanding chents' personal "models." At the risk of oversknpUfymg,
fi-om what I was able to gather fi-om Mike, he defines a person's model as the "internal
map" with, and through which people experience and interpret the world and then-
experience of it. The example he gave shed some hght on what he meant. He stated that,
for mstance, Eskimos have approximately thirty-two words for white. "Then internal map
has very sophisticated sections on differentiatmg shades ofwhite." For someone from a
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tropical climate who has never seen snow, "white is white So there are aU these things
that go mto creatmg this map. The words that we use to operate oflf of that map [help us
to find] an explanation of that mtemal map." With this theory m mmd, Mike hstens
carefully to the words people use when they describe their experience to Mm He stated
the behef that language, or our choice ofwords, is relatively "unconscious." Given the
above, Mike also stated the beUef that the words his chents use reveal their own personal
"model." This model is mtemal and it is representative ofhow his chents construct then-
world. Mike stated:
To understand a chent means to develop a sense ofwhat
their mtemal fi-ame or model oflookmg at the world
consists of and you figure that out by paying attention to the
language they use.
Also more m the reahn ofthe technical, Karen stated that one needs to know how
chents use language and how they define then words. Understanding the cUent's
definition ofwords enables the therapist to "enter mto the world of the chent with a
common language." Although Karen does not state this exphcitly, perhaps a part of
understandmg cUents' words is akm to understanding a foreign language m its extreme and
to a lesser extreme, a cUent's own idiosyncratic use ofwords.
When reviewing the data, one also gets the sense that when folks responded to tliis
question, and discussed chents' use of language, that they were talking about something
other than the hteral meanmgs ofwords. There was a shift to a shghtly more metaphorical
level. For mstance, Joe stated that he "needs to be able to appreciate what the meaning of
what they're saymg m a way that [he] can understand."
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At a more basic level, John stated that he thinks it is unportant to attend to a
person's choice ofwords in describing his/her "story" in order to get a clearer picture of
the Ghent's experience. He stated: "I think it involves Ustening very carefully to the words
and to the expression" ofthe chent's disclosures.
Another common response from supervisors was that they needed to get a sense of
what it is Uke, on an experiential level, to "be" then- cUents. Supervisors described
attempts at learning what the phenomenal world of the chent is hke. In their description of
this endeavor they often rehed on metaphors. At the tune of attempting this
understanding, they recalled a rehance on then- imaginations, and their memory of then-
own and other's hfe experiences to gain a sense of then- cUents' phenomenal world.
Karen stated metaphorically the need to be able to see the world through "the eyes
of the cUent." She continued to describe this by stating that this process was "really seeing
the world from where the client sees it...you have to give up your place." At that point, I
asked Karen if she was famihar with Hans Georg Gadamer's (1976) idea of a "fiision of
horizons" where he described an overlap ofperspectival fields. She stated that she had
not, but expressed some interest in hearing more about it. I told her that he described this
fiision using the Uteral example oftwo people standing side by side on the shore of an
ocean. He stated that given their place in space, there is an overlap ofthek fields of
vision; this overlap he called the "region of intersubjectivity." He beheved that this
metaphor was descriptive ofhow individuals come to "see" the same things, and share an
understanding of each other's phenomenal world. However, he also suggests that a
complete overlap ofvision is not possible. The angles of vision provide enough of an area
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of commonality for understanding. Upon hearing this explanation, Karen disagreed with
the theory. She stated, "ifyou're standing beside someone, you are still seeing things a
Uttle bit different, the angles are a httle different....but ifyou are where the cUent is, the
angles are the same." She held that one must give up one's own place in space m order to
gain an understanding of a person's phenomenal world. She added that in order to
mamtain the boundaries between herself and her cUents, she must become skilled at the
task of "stepping in and out of the cUent's perspective."
John's immediate response to this question was metaphorical in nature as well. He
said, "to understand a cUent is to be able to see the world through the chent's eyes."
He said that to a "certain extent" this involves trying to "unagine" what it is like to be a
participant in the cUent's story. When John was asked to clarify what he meant when he
used the word "imagine," he stated being aware of trying to "unagine what it would be
like to go through the same kind of experiences." He said that he does this so he can try
to grasp the impact ofthe experience for the cUent in his/her hfe. John, as noted above,
said that he does this only to a "certain extent." When he explained what he meant by this
quahfication he, like Karen, expressed concerns about boundary maintenance. He stated
that mamtaining boundaries or "neutrahty" is harder ifhe allows himself to feel the fiill
impact ofthe person's story.
Frank's &st response to this question was that at the "simplest level,"
understanding cUents is "really being in their skin in a sense, and really processing what's
going on around them much Uke they process it." Shortly after this "in their skin"
metaphor, he used the metaphor of seemg "through their eyes and experiencing it
[their
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phenomenological world] the way they do." When Frank was asked to clarify what he
meant when he described being in the "skin" of a chent, he interpreted my request for
clarification as a request ofhow do you accomphsh this task. He enumerated the
following; (1) "Keep your mouth shut and just Usten." You must try not to "impose"
yourself; but "Usten to theh narrative in a way that it becomes yours..;" (2) You need to
stop looking for symptoms, you stop being a detective and "simply experience the
person;" (3) "At first you're simply learning what it's hke to be them, and to walk through
their world."
Dan responded to this question in a way that is difficuk to organize thematically as
he saw understanding as a muhi-leveled process that in its description is disjointed;
however, m practice it happens more or less naturally, where some aspects occur
sunuUaneously. He started ofifby stating that understanding his chents means:
To get as close as one can to the patient's phenomenological
experience. This is essential, and one can't go anywhere if one doesn't
do this.
What followed in this description were the kinds of things that occur in Dan's
mind, and in his relationship with his chents. First, Dan described a mixture of things that
occur before there is a verbal expression. For instance, "there are feelings that get stirred
in me when someone is either talking, or not talking...whatever they are doing when
they're in my presence." Dan described this phenomenon using the words "affective
resonance," and stated that he may be feeling something that he comes to beheve is what
the patient is feeUng. However, he noted that this feeling may be attributed to something
else. For instance, he may be feeUng the opposite ofwhat they are feeling. Regardless, he
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described paying dose attention to this resonating inside ofhim in order to reflect on it.
Dan hkened this experience to the tunes m our development as mfants when we engaged
in the mutation of facial expressions. He also stated:
I thmk there is something mherently human about
respondmg mside m some way to another person's feeUngs,
m whatever way they are communicating it.
Dan also described a certain amount ofwork he does internally that involves
paymg close attention to what he is feehng and thinking during and in between sessions.
For instance, when he hstens to his patients, he is also paying attention to his own "own
subsegations, associations, images, memories, personal experiences or fantasies." He
reported beheving that these cognitive and affective activities are "clues to the possible
meanings to the affective experience... of the patient." Dan quaUfied this by stating that
these also may be clues to what it is hke to be in relation to the chent, rather than to be the
cUent. However, to gain clarity about Dan^s resonations and associations to the cUent, he
reported usmg them to inform his responses to his cUents, and hstening to theii' responses
to his words. He calls this the "playing back and forth" oftherapy.
This mode of wordflil play with cUents was expressed by other supervisors in a
way that I am not sure completely emulated what Dan tried to convey. For instance, Joe
stated that he needs to be able to communicate back to the cUent that he understands
his/her expressions. Whether or not Dan, Joe and others were talking about the same
process is not clear to me.
As stated above, the following section vyoll focus more on supervisor responses
that answer more directly the question: "How do you develop an understanding of a
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cUent?" The primary theme of responses centered around the process of setting aside
one's assumptions about cUents and then experiences. As this sounded similar to
Husserl's "phenomenological epoche," I described one of Husserl' s (1964) examples to
Mike to see if it resonated with what he was describing hunself I stated that m order to
understand another, one must set aside the a priori structures of consciousness. This
entails approaching something, in this case a chent, without assumptions or judgments.
For instance, a person can see the front ofthe house and perhaps one or two of the sides
on either side ofthe front. Most would assume that they are perceiving a house, however
this is assuming that there is another side of the house and that it is in fact house-Uke on
the mside. Husserl proposed that one cannot assume, just because a person has seen
something famihar, i.e., the front of a house, that it is in fact a house. One must explore
the rest ofwhat looks to one to be a house in order to be certain. The motivation to do so
is a lack of sufficient evidence, and the elimination of assuming that what one perceives
actually exists in reahty. For instance (although this diverges from Husserl's example),
this "house" might just be a Hollywood facade of a house.
Mike responded to my description of Husserl's epoche by stating:
Even though I'm not famihar with this guy. I hke him aheady. For one
thing, as I say sort oftongue and cheek is the abihty to get stupid, is the
abihty to walk into a room and assume nothing, to really be stupid, to be 'I
don't know, I don't get it.' I'm not gonna assume. That actually is a
harder thing it's a real skill.
To demonstrate what Mike called "dumbing down," he used an example to illustrate the
technique he uses while hstening to the words his cUents choose. He suggested that a
client arrived and stated that s/he has had a "shitty week." Mike knows what that means
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to him, however he sees his job as a process of figuring out what that means to the chent,
as it might mean something completely dififerent to him or her.
Mike described a process ofbreaking down aU of the language that the chent uses
mto structures ofmeamng that may or may not be different from his own. He stressed
that you cannot assume that you know what things mean for chents just by usmg your
own structure ofmeanings or mtemal model:
This is where acknowledging how httle you know is crucial. Cause there is
nothing more dangerous than an arrogant therapist. Arrogance and
grandiosity really are professional handicaps ofbemg a therapist, because
after a while it's Uke - 'I heard it all, I know it all.' So what happens is
that when somebody says something that they had a shitty week, the more
arrogant and grandiose therapist is 'Oh I know what that means, so let's
move on.' As opposed to saying 'Oh I don't have a clue. I don't know,
what is a shitty week? I don't know what was going on.' So they start the
process of havmg the patient go back inside the model and begin defining
what a shitty week is. So there are these moves ahnost hke a chess game. -
'I had a shitty week.' - 'Define shitty week.' - 'My cat died.' - ' OK.' -
Now rather than me makmg the assumption that I know why the cat dying
and shitty week go together
. I don't know.. So I say
,
'How are these two
things are linked. These two things occur, there is some linkage here, I
don't know what it is so, what is it about your cat dying that made it a
shitty week?' - 'My cat was my only fiiend. ' 'Huh. ' So now this model is
becoming much more enriched. I mean I'm hearing and I'm percervdng this
model and it's much more enriched now. I understand that interpersonal
relationships are not only important but also they are sort of lacking in this
person's life. I mean in response to - 'O My cat was my only fiiend.' - I
would say something like: 'You are telling me that you have no fiiends
except for that cat.' - They made a statement this cat was my only fiiend.
So, when you're first meeting with somebody really what you are doing is
you are gomg through this, estabhshing a model. I'm trymg to figure out
what your model ofthe world is. And I'm gonna talk to you about the
words that you use, I'm gonna ask you to keep enriching.
Karen described a sunilar process and stated that "...a therapist must try to set
aside preconceived notions or expectations, to try to see and hear person on their own
terms." When Karen was asked to clarify what she meant by the chent's "own terms,"
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she explained that "the therapist needs to try to understand their use of language, gestures,
their own theory about themselves." Karen added to this that therapists must be open to
chents' own stories by setting aside their own stories about them This often entails an
attempt to "try to identify as much as possible, what the therapist brings to the interaction,
to discern what is therapist and what is chent." For Karen, this frees her up to gather an
understandmg ofher chents that is unfettered by her own assumptions about the chent'
s
e>q)erience.
Joe reiterated and added to Karen's assertion that therapists need to understand
their own way ofbeing m the world so they can be clear about how then chents are
different from themselves. He stated:
This is critical because you have to understand that somebody else's [way
ofbemg] is different. Even ifyou try to put their framework into your
framework, you're still two different people with two different hves and
two different ways ofdomg thmgs. So, to avoid misunderstanding, you try
to avoid assumptions about other people's ways ofbemg m the world.
Dan was not asked to respond to this question during the mterview; however, he
was asked to speak to this question when he was presented with a summary ofhis
responses to meet with his disapproval or approval. He responded by writing the
following:
I prefer to phrase this in terms ofhow I have a sense or behef that
my level ofunderstanding of a patient has deepened. Fhst of all, I can't
know. Second of aU, to say that 'I understand the patient' conveys a more
static finahty, rather than a dynamic situation of states ofunderstanding.
To my way ofthinkmg, I have a sense of a deepened level of
understandmg when I develop new ways of connecting different elements
ofthe patient's experience, or new ways of connectmg elements ofhis/her
experience with my own. By elements of experience, I include a wide
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range: fantasies, memories, aspects ofpersonal history, moments of
mteraction in therapy, affectively charged moments in any context,
characteristic relationship patterns, prominent themes in self image, etc.
Regardmg these new connections, two additional elements are
especiaUy relevant. The first is that my experience of these new
connections is affectively enlivened for me. The second is that, when I
present some comment to the patient which is mformed by this inner
connection of mine, s/he responds in some affectively enlivened way and in
a way which is in synch with me. That the are m synch is indicated by
themadc or associative elaboration or affective deepening. Then, I have a
sense that my inner reverberations have struck some resonant cord for the
patient.
Supervisors, for the most part, were in agreement regarding the importance of
understanding the client's worid from his or her own perspective. The accompUshment of
this feat was described differently with varying degrees of importance laid upon the depth
necessary to move closer to understanding. There was a wide rehance on understanding
the words cUents use to describe their experience, and what those words tend to say about
the client's personal view on the world. Supervisors also described a rehance on then-
imaginations to place themselves in the "shoes" of the cUent.
The responses to this question also helped sift out what philosophical constructs
were helpfiil in the description ofunderstanding. For instance, Husserl's
phenomenological epoche gained strength as supervisors described the importance of
leaving aside thek own assumptions about the chent or their own world view.
Additionally, Gadamer's fiision ofhorizons lost its apphcability as supervisors were more
hkely to use metaphors describmg a process of standing directly in the shoes of the chent,
rather than standing along side them where only a part of the chent 's perspective is
experienced.
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How Supervisors Know When Understanding Has Occurred
The foUowing section is devoted to providing a sense ofhow supervisors know
when they have accomphshed some level of an understanding of their cUents. As stated
above, however, half ofthe supervisors indicated that one can never know for sure that
one has understood a cUent.
With this qualification in mind, supervisors were in unanimous agreement that
there are either physical signs and/or verbal confirmations that lead them to the conclusion
that they must have understood some part of their chents' experiences. For instance, Mike
gives what he calls a "behavioral definition" in response to this question:
Behaviorally what it means is when I make a statement about a person, when 1
paraphrase, when I say something which is descriptive of a patient, what I end up
seeing is the patient agreeing with that statement. Somebody ends up nodding
their head, somebody ends up dropping their shoulders...
John's statement on the subject was similar; however, he offered an interpretation of the
cUent's physical response. He reported observmg a "relaxation of the body where the
person feels that he or she doesn't have to be tense and defensive because we're
connected." Karen agreed that a chent's "body language" often indicates that the therapist
has understood the chent; however, she also stated that this can often be "unpredictable."
Sometimes supervisors pointed more dhectly to the eyes of the patient, as
indicators that they have been understood by the therapist. Mike said that he often
perceived that a 'light goes on in theh eyes" when understandmg has taken place. Joe
and John both stated that one can see the cUent's "face hght up," and that feelings of being
understood are apparent in the cUent's "eyes." Mike made reference to Adler's tenn, the
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"recognition response." He beUeved this best described what happens to his chents, when
they feel understood.
Supervisors, as stated above, also agreed that chents often acknowledge the
therapist's understandmg ofthem verbaUy. However, both Mike and Joe stated that
sometunes chents can be too "agreeable,"and state that they feel understood, not because
they feel it, but because they are just bemg agreeable. While Karen and Mike stated that
the cUent may indicate verbally that what the therapist has said is meaningful to them,
Mike described a sometunes more enthusiastic response of "Yes, that's right!" from his
chents. John described what he caUed gainmg a 'Verbal confirmation" from his chents,
letting him know that he has understood them Often, this "verbal confirmation" occurs
when the therapist has paraphrased the chent's experience m a way that is meaningfiil to
the chent.
Although Frank did not state that he rehes on the chent's verbal responses to gain
clarity m his sense that he understood his chents, he did state that when he begins to make
better predictions, or "confirm[s] hunches," about how a chent will react in certain
situations, he held the behef that you can begin to feel you have started to gain an
understandmg of the chent. One can only infer that a part of confirming "hunches"
requires some sort ofverbal interaction between hhnself and the chent. Karen also
described a process of gathering "confirming evidence" that is suuilar to Frank's
statements. Karen described a process ofhaving "ideas" about what the chent might be
experiencmg that are confirmed via the responses of the chent to Karen's probes designed
to check the vahdity ofher ideas.
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Lastly, and perhaps most mysteriously, supervisors described some sort of change
m the "energy" between the therapist and the chent. John described this when he said:
There is a certam mdescribable kmd ofphenomenon that takes place, there is
ahnost this kind of electromagnetic energy field that occurs between myself and the
client.
Joe also described this kmd ofphenomenon as a "whole energy change" accompanied by
changes m the cUent's expressions and words.
For the most part, supervisors described observing either verbal, physical or
afifective changes m thek chents that indicate to them that they have understood some
aspect of their experience. Additionally, supervisors described a mysterious phenomenon
whereby they have experienced a change in "energy," between themselves and their chents
that has felt to them like some sort of indication ofunderstanding.
Understandmg Deepening
Supervisors were asked the question: Was there ever a tune when your
understanding of a cUent deepened suddenly? This was meant to be a probe into specific
moments ofunderstanding, with the goal of getting a better sense ofwhat happens when
understandmg takes place. It is not clear that this question did the job origmally assigned
to it; however, a few common themes emerged. The most transcendent or promment of
these themes was the sense that the therapist, at these moments of "deepening," gathered
more mformation about the chent, or the chent's experience. According to supervisors,
this occurs under many differing circumstances. For instance, Mike described the whole
process ofunderstanding chents as a process of gathering more information. For hun, this
entailed gettmg a clearer sense of his chents' internal models. This evolved out
of his
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position whereby he tries hard to abandon his a priori assumptions about the client, and
enacted with his specific brand of mquiry. Mike was not sure he would describe this as a
"sudden deepening," but rather a result ofthis mode of mquiry, aUowing him to gather
sufficient data, and confirm his understanding with the chent.
John hkens this experience of gathering more information to the experience of
looking at an mcomplete map ofthe United States. He states that one might assume that
the map is m view in its entirety. Suddenly, in the course of studying the map, it becomes
apparent that Alaska and Hawaii have been left out. The use of this metaphor helped
communicate the idea that there are often missing pieces of information or data about a
person. Tlie discovery of those pieces, Jolm stated, deepens or enriches our understanding
ofthe person and his/her phenomenal world.
Still in the reahn of gathering additional data, Karen stated that she found chents'
dream material to be particularly illuminating at times. Karen shared a case with me where
she had been perplexed as to the benefit oftherapy for the cUent. The chent used therapy
sporadically as she was restricted by her HMO's pohcy. Karen had previously beheved
that her chent's history of abuse warranted a longer-term therapy treatment. However,
during a session, the chent shared dream material in which Karen herself had a major role.
According to her client, Karen represented a soothing, safe place for the client in her
dreams, and beUeved she served the same fimction m reahty. Once Karen heard ofher
chent's dream life, she became clearer about this client's use of therapy, and her own role
in this client's healing.
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In a portion ofFrank's response to this question, he discussed tunes in therapy
when the "person has stopped hiding." He stated that there is a loosening of the dient's
defenses aUowing the cUent to show the therapist a more authentic self Givmg him more
data in this case, requires that the chent be just shghtly less afraid of reveahng him or
herselfm a more open way. Karen alluded to this phenomenon in response to a prior
question when she said that there are times when the chent, for whatever reasons, does not
want to be understood.
The following theme regarding this question still seems to fit the transcendent
theme of gathering more data about a chent; however, it may be more of an internal
process that goes on for the therapist. For mstance, Dan described a process of getting
"unstuck" that he would hken to a "sudden deepening." He described the nature of
"stuckness" as times when he is not lettmg himself feel something or put two things
together. When he gets "unstuck," there is something in the relationship between himself
and the patient, or just within himself^ where understanding becomes available to him. He
stated that he could "see something that I could not see."
Dan demonstrated this with a hypothetical example:
Let's say a patient and I are stuck m a position, where the patient is in a
role of an angry rebeUious child who won't get out of their room, and I'm
ui the position of feeling hke a finstrated angry parent. It permeates how I
think about things and how I see things when I'm stuck in that position.
Let's take that as a stuckness, how do I shift? One ofthe things is the
patient might help get us unstuck. The patient might help get the process
unstuck by stepping outside their role. That might open something up
inside ofme where I can shift out ofmy position. And sometimes it feels
more Uke the internal work that I do as a therapist, I feel it is a part ofmy
job is to work with those internal states that get created in me, so in my
process of associating and movmg around with those, I see that as a major
part ofmy job, I see that as a kind of self-analysis or questioning, moving
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around and shifting around inside of myself. Like sometimes it feels like
something that I'm going to shift.
Dan also reported that there are moments when there is a "freeing up of
something...when it feels hke something breaks through to [his] understanding." Dan
reported that the patient often 'Ijreaks through" to him, and he finally hears what he or she
is trying to communicate to him. This might also happen when the patient isn't trying to
communicate something to him, but rather something inside him frees up, and he can see
his patient's experience in a new or different way.
Joe related a similar experience where some aspect ofhis view ofhis clients shifts
internally. He finds that this happens often when he is "wrong." He reported that when he
tries to verbally communicate an understanding of a person's experience, the person will
give a resounding "No!" in response. Jim said, "...most of the time, that catches me pretty
well in terms of getting out ofmy own head." When Joe talked about what this means to
htm he stated that he tries harder to see the person on his/her own terms, with less
overlap of his own way ofviewing the world.
Finally, John and Frank talked about how events in a cUent's hfe, as they unfold
during the time oftheir treatment, illuminate certain aspects ofthen character. Frank
focused on crisis situations for cUents, while John's take focused more on the ordinary
events in a cUent's life.
Frank beUeved that during crisis situations, one can derive a better or "deeper"
understanding ofhow cUents behave when under stress. Watching the events of the crisis
unfold, and how the cUent copes can give a therapist an idea ofhow the cUent operates on
an instincUial level. He beheved that this often happens when cUents separate
themselves
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we are
from the roles they have been playing m their social system. He stated that when
"shaken out ofthose roles and we're forced to rely on our instmcts, survival, or just sort
of operate in the moment, where we're just unprovising as we go along. And we get a
different look at the person at that point...that's when you start seeing a much more
complex person."
John stated that he thinks gathering a deeper understandmg of a cUent is a
"customary" part ofthe process, but noted that "it sometunes happens around specific
events in the cUent's hfe or certain reahzations of the chents have come to, [this] enables
both ofus to get to a deeper level."
Although supervisors were not certain that they would describe a deepening of
understandmg as a "sudden" occurrence, each stated that often it has felt as though their
imderstandmg of a chent has deepened upon the revelation ofnew mformation about the
chent or themselves. Sometimes this involved merely getting to know more about the
cUent as time passes, while sometunes their understanding has deepened when there is
movement in the therapy after a period of feehng "stuck," or when the cUent's disclosures
become more revealing than previously in the therapy.
Resources and Skills Promoting Understanding
Again, my interview included two questions that were similar enough to put
together m their presentation. The questions were: "Are there any specific skills that
you've picked up that enable the process ofunderstandmg?" and "Are there any
techniques that you've developed or resources you refer to, other than what the client tells
you m therapy that help you to understand the chent?" Some supervisors had more
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elaborate responses to the questions, while others hsted specific techniques and books that
they have found helpfiil in the process ofunderstanding cUents.
Joe, in his response to this question, reiterated some ofthe things Mike said in
response to some previous questions asked. For instance, Joe reported trying to hsten to
the words people use, and then asks them what they mean when the use those words. He
does not assume, even if a person says he or she is "sad," that he knows what that means
for that particular person. Joe hkened this to my own research when I ask, what does it
mean when you say you "understand" a person? He finds hunself statmg to people, "I
have one way ofmeaning it [e.g., sad], you have another one, I'm going to ask you what
you really mean by that, what you thmk about when you say that, what you feel inside,
how you act when you say that."
Additionally, when Joe talks to people, he tries to use then words with then-
meanings and reflects his understanding back to them He beUeved that this is often a
catalyst for the other person to continue to talk to him m a way that is meaningfiil to him
or her.
Finally, although this is where Joe might differ from Mike, he described another
level of skill he called "making an mterpretation." He stated:
You don't just talk about what it is they're saying, you add a httle
something about the reason why it may be that they're feehng or saying a
particular thing. So I might say, 'That sounds like something your father
might have said to you, a message your father might have given you.' This
is different from what they're saying, but it's still a reflection of the
statement they make... it's more concise, which is the pomt you're making,
it can also be at a shghtly deeper level.
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Contrary to Joe's statement, John said that he has learned to aUow his cUents to
make their own interpretations oftheir experience. For John, this entaUed gathering a
greater capacity to aUow cUents' their own time scales. John, perhaps regretfully, stated
that this also requires that he hold back his own interpretations even when they miglit be
"brilliant." Another inq)ortant skill John developed was the capacity to accept and
normalize the cUent's experience. He said that when he uses this skill well, he "often hears
a sigh from the chent, there is a bridge that we crossed that brings us to the side of
understanding."
Perhaps a less usual phenomenon in chnical psychology is the therapist's own
analysis or therapy. Dan beUeved that his own therapy became an important part of
learning to understand his chents. As he became clearer about his own conflicts, his
capacity to monitor his own counter-transferential reactions to his patients increased.
From Dan's perspective, understanding his own emotional hfe in relation to the patient
tends to enrich his understanding of the patient.
Additionally, Dan has a grasp on many of the theories of the field that help one to
imderstand or interpret human behavior. In particular, Dan developed a keen
understanding ofnormal human development. In general, Dan said he holds a great
respect for the wisdom ofthose who have come before him in their thinking about human
phenomena.
Frank also reported that he is an avid reader of fiction, non-fiction, theory and
research. He stated the beUefthat he absorbs what he reads, not necessarily through
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memorization, but he can use the information he has picked up along the way when he
finds he needs it in the process ofunderstanding another person. He said:
You pick up stuffyou don't even know you've picked up. And some days
when you're reaUy shootmg fi^om the hip around a problem with a person
you find yourselfpulhng something out, actually a surprise, but it seems
right at that moment...! thmk every great novel I ever read is stored
somewhere and a piece of it comes out at some point... a great writer will
give you a sense of a person that is probably the closest to a therapeutic
experience with the person. That is, you get to know that person probably
hke a therapist would. It's hard to know where that Une is drawn of course
you don't memorize, you don't think of it that way, but to the extent that
the writer is successful, you've hved that person's hfe for some period of
time assuming there is a major character.
In conclusion ofthis section, I'll try to make coherent a compilation of skills and
resources supervisors named that did not seem to require much explanation. First, some
specific skills will be described that ahnost rang of "rules to do therapy by" for some
supervisors. Second, a Ust will be compiled ofresources utilized and named by the
supervisors.
Karen said that one needs to learn when to "shut up and hsten to the chent." She
also explained that therapists need to know when they are working harder than their
chents, and subsequently learn how to stop that process as it arises. John said that
techniques he uses most often are to ask chents to tell him the "stories" of their lives, and
to help chents develop a language for their emotions. Finally, Mike reiterated the
importance of Ustening to the words people use, and the capacity to be "stupid."
The followmg is a hst ofresources named by supervisors as helpfiil in the process
ofunderstanding chents: (1) Peer consuUation groups; (2) gathering information fi^om
family members or other people withm the chent's social structure; (3) Neurohnguistic
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Programming and the accompanying book by Handler and Grinder, Xhe^tmctureof
Magic: A Book About Lan^age and ThergEy;^ (4) Linehan's, CogmtiyeBeha^
Treatment of Borderline Personality Disorder:^ (5) The Diagnostic and Statistical M.nn.l
ofMental Disorders,^ (6) Shapiro^s, Neurotic Styles
The diversity of resources and skiUs supervisors cited suggested a variety of routes
to understanding. It also speaks to the ways in which therapists search, mdependent of
their formal training, for ways to increase their capacity to understand their cHents to
promote either a stronger relationship with their chents or the mutative effects correlated
with empathy and understanding.
Liking and Dishking Chents
Some more specific questions were mcluded to try to eUcit some discussion of
factors that might influence the process of understandmg chents. These questions were
asked ifthe supervisor did not exphcitly mention these factors in the process of helping me
to gather data about then- experience ofunderstanding chents. One of the factors that was
considered as possibly relevant to the process of understandmg was the degree to which
therapists liked or dishked their chents. Supervisors had a wide range of responses to this
question. For the most part, supervisors beheved that liking or disliking does have an
effect on their capacity to understand chents. The "effects" they described shared some
commonahty; however, they were different enough not to describe them m terms of
^ Bandler, R. and Grinder, J. (1975). The Structure of Maaic: A Book About Language and
Therapy . Palo Alto, CA: Science and Behavior Books.
"Linehan, M. (1993). Cognitive Behavioral Treatment of Borderline Personality Disorder. New
York, NY: Guilford Press.
' American Psychiatric Association. (1994). The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders. (4th ed ). Washington DC: Author.
Shapiro, D. (1965). Neurotic Styles. New York, NY: Basic Books.
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themes. Instead, supervisors' responses wiU be placed in an order that wiU facihtate the
reader's ability to see some parallels between the supervisors' responses.
Dan's response was complex m that there appeared to be some degree to which his
level of disUking a cUent makes it impossible for him to consider working with the cUent.
However, he also viewed varying feeUngs ofhking or dishking as parallel to all
relationships even outside ofthe therapeutic domain. He summed up the gist ofhis
response in the following way:
Certainly feeUngs of liking or disUking a patient are important to pay
attention to. If I can't find enough feehngs of hking for the patient, I don't
think I could work with them I must say that is extremely rare. That
doesn't mean that I don't have feehngs of dishking them I think of it as
mixture of hking and dishking kinds of feehngs about the patient. And hke
everythmg else, there are things that activated in different ways and at
different times. It is very important to pay attention to, it is very
informative, and there needs to be some flmdamental store ofhking
feehngs, but there's room for lots of different feehngs to be stured up too
for my perspective, that is part of the work, or any relationship for that
matter.
Karen also voiced concerns about needing to hke chents in order to be able to
work with, and understand them. However, she did state that she employs a repertoire of
skills to help her find a requisite "store" ofhkmg for her chents. She responded:
It's harder to remain open to chents whose behavior and behefs fly in the
face ofmy own... I might shut down to that chent" (One example she gave
was a perpetrator of abuse without remorse.) "In this case, you need to go
back through the history ofthe individual to see ifyou can find a chink in
their armor, some angle that lets you connect with the person. This
understanding lets you empathize with the person.
John also described Umits to his capacity to understand his chents that fall under
the rubric of disliking. He stated that it is rare for hun to find that he dishkes a client, but
when he does, it hampers his abihty to understand. John reported that he tends to dislike
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clients who are disrespectful or humiliating to him particularly when they have the
intellectual capacity to reciprocate the respect and sensitivity he demonstrates to them.
He beUeved that likmg a cUent ceitamly makes it easier to do the work necessary for
understanding. He stated that "..liking the cUent facihtates the dialogue and gets me to a
deeper level then I would otherwise be able to, or frankly want to."
Mike, on the other hand, thought it easier to understand a chent he is not fond of
because he is less likely to "assume" he understands the cUent; the degree of
"identification" with the chent is less. He said, "Understanding someone you dislike is
more mechanical, and it is easier to ask the number of questions it takes to get clearer
about someone's internal model."
When Mike likes a chent, or identifies with the chent more, "there's a good chance
[he will] make more assumptions about what that person means." Mike clarified this by
stating:
Sometimes asking for clarification is pretty tedious...When you like
somebody, you don't wanna badger hun a lot....When I'm working [with
someone I like], I constantly say to myself^ 'Don't assume, don't assume.
You think you know what this guy feels, but you don't.'
Joe responded similarly; however, he felt that there is just as much danger in
making too many assumptions about a chent when you dishke them. He stated that you
might find yourself assuming that whatever the chent's experience is, it must be very
dissimilar from one's own. Joe stressed the need here ofbeing clear about the boundaries
between yourself and the chent m cases when "there is a lot of liking or disliking going
on." He also said, "Unless you are clear about you versus them, you're going to miss it."
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In summary, Joe beUeved that the feehngs a therapist has about a person can
sometimes get in the way ofthe openness required to reduce the number of assumpti
you have about the person's phenomenal world. This is something to guard against, but
does not have to hamper or enhance his understanding of a person.
Finally, Frank responded by stating that he very strongly encourages his trainees
not to think m terms ofUkmg or dishking cUents. He beUeved that most people who are in
therapy are there partly because they are "not particularly charming to anyone." Frank
would prefer to talk about this in terms of "connectedness." He stated that he asks his
tramees and himself if there is anything about a chent that one can "resonate" with, or if
the therapist can Usten to the cUent and really hear what she or he is saying.
Frank stated that he beheves some of the most unlikable cUents are the ones you
end up liking the most because you really get to know them, you get past their
unlikableness and you get to see parts ofthem that they've shown no one else. This
process makes them more likable to the therapist.
Generally, supervisors agreed that varying degrees of liking or dishking chents
corE^hcated their capacity to understand cUents, or bring the affective piece of
understanding mto play. Some supervisors also described how Uking or dishking a chent
makes then- objectivity harder to mamtam. On the whole, supervisors mdicated that
understanding was more work when there was an element of hke or dishke for the chent.
Resonating With Chents
Although some supervisors mentioned phenomena such as "affective resonance"on
then- own, most discussed this after being asked the following questions: "Was there
ever
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a time when a cUent's experience closely resonated with your own? If so, how did that
affect the process ofimderstandmg?" There was some reiteration ofhow resonating with a
cUent might interfere with the process of understanding. For instance, Mike stated that if
he "resonates" with some aspect ofthe chent's experience, he has to work harder not to
"assume" he has evidence ofunderstandmg the chent. However, other supervisors
described tunes in their hves when their own pam and its resonation with a chent, made
more complex the process of sortmg out then emotional response to the chent.
Karen stated that this resonance with the chent is most difficuU to sort out when it
is due to the death ofthe chent's and her own parent(s). She described this example as an
"extreme" where the boundaries between self and chent become emotionaUy blurred. She
returned to the metaphor of standmg m the shoes of the chent:
In its extreme you lose the sense of the other and you merge. You can get
too caught up in our own feelings, trying to manage them and make it
through a session. It is as ifyou are no longer standing in the shoes of
another, but they are your shoes. You merge and objectivity is lost.
Joe also described a time when he treated a chent whose father was dying while he
simuhaneously tried to cope with the terminal illness ofhis own father. Apparently, both
fathers were dying of similar iUnesses. Joe beheved that he could "resonate" with what
his chent was experiencing, however he is not sure that it helped him to understand the
chent more. He could understand the difficulties ofhaving a parent die, but he stated that
h would be "dangerous" for him to "put on to him [the chent] what he was feehng." Joe
stated that understanding the chent has more to do with making a separation between
himself and the chent. He could relate to the "power" ofhaving a parent die, however he
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stated that "the specifics of it were his, not mine." Joe summarized his thoughts on this
question by statmg:
I think parents' deaths, no matter how you feel about your parents, are
pretty powerful events ifyou're close to them at all. But the specifics of it,
I knew he was amped up pretty high, that's the power I could relate to, but
what channel he was on wasn't necessarily the same as mine.
John also described a close emotional parallel while workmg with a chent.
However he stressed the way m which this "resonance" with the chent helped him to
gather a deeper understanding of the chent's experience. He described a tune, early in liis
career, when he treated a young man he beheved was very 'Vuberable." John stated that
he became emotionally very invested in the chent, and described a certain degree of
anxiety around his work with the young man that was significant enough for him to seek a
consultation. This colleague helped John to recognize the parallel between his feelings for
this chent and his feehngs surrounding his up-commg new role as a father. His wife was
pregnant at the time with theh first child.
John stated that therapy with this young fellow "evoked mtense nurturing,
patemaUstic emotions" that were intensified by the fact that this chent came into treatment
with issues surrounding his relationship with his father. Once John became aware of the
parallel, and the "countertransference," his anxiety reduced. He was able to "step back
and deal with [his] own issues and deal with his chent."
John also stated that this experience enhanced his understanding ofthe client by
sensitizing him to just how vuherable the chent was feehng. He said that it was as if "this
chent was very much hke a httle baby, and was thmking 'Where am I in this worid? Am I
gomg to get through this big university? I'm scared.'" This experience and many more,
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were
fortified John's beUef that sometimes, doing therapy is very similar to the process of
parenting.
For the most part, supervisors indicated that resonating with cUents made
complex the process ofmiderstanding; however, the complexities they described
often illuminating to supervisors when they were able to understand their own feehngs in
relation to the cUent.
Collegial Consultations
John's response to the question regardmg "resonance," leaves me m good stead to
describe how supervisors find collegial consultations to be helpful in the process of
understandmg their cUents. All of the supervisors responded aflBrmatively to the
questions, "Do you ever talk to your colleagues about a cUent? Do you find that helpful?"
However, it was only a few of the responses that clarified how this helps the process of
understanding. Supervisors who did not make the clear connection between consuhmg
colleagues and understandmg responded by stating that it is unportant to consuh when
working with high risk cUents, or when diflSculties arise m making a differential diagnosis.
The responses that did parallel consuhmg with understanding were illummatmg each in a
different way.
Dan stated that he periodically discusses his work with colleagues. He reported
findmg this helpful particularly when planning to present a cUent to a group of colleagues
m a formal settmg. This miheu fosters his capacity to think about his chents fi-om a
different perspective, the audience's. Thinkmg fi-om the audience's perspective not only
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broadens his understanding ofthe cUent, but it ensures that he contmues to define the
common language that often develops and evolves between hrni and his clients.
Frank also beUeved that talking to colleagues helped him to gain a different
perspective, or a clearer picture of his chents. For him, however this is accomplished by
the colleagues form of inquiry about his chent. This process of asking questions helped
Frank develop different hypotheses that he can then check out with his clients.
Karen described tunes when she was having a particularly difficult time connecting
with clients. Talking to colleagues has helped her to make the connection that she deems
a necessary foundation for understanding in therapy.
Theory and Understanding
The followmg question was formulated because I was curious about how one's
theory might act as a map whose journey is understanding. I wondered if certam chents
fostered thinking or understanding from the different types of theories that therapists have
in their store of knowledge, or if therapists always operate fi"om one theory, thereby fitting
their clients mto its constructs to come to an understanding of the cHent's experience. I'll
make no claims that the data presented below answer these questions, but it is important
to know at the outset that one fimction of this question was to satisfy my curiosity as a
begiiming therapist, while the other, less personally biased fimction was to see iftheory is
a part ofthe process of understanding for supervisors.
Most of the supervisors responded by making clear the place theories have in their
treatment of chents, and illuminated, to some degree, how theory bolstered their capacity
to understand their clients.
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Frank's response indicated his beUefthat therapists should be knowledgeable about
all legitimate theories. He reasoned that one theory may do a better job of making sense
out of some aspects of a person than another. He relayed this idea with a poignant old
story:
The story goes, six bUnd men are feeling around an elephant, and each one
is describing what he is feeUng and arguing with each other. One's got the
trunk and says, 'Well it's a small, long, snakehke animal.' The other one
says, 'What are you talking about? It's a mammoth column.' The third
one's got the tail and says, 'What are you talking about? It's this Uttle
whip thing.' Each one ofthem is right, they've just got a different piece of
the animal. I think that's what has happened with our theories in that they
each have a different component of the human condition. You have to
realize that the animal is bigger than any one particular theory and be
willing to move among the theorists, the experiences that have gone before
you, and use bits and pieces that are useful from all over.
Frank beheved that psychologists, as scientists, have lost the purpose and meaning ofwhat
theories are supposed to provide. He stated:
...We have to keep reminding ourselves that the theories we have are
testable hypotheses, and trying one or another out is fine as long as you
remember that that is what you're dokig, and ifyou do lose the person and
you start reaching for your theory, or your theory starts telling you what
predictions to make. At this point, you've lost the person.
Dan's response was similar to Franks in that he beheved his cumulative knowledge
ofpsychological theories aids him in the process ofunderstanding his chents. Dan stated
that it is important for him not to be wedded to any one theory in particular; however he
adheres more to dynamic ways of thinking about patients' development and conflicts. Dan
stated that there is one way in which the chent might inform his theory. This happens
most often when the chent is "strugghng with something that is best, or most easily
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understood from one theory or another or a combmation " Dan furthered his response to
my question about theory in his review ofmy summary. He wrote:
It is my view that all therapists' understandings oftheir patients are
affected by their theories, in ways which are either exphcit or unpUcit to the
therapist. I beheve that for all therapists, it is a combmation of their
theories with then character and personal histories, which mediates any and
all ways in which they understand their patents. In the optunal situation,
the therapist is aware of and open to questioning his/her theoretical ideas,
both on a general level and as they apply (or don't) to any particular patient
at any particular moment in tune. I suppose that in some moments, I can
question my theoretical assumptions, and m some moments, I do not. In a
general sense, I beheve that being open to questioning one's theories is a
good thing. However, I beheve that it is a complex issue. Probably there
are some specific tunes when a patient can be helped by a therapist
steadfastly holding to a position which exists separate from the patient's
position at that moment (includmg a position which is separate based on
the therapist's theoretical behef). However, this is a very complex issue,
beyond the scope of this discussion. In general, I beheve that it is useful to
be open to questioning one's theories, and one's apphcation ofthem with a
patient.
Karen's response fortified a different aspect ofFrank's statement. She stressed the
importance of thinking about theories in terms of testable hypotheses rather than as facts.
You use your general theories about humans in general to guide your
understanding, e.g. if someone comes in full ofhatred and anger, you
assume that there is pain under that. You try to make as many ofyour
assumptions about humans as conscious as possible so that they can come
into therapy as hypotheses rather than statements of fact.
It is not clear to me how John's thoughts about the use oftheory in therapy are
similar to the above statements, as he viewed theory as more of an "unconscious tool"
derived from years of experience, reading and doing supervision. However, he stated that
when he sees someone where more cognitive work is appropriate, he might have certain
concepts such as "cognitive distortions," or "over-generahzing," in his mind as the content
ofthe chent's story unfolds in therapy.
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FinaUy, Mike also described a process ofhaving multiple theories at hand when
working with cUents. For instance, he generally operated from a cognitive-behavioral
frame to promote change in therapy; however, he used NLP to decipher the meaning of
his cUent's words, and looked to developmental theory to see how his cUents met their
lives' milestones.
Supervisors appear to view theory as one tool among many for understanding.
Theories are held Ughtly in then hands as a level of flexibihty ofthought emerges out of
their years of experience. For supervisors, theory can sometimes forge an understanding
of a part of a cUent's experience or identity; however, some caution was given to looking
through the glass of a single theory for every chent encountered.
Examples ofUnderstanding
Due to time limitations, not all participants of this study were asked to give an
example of a time when they really thought they understood what a cUent was
experiencing. However, those who were asked, shed some hght on interesting aspects of
the process of understanding chents. These examples demonstrate the capacity of
therapists to transcend the therapy situation and reach outside for a way to understand.
Dan described a chent with whom he was feeUng particularly "stuck." Dan
realized that the chent was stuck in an adolescent-Uke rebeUion, and he, in a more parental
role. Neither person was able to figure out how to get "unstuck." When Dan found
himself thinking about a novel he had read that nicely demonstrated an adult behaving,
quite understandably, like an adolescent, he shared his association with the chent. As it
turned out, the chent was able to relate to the character in the novel as well, and found the
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association meaningfiil to him. Both Dan and the cUent were then able to step out of the
roles they had found themselves stuck in, and often refer back to this novel as a point of
shifting in then- therapy together.
Just as Dan looked outside ofthe therapy situation to art, John looked to his
knowledge ofhuman pain m general to come to some understanding of a chent with whom
he was initially unsure ofhis capacity to understand. John described a chent who was
considering a gender reassignment. When the chent arrived, she told him stories about her
hfe that pertained to her decision that were very moving. Although the contents of the
stories were very unfamihar, or foreign to John, the raw emotion, pain, shame, etc. were
sunilar enough to everyone's affective world. The emotions are what felt "accessible" to
him, the stories were about the "agony" ofnot reaching a sense of self-reahzation. The
therapy lasted for one year; and John beheved this was one ofhis most successfiil
therapies.
Other supervisors answered this question in a more general way and stressed that
in long-term therapies, one gets the chance to really know and understand chents. One
supervisor even stated that when he has been working with someone for a long time, the
process ofunderstandmg becomes more "instinctual."
Writing and Understandmg
One common denominator for all therapists is documenting the course of
treatment m writmg. Although this is a legal requhement of the profession, it would be
mterestmg to find out ifthere was any aspect of this requhement that might facilitate
understanding. So, supervisors were asked what part writing, either formal report writing,
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informal process notes, or journal keeping, plays in the process of understanding. Some
fomid writing to be helpful to this end, while others fomid it a tedious legal requnement
with no value to the process oftreatment.
Frank responded to this question in a way that I had predicted supervisors might
respond. He beUeved that writing, whatever shape it takes, helps clarify one's thinkmg
about a cUent. He stated that when he writes something, he has to "focus" on the subject
at hand in a way that is more mtense and conducive to gathering a clearer understanding
ofthe person.
Dan also said that writing helps clarify his understanding, and reported writing in
several different formats to that end. For instance, when he worked with someone in
psychotherapy, he tried to write down as much as he could remember about the hour, and
tried to summarize themes. He also tried to gain clarity about what happened in the
relationship, particularly when he wrote about the chent thematically rather than
sequentially. Further, when Dan has planned to present a case to a group of colleagues m
the past, he has focused more on what the audience's perspective might be. Knowing that
there would be an audience affected how he saw aspects of the treatment by adding
another dimension. Dan stated: "...It can be enriching because it brings in the audience's
perspective and that is a whole other perspective outside of the one-to-one dyad."
Joe reported finding writmg less helpful in the process ofunderstanding a chent;
however, his notes have provided a summary ofwhere he and his cUents have left off so he
can refer to them when he is about to see the person again. He also said that he takes
notes after each session so ifhe should "drop dead tomorrow," the new therapist would
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have a sense ofwhere he was headed in the treatment with the person. Joe reported that
what he was thinking about while writmg is often more unportant than what he actually
writes.
Karen also stated that she does not find writing useful in the process of
understandmg. For her, report writmg is for legal or medical purposes and does not aid
understanding. In fact, she stated that she only rarely keeps personal notes during the
course oftreatment.
Writing as a tool for understanding seems to be more related to the particular
supervisor's outlook on the general process of writing itself Some supen/isors have
found that this mode of communication is useful to themselves as therapists, while others
find it to be more of a legal chore with no benefit to themselves.
Therapist Development
The following data were obtained by asking supervisors to take a retrospective
view on their development as therapists. They were mvited to describe how their capacity
to understand their chents has changed or developed over the course of their careers.
More specifically, they were asked one ofthe two following questions: "If the process of
understandmg your chents has changed with greater experience, can you describe what
that change is about?" or, "Could you describe how your capacity to understand chents
has developed over time?" As this question was typically saved for the end of the
interview, two supervisors were not asked this question as we ran out oftune.
Although only three supervisors responded by stating that more hfe experiences
have helped them gain a greater capacity to understand their chents, it is doubtfiil that any
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ofthe other supervisors would disagree that Ufe experience was at least one factor in their
development as therapists.
John specificaUy stated that his capacity to understand chents has been greatly
formed by his hfe experiences. The more he has lived, learned, and experienced Ufe, the
more aware he is ofhow much he does not know. Although he described this as a
"humbhng" experience, he was able to find a middle ground that keeps him fi-om feeling
"paralyzed." This stance allowed John to be more open to his chents' experiences, not
assuming that he knew what they feh until he did a lot of inquiry and assessment.
Frank also beUeved that his capacity to understand cUents has developed as a result
ofhis own personal experiences in the world. In this, he includes all aspects ofhis
personal Ufe. He said, "There is no way to answer your question without giving you my
biography. I mean, it would be everything. It would have to be." In addition to his Ufe
experience, Frank beUeved that the luxury ofbeing an academic has afforded him the time
to "read everything in sight." AdditionaUy, as a supervisor m this academic setting, the
shear number of cases he is famiUar with broadened his experience with cUents and with
understanding them
Karen also said that her capacity to understand cUents has increased with tune.
More SpecificaUy, she described an initial reUance on the Uterature of the profession which
gradually gave way to her increasing cUnical experience. Her clinical experience took
precedence, making the Uterature "less unportant."
Dan described a variety of "ingredients" that enhance the evolving process of
becommg a therapist. First, Dan stated that there is "a growmg crowd of people for [himj
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to identify with." By this he meant that over the years he has had more and more
supervisors, patients, and coUeagues that add to his perspective, widening his capacity to
understand patients. Second, he recaUed that there is also a growing crowd oftheories
and ideas that "float around m [his] mind." As he continues to formaUy and informaUy
educate himself; his knowledge base grows and enhances his capacity to understand.
Third, Dan cited his own therapy as a source of his development as a therapist. He stated,
"I can't unagine domg this work without it." And finally, Dan also stated the behefthat
there is something about identifying with "ideal" unages ofwhat a therapist should be hke
that tends to get m peoples way more during the earlier part of doing the work. So part of
development is feehng less confined to those ideahzations.
Supervisors seemed to mdicate that the most important aspect of then-
development as therapists was their own hves, and the ever increasing amount oftime they
have had to estabhsh themselves as students of experience.
Supervisors' Perspectives on Trainee Development
The last set of questions supervisors were asked requhed that they think a bit
about their experiences with clinical trainees. They were asked one of the following
questions: (1) Can you identify any stages that either you, or your trainees go through in
the development ofyour capacity to understand cUents? If so, could you describe them?
(2) In your work as a supervisor, how do you see this development taking shape in
trainees?
As one might predict, there was some overlap between their responses to the
above questions and their responses regarding their own development. However, the
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threads of commonaUty between supervisors in response to this question was notably hard
to detect.
Dan prefaced his attempt to identify a tripartite stage model by stating that these
stages may vary m degree with the amount of famiUarity a trainee has with the therapy
process and the relationship a trainee has with the supervisor. The foUowing are the
stages Dan described:
Stage One: Many tramees tend to start offwith guideUnes, with Uttle or no ideas
about what the process oftherapy is hke. There is an early reUance on things they have
read or things they have been told to do. Partly, this is mevitable, and not necessarily "all
bad" as the process "is enormously comphcated." This stage m some ways "mirrors early
development" m that it is a stage of "mutation." Some tramees unitate supervisors'
behavior, then- own therapist's behavior, and what they have seen m the world about what
a therapist is supposed to do. This imitation is sometimes done without an "in-depth
mtellectual understandmg, or psychological integration in the tramee."
Stage Two: As soon as tramees move away from the stage of unitation, domg
therapy becomes a more comphcated endeavor because you're moving mto more
"uncomfortable territory." You might learn to stay with where the patient is and go with
them along the path the patient is leadmg. There is also a broadening ofthe understanding
ofwhat therapists do m therapy. Dan stated: 'Treud wrote that love and work were the
two mam areas ofhvmg. He left out play." Tramees learn to go to the "reahn of play."
This is potentially more "threatenmg" because it mvoh/es more "spontaneous input."
Tramees go vvdth things that the patient presents m a more flexible way. This reahn of play
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is "essential" to treatment. There is something about this reahn that is marked by "a sort of
freemg up."
Stage Three: Because the development of a more flexible and playful stance in the
therapy settmg is sometunes anxiety provoking, there is an eagerness on the part of
tramees to define their "school ofthought." "It is a search for an identity, a way of
understandmg or seemg patients. It's a search for a theory that will organize the chaos of
the previous stage." At this point in the mterview, Dan and I had to stop due to time. So,
I am not sure ifDan would add anythmg more to his response.
Mike stated that the process of supervising is sunilar to the process of
understanding cUents. He responded:
The task ofthe supervisor, is to constantly challengmg the supervisee to
not assume...the really helpful thing is for you [the tramee] to go in there,
dumber than a bucket of coal, and when you don't know, ask. Don't
pretend that you know somethmg you don't....The best supervisor is the
supervisor that can sit around and say, 'Shit, I don't know.' 'Let's ask' or,
'Let's guess.' 'But let's guess under the umbrella of this is a guess.' I've
been domg this for seventeen years. After ten years, I really had the sense
that I sort ofknew what was happemng. It really does take a long time.
The development is m more fi-eedom to acknowledge what you don't
know, and the more comfortable you are [is marked by] being able to ask
the really stupid questions.
Joe discussed what sounded more like the preliminary steps to domg good therapy,
not necessarily a developmental process ofunderstandmg. However, he beheved that
these are necessary requirements before the process oftrue understanding can take place.
His is also a tripartite approach:
Step One: In the beginmng oftrainmg, Joe worked with trainees on what he calls
"model development." According to Joe, it is unportant for tramees to get very clear
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about their own model. He defines a "model" by stating that one's model is equivalent to
one's world view, how one changes and what one does when one is anxious, angry, etc.
Joe beUeved that trainees need to gain clarity about their own model so they can also be
clear about how their chents' models are different.
Step Two: The next step Joe described involved the development of assessment
skills. He stated that a trainee should develop the skills to do a thorough diagnostic
assessment. Tramees need to be able to articulate, at the very least, the "Axis I and Axis
n dynamics ofthe cUent." This, Joe said, will aid in the process of getting a sense of what
the chent's agenda for therapy consists of, and what his/her own model and process of
change is like.
Step Three: Joe stated that once you have a clear idea of the person's dynamics
via a sound assessment, trainees can use their understanding ofthese dynamics and
processes to help the chent move to a different place in then hves and development; you
can help them change,
John said that the development he sees taking shape in his trainees is similar to his
own development. He enumerates the following progression:
1. "Trainees tend think that they know more than they do."
2. As that thinking begins to recede, a certain amount of "insecurity begins to
emerge."
3. At this point, trainees begin to look for some sort of "technique or fonnula" to
help them to respond to, and understand then cUents.
4. Then, trainees begin to reaUze that chents don't often fit neatly into formulas.
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5. Upon this realization, the trainee begins to understand that s/lie needs to listen
to clients and learns to be more patient.
Further, John beheved it important for tramees to have the experience ofbeing in
therapy themselves. He said that the paraUels between our chents and ourselves can be
very "enlightening," and that "once you do that kind of self exploration you'll find your
richness in understanding your chents." AdditionaUy, it is important to get a sense of
what it is Uke to be in therapy.
FmaUy, Karen too described trainee development as similar in process to her own.
She also hsted three stages of development. Tlie first stage is characterized by "book
learning." In the second stage, added to book learning is cUnical experience and a sense of
how therapy works. And third, she said, "Life experience makes you humble. It takes
away your confidence ofwhat you are looking at when you are experiencing a cHent." As
uncomfortable as this can be, Karen beheved it facihtates the necessary stance of
"openness" required for understanding another.
The data supervisors provided describing the development of trainees' capacity to
understand chents was hmited as the question was often asked at the end of the interview
where we became somewhat rushed for time. However, this leaves us in good stead to
move on to the next section where the trainees themselves made strides toward
illuminatmg this process.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS n: TRAINEE DESCRIPTIONS OF UNDERSTANDING
As stated earHer, my approach during interviews with trainees was different in
some respects from interviews with supervisors. First, a role play was enacted with
trainees and not with supervisors. The content and reasoning for this addition is described
in this chapter when the results are presented. Second, it was necessary to ask, more
often, the less open-ended questions as the specifics of these questions were not addressed
spontaneously by trainees during the more open-ended, initial portion of the interview.
The corresponding trainee data was also somewhat different. While tramees often
described the same phenomena as supervisors, they did so individually without the
commonality between trainees. For instance, only one trainee cited "Ufe experience" as a
factor m his/her capacity to understand clients, while many supervisors referred to the
importance ofthis factor.
Given this occasional lack of commonaUty between trainees, sometimes the
presentation of data in the following section is choppier, with less transition from one data
segment to the next.
The Meaning and Development of Understanding
Trainees were first asked the question, "What does it mean to understand a
cUent?" Trainees responded to this question in ways that were somewhat independent of
one another. Cumulatively, their responses are very sunilar to responses to this question
given by supervisors. Perhaps the easiest way to take a look at this data is to Ust the
points tramees made, rather than discuss how each person put some of these points
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together in the totaUty oftheir response. TOs will aUow the reader the opportunity to see
how each tramee-s individual response contributed to the fiiUer representation given by
supervisors.
Trainees described the active use oftheir unagmations as well as some of the same
metaphors supervisors used to describe the experience ofunderstanding chents. For
mstance, Diane used the metaphor of "seeing things through [chents'] eyes or their
senses." She does this so she can "get inside the subjective experience of the chent."
When Diane was asked to explain her use ofmetaphor, she responded by stating that the
metaphor is an ideal; she uses her imagmation to try to meet this ideal. She said:
When I am really engaged by the chent's words, or then account of
somethmg, then I have this entke visual unage ofwhat they're talking
about that I take as mformmg me about then subjective experience.
Diane quahfied this statement with the reahzation that her imagination is also "muddied by
[her] own experience." This statement leaves us to suppose that Diane is aware of the
compUcations mvolved m asserting that one can know another's experience with
exactitude.
Rick also used the metaphor of experiencmg the chent's worid througli his or her
"eyes." Rick utihzed a mode of questiomng to this end that he called,
"phenomenological." This is a "stance of trying to get mto my chent's world and to see
from then eyes what they see, and what they are experiencing." To this end, Rick
described asking himselfthe following questions:
1. What would the chent be looking at ifhe was looking at me right now?
2. What would it feel hke to have my chent's clothes on right now?
3. Wliat would it mean to hterally walk in my chent's shoes?
4. What would it be hke to sort oflook hke my chent?
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Rick described this process as a route to being ''empathicaUy attuned" to his dients.
Bemg empathicaUy attuned for Rick means understandmg the chent "m the moment"
where he tries to "force" hhnself into his "cUent's world" and "sit in [his] dient's chair "
When Rick was asked to give a sense ofhow he enacts these metaphors, he stated: "I just
imagme it. I imagine what it would be hke, and I try my best to reaUy see my cUent's
perspective, and to try my best to lose my own perspective."
George also used the "shoe" metaphor when he stated:
I try to leave my training and scientific mindedness aside and just try to
react to the chent as I would have before I came to graduate school. Some
times it is best to just try and feel and try and put yourself in their shoes
leaving aside all that stuff.
When George was asked to clarify what he meant when he used the metaphor, he rephed
by stating: '1 pretend that I am them when they are talking and teUing me something. I
used to pretend a lot when I was three years old, so I draw on those skills." My
assumption is that when George used the word "pretend," he might have agreed that
pretending involves utUizing one's imagination.
Carol also stated that she uses her imagination to discern how chents are feelmg,
and to predict how they might react in the situations they describe. She added that one
needs to be able to "imagine" how it would feel if one were "in the cUent's shoes." Carol
also used her unagination to remember how she has felt in the past when chents describe
moods she may have experienced.
Some trainees made the distinction between a cognitive and an affective
understandmg of chents. For mstance, George stated that understanding a chent
sometimes occurs on a more "affective" level, the way a "lay-person" might understand
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with 'less cognitions and more feelings." MoUy also made this distinction; however, she
was more descriptive of each side of this coin. She used the analogy of the game
TETRAS. In this game, shapes drop down from the top of the computer screen and fall
mto a strategic place varymg with the skill of the player. She stated:
It's sort ofhke they finally come mto the right path, they've been shifting
all along, and then, finally they chck mto place. It's that sort of thing
where it feels hke ahnost physically something is happenmg m my head -
cognitively where it just chcks, and they are there finally. You know
maybe I've brought m pieces from past experience or past sessions, or
what ever, and it's just finally there. It feels better.
Molly described the affective piece ofunderstandmg as a process of developing a
"connection" between herself and her cUents. This connection might be experienced as
feeUng more "warmly" toward her chents. The accompanymg feeUng she described is the
sense that cUents have begun to "trust" her more, and that they are lettmg her into then-
experience on a deeper level. When this level of connection has been achieved between
her and her cUents, she stated the beUefthat there is a mutual feeUng of "reUef
"
Like their supervisor counterparts, tramees also stressed the need to understand
the words their cUents use m the process of describing their experience. George stated
that this is the most basic level of understandmg, and noted when this is particularly
relevant: "That is just the most basic level ofunderstandmg, ofknowing what words they
are usmg and how they're usmg them. This is particularly relevant when seemg cUents of
a different ethnicity."
Along with the importance ofthe verbal behavior of cUents, trainees cited "body
language" as particularly relevant to understandmg cUents. MoUy described a process of
studymg her cUents' behavior in therapy. To accompUsh this, she asked herself questions
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about how her chents face her during the therapy hour. More specificaUy, she described
noticmg whether or not they make eye contact. AdditionaUy, she described trying to make
sense of one ofher chents who shakes her hand at the end of each session. George notes
the importance of studying the cUent's body language, but admitted to a lack of skill in this
area.
The last four aspects ofunderstanding trainees described have been placed
together as they are tools that might be thought of as stereotypical skills of a therapist.
They are the use of theory, diagnosis, prediction, and historical data. Diane reported
attempts at placing her chents mto diagnostic categories and/or dynamic formulations that
are mformed by her subjective and objective experiences ofher chents. Both George and
Jane also described attempts at fitting then chents into the theoretical constructs they were
operatmg fi-om Jane, in particular, stated that she looked to see ifwhat the cUent says in
therapy makes sense in relation to a psychological theory, conceptualization or
formulation with some coherence or structure that is recognizable.
Molly stated her behef in the importance ofthe capacity to use predictions. Molly
used predictions to try to understand how her chents might behave or feel in certam
situations. According to MoUy, a part ofmaking predictions involves learning about how
chents behave m relationships, and how they think about themselves m their world. One
way to make these predictions is to pay close attention to the stories chents teU in therapy,
and as Rick stated, place the chent's experience m the historical context of his or her life,
both interpersonally and intrapsychically.
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In conclusion, trainees reported the same use oftheir imaginations to place
themselves in their cUents' shoes, and described the ways in which understanding can be
both a cognitive and affective process as did supervisors. However, trainees placed more
emphasis on their skills as diagnosticians than their supervisor counterparts.
Clearly, trainees indicated phenomena that was reminiscent of supervisors
interviewed. Trainees used similar metaphors and described the activation oftheir
imaginative skills to access the chent's world from the chent's perspective. Tramees also
discussed the unportance ofunderstanding the words their cUents used in their personal
disclosures. Additionally, trainees made the distinction between a cognitive and an
affective understanding of a chent's experience.
Role Play
As noted earUer, a role play was developed with the hope ofilluminatmg further
what the process ofunderstanding entails for trainees. The role play moved the process of
understanding into the here and now ofthe interview. My role in this process was to
present myself to the trainee as a chent with a problem. This role-played chent wanted
some aspect ofher struggle to be understood by the therapist. More specifically, I play
the role of a chent suffering with panic attacks with the accompanying fear of "falling up."
An excerpt from an actual interview may best demonstrate the role I created for this
interview. Below is a segment from my interview with Diane (T = Diane and
I = the interviewer):
I: O.K You're the therapist and I'm the cUent. I have panic attacks with a
particular fear associated with them The fear is bizarre, and I'm trying to
get you to understand how frightening it is. So, I come in and say, 'I'm
having panic attacks.'
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T: How long have you been having those? What brings you in now?
I: I've been havmg them for six months and they're terrifymg. I'm afraid
I'm going to die when I'm having them
T: And how often did you say?
I: Every time I go outside.
T: Which is?
I: I go outside every tune I have to go to work, or go to school, or go to
see a friend.
T: So tell me exactly what happens when you have a panic attack.
I: Well, I have this specific fear that goes along with the panic attack, and
the fear is that I'm going to fall into the sky, and that's why it's hard for me
to go outside. And this fear is particularly present when I'm in the city
because the buildings are so tall and I have a sense ofhow high the sky is.
T: It seems higher then?
I: Well it's hke when you get dizzy looking up at a buildmg, or the top of a
mountain, like you look straight up and you're hke 'Wow! that's high.'
So, I see how far I could fall because there is a landmark of the buildmg's
height. It feels sort of like if someone were dangling me off the top of The
Empire State Building by my toe, and they're going to drop me. That's
how terrified I feel that I'm going to fall into the sky.
T: What happens to you in your image of falling into the sky?
I: It's terrifying, I can't look at the sky, I feel hke I need to race for cover,
that, you know, if I fell up inside a building, the farthest I could go is the
ceilmg. It's just terrifying. Basically, I feel like, it's not that I'm afraid I'm
going to die, it's that I am going to die, and I don't have a choice, and it's
a run to save my life.
Although it may not be clear in the above example, the chent presented with classic panic
attack symptomology. As tramees inquked about my symptoms, the role-played client
generally responded with the DSM-IV criteria for the disorder. AdditionaUy, it was made
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clear to trainees that over the course of experiencing the panic attacks, and the
corresponding fear, that my sense of reahty regarding the unpossibility of the fear
remamed in tact. The presentation of a cUent with panic disorder was chosen somewhat
randomly; however, I purposefully avoided presentmg as a chent suffering from psychosis.
I wanted trainees to feel on certain ground diagnostically, but also make understanding a
httle more complex with a somewhat pecuhar fear. The fear was designed to be hard to
"understand," so that the process ofunderstanding might be elongated and therefore, more
tangible to articulate.
This role play was conducted with frve of the six tramee participants. Below, are
descriptions of four ofthe trainees' responses as they were unique enough to present
mdividually.
Diane described an approach to the role played symptomology of the chent
characterized by both an "intellectual" understanding, and "emotional" understanding.
Diane choose to begin with her mtellectual understanding. To do this, she described a
process of "gathering data" about the classic set of symptoms that accompany the
diagnosis ofpanic disorder. She described "checking those offm [her] head" as she
attempted to be more '''objective.''^ Another part ofher more intellectual approach
involved trying to imagine the chent in the situations she described. For instance, she tried
to imagme the chent gomg outside, and looking at the sky, or trying to avoid looking at
the sky.
When Diane shifted to the more emotional aspect ofunderstanding, she described
havmg many associations to the idea of falhng up to which she paid close attention. The
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first thing that came to Diane's mind was that the fear was a "fiightening oxymoron."
This led her to the association of "evaporation." This association helped her to gather the
sense that the fear of faUing up is partly charged with fears of "non-existence," or "death."
Diane stated that there was a part ofher that "resisted getting My inside of that
experience," as she feared she might 'lose herself" She noted however, that her
resistance to this level ofunderstanding was indicative to her ofhow fiightening the
experience must be to the cUent. Diane concluded that with this kind of understanding, it
is unportant to have one foot in, and one foot out of, the chent's experience. Diane
stated:
It's Uke a shifl;ing back and forth pretty quickly, rather than being in two
places at once....a lot oftimes m therapy, I don't feel it's very easy to
return to myself and, you know, you kind of get stuck m that other
person's experience, and you find the cHent looking back at you waitmg for
you to move out of their shoes and, you know, offer them something to
organize their experience for them.
Diane described this process ofjumpmg m and out of the cUent's shoes as cychcal
throughout therapy with cUents.
George too began his process of understanding the cUent with DSM-IV
classifications in mind. When the role-played patient was more msistent that George try to
understand what it feels Uke to have the fear of falling up, he responded by stating
empathically:
Well I'm not sure that I can understand exactly how you feel because I've
never feU that type of fear. But I'm not convinced that it is totally
necessary for me to know, it might even be counter-productive. But, I'm
hearing you, that you get very upset and very scared. And certainly, I can
understand what being scared and upset is like. I don't know that I can to
the level that you are, but while I have never experienced anything like that,
I still think that what you're feeling makes sense.
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George stated that the role play prompted him to reflect on what his initial thoughts were
when he first heard about this project. He stated that the biggest thing that helps him to
understand his cUents is his "deterministic view ofthe universe. That there is no soul and
it's mechanistic and everything has a reason." George beheved that that there is always a
precursor to every event determining the next. Given that people have no "souV they are
determined by thek envu-onment. This philosophy has helped George conceptuaUze his
cUents' behavior without blaming them, and reminds hunself that whatever his chents do,
there must be a good reason.
Molly noticed that her initial focus entailed asking questions that were loosely
based on a "fimctional analysis." She described the purpose ofthis procedure as twofold.
First, Molly wanted to be clear that the role-played symptomology was more characteristic
ofa pamc disorder, rather than something more psychotic in nature. Second, she thought
a fimctional analysis might be usefixl to discern what might have caused the bizarre fear.
Molly also described a process of "free association," that she used to "imagine"
what it feels like to fear falling up. Her associations included feehngs ofbemg "sucked" in
to the sky, or into a "black hole." Molly stated that she would ordinarily share these
associations with the cUent to see ifthey "resonated" with the cUent's experience. She
said, "My tendency is to free associate with what I could imagine might be parallels."
Rick also described beginning his approach to understanding the role played chent
with a loose "fimctional analysis," with the goal ofmaking the chent feel more comfortable
about the content ofher fears. When he thought it was appropriate, he would try to
clarify the words the cUent used to describe her experience. He described a focus on
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adjectives like, '^ain," and "agony," and stated that he would, "m a sense, ahnost force
[the client] to clarify it to the point ofnausea."
Rick stated that affectively, he would try to discern the meaning of the fear with
less focus on the actual experience of fright or panic.
I would actually try to understand it more affectively. I would actually go
with the more, what it means, what underlies this I wouldn't ignore
that it's scary to have a panic attack.. .but I don't know if affectively I
would try to be more empathic to what is sort ofhappening underneath.... I
think I'd feel comfortable knowing that you're petrified during that point
and I wouldn't necessarily need to be more tuned to that, how terrijfying it
is.
Below, Rick transcended the literal description given to him, and pulled the
experience together with a dynamic formulation:
I'm understanding a very empty, fiightened person who feels that they have
no hold on themselves, that there is nothing to sustain them from within.
And the experience ofthe fear of flying off into space is less important to
me than what it actually means, or what I think it might mean, or the
dynamics involved in what that means... I think it is really just a metaphor
for what else might be going on.
Finally, Rick stated that he would draw on his own experiences with anxiety, and
his previous experience with panic attack sufferers, to understand what the cUent's
experience was like for her.
Tramees discussed two primary processes while grappUng with the role-played
client's presentation and request for understandiQg. First, they described a process of
gathering data so they might begin to define the cUent's symptomology. Sometimes this
entailed diagnosing the chent as Panic Disordered, and often required the ruling out of
other disorders. Second, once tramees were reUeved of their diagnostic concerns, they
were able to begin a process of a more experiential understanding where they free
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associated, imagined, and/or extracted the meaning of the cUent's experience.
How Tramees KnowWhen Understanding Has Orriirr,^r^
The foUowing section is devoted to providing a sense ofhow trainees know when
they have miderstood their cUents. However, hke the supervisors mterviewed, some
tramees qualified their responses to this question by stating that they do not beheve
therapists ever understand their cUents conq)letely. For instance, George stated:
I'm never really satisfied that I do understand a cUent. I think that's
partially a reaction to my first cUent...! assumed I understood a lot about
what he was talking about, and really, I didn't. And so, I learned that
lesson that you never really understand them, no matter how much you
know about the person or how much you thmk you are aUke. So I just try
and get the most accurate picture I can, and hope that it's right, but I never
feel Uke I have a perfectly, or even an extremely accurate picture of what's
going on.
With the above quaUfication in mind, we can now take a gUmpse at the process trainees
described as they move closer to understandmg some part of their cUents' experience.
Many trainees described a tripartite approach to understanding their clients. Diane
in particular, mentioned three clues she rehed on to get the sense that she has understood
her clients. First, she stated that she notices their facial expressions in response to her
questions, or statements that were meant to signify her understanding. Molly concuned
with this statement, as she notices a gleam of "rehef ' on the faces ofher cUents when she
understands them, MoUy reported interpreting this facial response as one signifying a
"reconnection" to humanity that renders her cUents less aUenated. While on the topic of
facial expressions as mdicators ofunderstanding, George remarked that he reUes on his
cUents' whole "body language." Although he stated that he is not as skiUed as he would
Uke to be in this area, he described paying attention to cUents' physical positions while in
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the chair across from him. He stated, for instance, that when cUents cross their arms in
front ofthemselves, they may be feeUng vuherably defensive.
The second clue Diane described paying attention to was chents' verbahzations in
response to her statements ofunderstanding. Carol also cited this as an unportant part of
knowing when you have understood a chent. She stated that you know when you have
understood a chent when s/he states, "Yes, exactly!" Jane also agreed that sometimes
clients tell you directly that you have understood them
Third, and somewhat more comphcated were Diane's descriptions of clients'
emotional responses as mdicators when they feU understood. Both Jane and Carol concur
with this statement stating that there is a clear change in affect in the chent. For instance,
the chent might become anxious or tearful when the therapist has tapped into some way of
understanding aspects ofthe chent's experience. Molly stated that she rehes heavily on
"reflecting back her understanding using [her] own words to see ifthey resonate" with the
chent. Although Molly did not specify, my understanding at the time was that she was
referring to an affective resonance.
Along with paying attention to signs from the chent that they are being
understood, some tramees described a physical sensation ofthen own when they
understand chents. For instance. Rick described a feehng ofbeing connected that feels
"physical" to him
I thmk it's also a definite feehng ofbeing connected; a very affective feehng
ofbemg ahnost sort ofhke you and your chents are a well oiled machine,
and the two ofyou are there sort ofjust in sync. And it's a feehng ofjust
being ahnost hke at one with your chent as they move, or as, I mean not
one, but you know I mean just sort ofmoving in sort of in tandem...
Physically [it is] just a wonderfiil feehng inside. I mean a physical sense
of sort ofbemg bonded with your chents, and you know a feehng of heart
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racing when your cUent get it, or when your chent has come to some
understanding...
Jane described a similar phenomenon; however, she described the physical
sensation as more of a "tension" between herself and her client that is released during
times ofunderstanding. She stated: "Sometunes you can feel a connection in the room,
like you're on the same wavelength." When she was asked to explain what she meant
when she used the word "wavelength," she said that there is always a "tension" between
two people. When you are "one the same wavelength," that tension rests, the guard is let
down just a little, and the client feels more comfortable.
In closing. Rick described an aspect of understanding that I had expected to hear
more often from trainees. This aspect entails a process of monitoring one's own feelings
in relarionship to the therapeutic interaction. Rick stated that by doing this, he sometimes
gets a sense ofwhat the cUent is experiencing. For mstance, when Rick is suffering from
feelings of "frustration," he can sometimes transcend those feelmgs, and wonder if the
client too is experiencing frustration. Although only a few trainees were asked how they
develop an understanding of a chent, responses to this question often supported Rick's
statements regarding this shared level of feehng. For instance, Jane stated that one aspect
ofher training has involved usmg herself as an "instrument" in the therapy session. How
she interacts with clients tells her a lot about the clients themselves. In supervision, and
her own therapy, Jane reported getting clearer about where her issues and the client's
issues begin and end, and how they come together. Using herself as an instmment helped
Jane discern what the client is like interpersonally and what the client evokes in others.
Jane described the following example. She remembered doing an assessment on an
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adolescent woman who was depressed. For important assessment reasons, Jane asked
questions that seemed irrelevant to the woman. Jane also soon began to wonder if the
questions were irrelevant. Jane beUeves that she was feehng precisely the same way the
woman was feehng, and started to question why she was domg this particular assessment.
Jane checked with a supervisor and "got back mto her own head," remembering that there
was a pomt to all ofthe questions she was asking. This mformation was going to be
helpful to the woman even ifthe woman didn't know why at the tune.
Tramees rehed both on cues from their chents and from thek own mtemal
experiences to mform them that the chent felt understood. Interestingly, tramees, Uke
supervisors, mentioned a mysterious energy change that occurred between themselves and
their chents. It would be interesting to know more about the physiology ofunderstanding
and perhaps ofmore primitive ways of communicating affect.
Understanding Deepening
Tramees were asked ifthere were any times in therapy when theh understanding of
chents deepened suddenly. Some tramees interpreted this question as a probe to discover
whether or not they had ever had what they called, an "Ah ha!" experience. Still others
described times where their understanding of a person deepened without the above
exclamation. These moments ofunderstanding seemed to have a different character.
Each ofthe tramees' responses to the question were unique enough to deserve its own
description. I will present them to you by putting together those responses characterized
by an "Ah ha" experience, and then those that were characteristically different from said
experience.
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Althougli Molly did not go into much detail, she described such moments in
therapy as "Eureka!" moments. She stated that she has had the feeling, after a long
struggle, that she is finally "with" her clients in a way that feels much more lucid. She
reported times when she beheved she 'iinally got it."
Jane energetically responded "Yes!" when she was asked this question. She
reported that this typically happens for her when she begins to understand why a client is
talking about a particular thing. Jane described how the dient's disclosures could initially
seem nonsensical, when suddenly she might realize what the client was really talking
about; the "subtext" ofwhat the client was really talking about. Once Jane discerns the
meaning ofwhat her clients are communicating, she finds herself tiiinking, or saying out
loud, "Ah ha!"
George too inteqireted the question as a search for "Ah ha" experiences and stated
that he has not had this experience, and in fact he avoids them whenever possible. George
suggested that understanding is a much slower process. He stated that even when
something seems to make sense, he doesn't want to say "Ah ha" because it might not be
right. Doing this, he stated, sets himself up for missing disconfimiing evidence in an
interview. George reported that saying "Ah ha," might shut his mind off to understanding.
So, leaving himself open to disconfirming evidence, paradoxically leaves George open to a
deeper understanding.
Diane described something that might be somewhere in-between an "Ah ha"
experience, and a more descriptive deepening of understanding. She described times when
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a cUent suddenly gave her some information that feU hke a missing piece to the whole
story. This missmg piece, she stated
...sheds Ught Uke a halogen lamp on everything else that s/he'd been
talking about for the past 6 months.. .The new mformation puts the pieces
m seemingly better organization...There appears to be a whole consteUation
of sttiflf that you just can't quite fit together, and so you got the puzzle
pieces that do fit together here, and suddenly all the pieces fall into order.
Rick was somewhat more specific about the kinds of things that bring about a
deeper understanding ofhis cUents. He named three things that he hunself does m therapy
to trigger a deeper understanding. One is that when what he says m therapy triggers a
recognizable mode of defense for the cUent. Another way is when what he says in therapy
triggers an emotional response fi-om his cUents. And finally, he stated that when he invites
his cUents to understand themselves in a different way, or on a different level, and they
respond by "gomg with [him] on that path."
Carol pinpointed one class of events that fi-equently leads to a deeper
understanding ofher clients. She stated that her understanding of cUents deepens when
they taUc about their relationship together. When the focus ofthe conversation is about
their relationship together, Carol usuaUy finds that knew insights arise m meaningfiil ways.
Clearly, trainees spoke to moments in therapy that felt enUghtening. This appears
to happen most often when either more information about the cUent surfaces, or when the
therapist notices some reaction to their own mput to the dialogue oftreatment.
Misunderstandmg
On the heels ofthe question regarding a "deepening" ofunderstanding were the
foUowing questions: "Was there ever a tune when you thought you understood a cUent
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and you later discovered that you were way offtrack? If so, what was that Uke?"
Tramees generaUy reported that this had not occmred over the course of doing therapy,
niey did however, describe degrees ofmisunderstanding, and vaiying compUcations that
sometimes make understanding more difficult. Below are descriptions of four of the
trainees' responses that added something new to the process ofunderstanding cUents.
Diane denied ever being "way off track." She responded: "I'd have to answer
'No' to your question, and say that only more gradual shifts from less to more
understanding tend to happen." Although, she stated that these were tunes when she
offered one emotion to cUents, and their response was to offer a different one from that,
which from their perspective, better captured their mood. However she said that
"sometimes that just feels defensive, and I'm not convinced by their denial."
Rick was asked to respond to this question in writing when he reviewed the
summary ofhis interview. He stated.
Actually, no. I've been fortunate enough to have had great supervisors
who have not allowed me to run with an idea, but to be constantly
questioning and exploring my assumptions. However, I learned that
someone's reasons for commg mto treatment are often not what they want
to work on. In a way, I've learned to both trust and mistrust my mstincts
with cUents.
George responded smularly in the mterview. He described a time when he was
working with a client that was "Uke" him This taught him the lesson, "not to assume."
He said,
I felt Uke I had been lazy by just assuming things, and I felt Uke I didn't do
a good job. I wondered if I was going to contmue to make the same
mistake because even though I consciously, like that's my number one
thmg that I try not to do, I stUl find myself being puUed to just accepting
answers. I feh discouraged because I thought, while I was doing it with
him^ I was thinking weU this isn't that hard, I understand what he is going
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through and then I came to the realization that therapy is a lot
compUcated and a lot more difficult. You know, that's how I felt
more
Jane described a time when she worked with a chent using a specific formulation
to make sense out ofthe cUent's difficulties. She stated that this formulation was helpful
for a while, and Jane beUeved she was understanding the cUent weU. However, as time
passed, she realized that the chent had "outgrown" the formulation. The cUent's
fiiistration in therapy mdicated such to Jane, and she reaUzed she wasn't hstening to her
chent anymore.
Trainees for the most part denied ever being "way offtrack" while engaged in the
process ofunderstandmg. While this was reassuring in some respects, it is possible that
the phrasing ofthe question created a stumbhng block to a fuller exploration ofthose
moments m therapy where understanding is not taking place rather than being "way off
track."
Clarity of Understanding
Trainees were asked to give an example of a time when they really thought they
understood what a chent was experiencing. This request was made when some aspects of
their processes ofunderstanding remained unclear. The result of this inquuy illuminated
two concepts that are important in the process ofunderstanding: the importance of
historical data and the concept ofresonance.
Molly spoke to the in^)ortance of gathering more historical mformation from the
client. She described a cUent who was extremely critical of others. He never felt at home,
and felt the need to censor hunsehfwhile picking apart others' statements to discover the
hidden and unpUed meaning. As this chent revealed more of his childhood history, his
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reactions to the world began to make more sense to Molly, and she found a renewed
capacity to understand his behavior. She stated:
Thmgs really seemed to dick into place....What he was describing was
really raw. I just felt emotionally connected with what it must have been
like to have his experiences. And he just sort of made these other pieces
chck into place....! was just overwhehned with sadness, sort of grief for his
experiences...! mean just unagining this little boy in this situation....! was so
moved by what he was saying. !t was a really powerful session.
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Carol stated that she believes she understands her chents best when they
experiencing something that she has experienced on some level herself For instance,
Carol described working with a client with an anxiety disorder. Carol has been anxious in
her lifetime, but has never fit DSM-!V criteria for an anxiety disorder. Carol reported
using her imagination to conjure up the "extreme" ofwhat she has experienced herself,
and likened that to her client's experience. Carol gave the additional example of a time
when her cUent's parent died. Although both of Carol's parents are still living, she has
suffered the loss of a grandparent. In order to understand the depth at which her client
experienced this loss, Carol imagined magnifying, or deepening her own experience of loss
to match what it might feel like to lose a parent. !n conclusion, Carol stated that
understanding a client rests largely on her ability to "imagine" what it is like to have the
client's experience, and the degree to which she can "put herself in the shoes" of a client.
While Carol's conceptualization ofusing her own experiences to understand her
clients is more like bridging the gap between their experience and her own using the tool
ofher imagination, Jane described a much more direct example of resonating with a client.
She began by stating that sometimes clients say things that "resonate" with her. Jane
described working with a client whose mother had just died. At the time, Jane too was
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mourning the death ofher mother. The cUent made a statement of feeling that Jane could
really "relate" to, some aspect of the complex experience of losing a parent. Having just
experienced this very feeUng herself; Jane found this point in their therapy to be a
memorable instance ofunderstanding her chent, and ofthe chent feehng understood.
Resonating With CUents
Although trainees mentioned the concept of resonance with chents at different
points during the mteiview, they were also asked directly to speak to this concept with the
following question: "Has there ever been a time when a chent's experience closely
resonated with your own? If so, how did that affect the process of your understanding?"
Some trainees stated that resonating with cUents was difficult for them, and that
supervision helped them to make sense ofthen experience. Diane stated that she would
probably call the concept of resonance, "countertransference." She believed that with the
help ofher supervisor, she was able to elucidate chents' emotional experience in a way
that she could experience the feelings dhectly in the session. Diane beUeved that while it
is helpful, countertransference makes sorting out the hne between herself and her clients
more "sticky."
Molly stated that when she resonates with chents, she feels as thougli she is "right
there wdth [the chents]" in the process ofunderstandmg. Molly also stated that supervision
is important in the process of sortmg out what is "you" and what is a more accurate
"subjective affihation" reflecting the chent's experience. Additionally, Molly reported the
behefthat this is a crucial process m the development ofher skills as therapist.
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Rick described resonance as a process ofbeing "attuned" to his cUents. When he
is shaiply attuned with his chents, he feels "paralyzed." When he attunes to a lesser
degree, he stated that he can work more effectively with his chents. He clarified this
statement by saying that this does not mean that he is not working as hard, but when he is
not paralyzed by this feehng, he can remam open to his chent's experience. He stated that
he "can really go somewhere, we're on to something, we're working together, we're
working hard, and he can feel it."
When asked this question, George made the distinction between "sympathizmg"
and "empathizmg" with his chents. He gave examples of this distinction by stating that
"empathizmg is, let's say someone's dad is being an asshole to them, empathizing sounds
hke 'you're upset about your dad' or 'it's upsetting for you when your dad acts that
way.'" Synq)athizing, on the other hand, is when you say, "ya, what a jerk that guy is."
George said that when you sympathize, you get "enmeshed with your cUent." He reported
thinking it is important not to do this m therapy. When you sympathize, "you lose your
inq)artiaUty."
Clearly, the concept of "resonance" for trainees means different things that are
hard to articulate without examples. However, there are some ways that trainees
struggled to define this resonating experience as something to be worked through in
supervision, or with the chent.
Difficulties With Understanding
Trainee responses to the question regarding the reasons understanding can difficult
fairly individual. Therefore, each trainee response will be discussed separately.were
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Jane, as Carol described earUer, responded by stating that she tries to find
experiences ofher own that are sunilar enough to her cUents' in order to understand the
Ghent's experience ofthe world at any given moment. However, Jane described four
situations under which it would be hard for her to understand a chent. First, Jane stated
that ifthe chent' s experience of the world is completely foreign or ahen, it is hard to
understand him or her. Second, ifwhat the chent is experiencing is something that Jane is
defending against, understanding becomes more difficult. She clarified this statement
when she said that understanding the chent might entail dropping a defense and moving
mto territory for which Jane is not prepared. Jane stated that when she thinks this might
be happemng, she asks her supervisor to help her decide if something about herself is
interfering with her understandmg ofthe chent. She stated that this can sometimes be
comphcated by the fact that these defenses are often "unconscious." Third, Jane stated
that it is difficult to open herself in this way with a chent who is the perpetrator ofviolent
sexual crimes. Fourth, Jane described times when the chent is resistant to bemg
understood. In conclusion, Jane stated that understanding a chent requires a lot of "soul
searching to sift out" what aspects of herselfmake it more difficult to understand a chent.
Molly, hke Carol, stated that it is hard to understand chents when their experience
reaches beyond the reahn ofher own experiences and experiences of others she knows. In
these cases, Molly described attempts at discovering experiences that are "sunilar enough"
to her chents', so that she can begin to grapple with understanding. Molly also reported
findmg that some chents present then experiences with a vagueness she has mterpreted as
a sign that they are unsure ofhow they experienced the event they are describing.
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Diane described times when she tries to "get m [the cUent's] shoes and just can't."
In her experience, this has indicated to her that there is either a part of herself that does
not want to "go there with the chent," or the cUent might be actively keeping Diane at
arms length, rendering Diane's attempts to understand, ineffective. Diane described one
chent who was "hysterical" and actively, yet "unconsciously," distracting her from
understandmg with a scattered and incoherent presentation. However, Diane noted that
this might have been indicative ofjust how scattered the cUent's hfe was, and felt hke to
the chent.
George stated that when he is having a hard time understanding a chent, he
wonders ifhe has started on the road oftoo much "assuming." However, George stated
the behef that from the cognitive behavioral perspective, he does not need to know what
symptoms mean, or how they feel to the chent. He admitted that while that is mteresting
to him, it is not important to the treatment of symptomology.
Carol beUeved that the complexity of the "seli^" in its totahty, is unknowable. She
reported finding that she struggles to understanding herself let alone another person. She
stated: "I can think all I want about her (the chent's) experience, but there's so much more
to her that I'll never know, and that a lot of it she may not even know, so understanding
her fiilly is hard."
Carol concluded, and George agreed, that treatmg someone of a diflFerent ethnicity
or culture adds a degree of difficulty in the process of understanding.
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Liking and Disliking Clients
Given that only Jane came near to alluding to the difficuhies that ensue when
treating cUents that are sometimes unhkable (when she discussed her difficulty in working
with clients who are abuse perpetrators), I asked trainees, "Does hking or disUkmg chents
afifect your understanding ofthem?"
Diane stated that it is an unusual event when she does not hke a cUent. She has
found however, that if she does not hke the chent, it affects her "desire" to understand the
cUent. She stated:
I find it hard to completely disUke someone, and when I think of dishkmg
someone, I think of something pretty extreme, hke there's just nothing
redeeming about he person, and that is so rare....However, there is
probably a point at which I try a httle less hard to understand. Fm too
fiiistrated to try to understand.
Jane also spoke to the rarity of "disliking" a chent, and stated that the more she
understands her chents, the more she hkes them Even if the chent has quahties that she
would not like in a fiiendship, hke dishonesty, aggression, or snippiness, she finds herself
understanding that these quahties have a basis in the context of the history of the chent.
She concluded that when you understand why the chent has these quahties, liking and
disliking become irrelevant in the process ofunderstanding.
George stated that paradoxically, when he dislikes a chent, he may be less apt to
"assume" too much about the chent. In this case, he said, "I may do a better job of
understandmg him or her." George quahfied his statements by saying that he almost
always grows to like his chents.
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Molly's response was short, as she stated that she finds it difficult to add
"empathy" to her understanding when she dislikes her client. Carol, on the other hand,
reported feeling unsure of whether Uking or disliking affects her capacity to understand
clients.
Generally, trainees agreed that varying degrees of liking or disliking clients
complicated then- capacity to understand cUents, or bring the affective piece of
understanding into play. Some trainees also described how liking or disliking a client
makes their objectivity harder to maintain.
Theory and Understanding
Tramees were asked to describe what part theory plays in the process of
understanding cHents. Again, trainees' responses varied significantly enough to describe
each separately.
Diane stated that theory helps to "flesh out" her clients' experiences. Given her
psychodynamic orientation, she reported beheving that everything her clients tell her,
includmg their symptoms, has meaning to be discovered.
Rick also generally thmks ofhis clients in dynamic terms; however, he reported the
belief that there are times when he thinks he is ethically bound to doing a certain kind of
therapy given the client's troubles. For instance, he might approach someone who
presented with symptoms of depression with the treatment protocol described in
"Barlow's Handbook";'' however, he would still "understand" the chent fi-om a dynamic
"Barlow, D.H. (1993). Clinical handbook of psychological disorders: A step-by-step treatment manual
(2nded.). New York: The Guilford Press.
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perspective. Rick reported thinking oftheoiy and his cUents as a "reciprocal" relationship.
By this, he meant that his theories often inform his miderstanding of his cUents, and his
chents inform what theory he might use to understand them
Jane stated that it is hnportant that she get as involved as she can with her cUents'
experience. However, sometunes she can get "stuck" in that experience, and finds theoiy
helpful in the process oftranscending what the cUent presents directly during the session.
Molly stated that she was making strides at allowing theory to guide more ofher
actions m therapy. She reported the beUef that theory is more of an "after-thought," and
hopes that "over tune, [she] will use it more to help give [her] an understanding of
people."
Carol stated that she is not 'Svedded" to any theory currently, and that shifts in her
perspective vary largely based on her traming supervisor. Probably, Carol said, her cUents
inform whatever theory seems hke a good way to understand the cUent at the tune.
Additionally, she described "creating a blended theory based on training fi-om various
supervisors."
George stated sunply "yes," theory does guide his process ofunderstandmg cUents.
He reported operating in therapy within a cognitive behavioral frame, and more
transcended is his "deterministic view of the universe" that was described earUer in the
interview.
For trainees, theory provided a framework ofunderstanding that organized their
clients' experiences. Theory was also used to indicate the mode oftreatment that might
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be most efficacious. Trainees' choice oftheory also seemed to ahgn closely with their
own personal world view m some respects.
Skills For Understanding
Tramees were asked to describe specific skills they have learned that enable the
process ofmiderstanding. Each of the trainee's responses were illuminating and unique
enough to deserve mdividual descriptions. For the most part, trainees described skills they
were working on at the tune ofthe interview, skills they have a full grasp o^ and skills
they hope to develop m the future.
Diane cited the following two skills that felt Uke the most significant developments
in the process of learning to be a therapist who understands her chents. First, she
described leammg how to pay attention to her own countertransference reactions. This
entailed teasmg out her own particular compUcated reactions to others, from the degree to
which her reactions were cUent specific. Secondly, Diane described learning how to
observe and interpret more effectively. She stated that she was particularly interested in
extra-therapy events, hke incidental comments before and after the therapy hour.
Additionally, she reported a process ofkeepmg track ofher chents' reactions to her
interpretations to discern patterns to then responses.
Carol also described a process ofunderstanding herself and her reactions to her
chents' emotional hves within and out of the session. For instance, when Carol feels tense
in a session, she might ask herselfwhat that tension means in relation to the chent, and
how this experience might help her to understand further what the chent was experiencing.
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Carol also described two levels of Ustening. She reported Usteniiig to what the
cUent says, and at the same thne, Ustening for connections between what the client is
saying and how that fits into the bigger picture of the person. Carol stated that her
supervisor helps her to find "themes" and 'parallels" which faciUtates the latter form of
Ustening. Carol described this process best herselfwhen she said:
So, I guess just trymg to stay far enough out ofthe story that I'm hearing
the actual events, but I'm trying to remember other times when those
words were used m a famiUar way, and other relationships when those
feeUngs may have been involved. So it's sort of Uke on one level I'm
Ustening to the story, and on another level I'm trymg to remember when
that structure has happened before, Uke that series of events, or a similar
kind of feeling.
MoUy described several skiUs she has developed m the process ofunderstanding
her cUents. First, she stated that she uses a 'loose" behavioral analysis at the beginning of
therapy so that she can formulate a foundation to understand the phenomenal experiences
ofher cUents. She said, "I am setting up my mind structure for how to understand the
cUent. I don't think I'd use that type of analysis later on in the therapy. . . this helps to
structure my search."
Second, MoUy described using a tool she caUed "reflection." She states that
reflection is characterized by a "rephrasing" ofwhat the cUent states in MoUy's own words
to determine whether or not she has understood the cUent. These phrases often start out
with the words: "So, it sounds like it feels like..."
Third, Uke Carol stated earUer, MoUy reported utUizmg a repertoire of experiences
includmg her own, her fiiend's, her other cUents', or anyone's experiences that have some
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relevance to her cUent's current experience, and might shed some light on the process of
understanding.
Rick described a number of skills he has either added to his repertoire, or is
currently working on to enhance his understanding ofhis chents. First, Rick reported
trying not to chng to an interpretation when the cUent rejects it. Second, he described
remmdmg hhnself on a regular basis that he doesn't necessarily "ytwow" his chents. He
stated, "....never say to yourself; 'O.K. I know my chent, I know exactly what's going to
happen. "' Rick also stated that he tries not to take chents' statements for granted.
Ifthe chent says 'I'm depressed,' I ask, 'What do you mean by depressed?'
I mean I know what / mean to be depressed. I know what it feels hke when
/ get depressed. I could know why [or] how twenty people feel when they
get depressed, but it doesn't mean I know how it feels for that twenty-first
person to feel depressed. And so, to constantly challenge that sort of
understanding ofyour chent.
Fourth, Rick reported that he tries not to rush his chents to the understanding he
has ofthem He clarified this by statmg,
I worked for five months at trymg my best to walk along side my chent, not
in front ofmy chent. I always felt on some level that my job was to sort of
drag my cUent to where I was. 'You're at pomt A, I'm at point D, we need
to be at point D, and I'm going to make sure you get to poiat D.' Now it's
like, 'No it's O.K. to be at pomt A, and when you get to point D on your
own, I'll be right there with you. And it's not to say that cognitrvely, I
don't think we should get to point D, and that's where we should be, but to
let go of that as much as possible within the room
Rick also stated the behef that it is necessary to remember that therapists are not
"neutral observers" m the room with chents. He said that one's agenda, and the
relationship you have with your chent negates neutraUty. Further, Rick stated that once
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you ask clients a question, you have 'led" them in a direction, you have "impUed"
something to the cUent.
AdditionaUy, Rick iUuminated the unportance of "just bemg able to be with your
cUent, and really give them the sense that they are O.K., ... that they're not messed up, no
matter how messed up they actually are... just to say 'Okay, you're fine...'"
Finally, Rick reported the beUefthat it is important to really "be there" for his
clients, and to avoid getting "wrapped up in your own world as a therapist.
.. let go of
yourselfm the room as much as you can."
As George stated earUer, he has learned to search for "accuracy" in his
understandmg of cUents. He said previously that he accomphshes this partly by refi-aining
fi-om assumptions about his cUents' experiences. George added that he has also leamed to
ask questions in a "non-threatening" way. He reported beheving that ifhe responds to his
cUents in a non-judgmental way, and asks open ended questions, he gets more information,
and therefore, more of an understandmg. To clarify George's position, I told him about
Mike's example ofunderstanding a client's sadness that resuhed fi^om the death of his cat.
Mike described a process of "dumbing down" to prevent him fi-om assuming he
understands anything until he really explores the meaning of the event with the cUent.
George agreed that this was what he was trying to convey.
Trainee responses to this question were similar to those of supervisors. Each
described skills he or she was working on that supervisors indicated were unportant
aspects of understandmg. Responses also seemed cross-theoretical in nature suggesting
more theory flexibihty on the part of trainees than previously noted.
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Resources and Skills Promoting Understanding
Trainees were asked if there were any resources they refer to other than what the
client tells them in therapy, that helps them understand their chents. If they did not
mention discussing cases with coUeagues with this initial probe, they were asked more
directly if they found this potential resource helpfid.
Diane stated that she found the book Psychoanalytic Diagnosis , by Nancy
McWilliams helpful. With this resource, Diane was able to get more of a sense ofwhat
kinds of feelings go with different experiences. Gathering more knowledge about the
kinds of experiences people endure in their Uyes is one way Diane has discoyered to
deepen or aid the process of understanding.
Diane also reiterated her use of imagmation as an important resource. She
described actively using her miagination to try to place herself in the "shoes" ofher clients,
and to get a sense, intellectually and emotionally, ofwhat it must be like to haye the
experiences described by the cUent. Diane stated that her unagination is typically yisual in
nature.
Without further probing, Diane stated that she has learned to discuss her cases
with peers and supervisor. This has been a valuable tool for Diane as sometimes there are
phenomena she grapples with, like trying to understand, as a female, why pre-mature
ejaculation is upsetting for men. Diane reported finding a discussion with a male colleague
about this enlightenmg, leaving her with more ways to "understand and empathize" with
her client's distress.
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MoUy stated that when past psychological records are available, she finds them
helpful resource. She also stated that reading books related to the field, "texture" her
understanding or give her a "deeper msight" into her cUent's experience. When she
asked if she found talking to colleagues a valuable resource, she responded simply, "Yes."
Rick stated that he finds discussing cases with coUeagues to be helpfiil, particularly
during "rough spots" in the therapy. Sometimes he has gleaned "sympathy" for his
struggle, while at other tunes, he has received helpful feedback. Other than this. Rick said
that he does not have specific resources that he refers to. He stated, "...everything I've
learned, I've learned by doing."
Carol stated that Barlow's handbook on panic and anxiety has been a valuable
resource in helping her to understand the physiological sensations ofthose experiences.
Also, Carol reported the belief that although symptom checkUsts do not describe
everyone's experience of disorder, they do help to bring to bear aspects of the client's
experience with symptoms. When Carol was asked if she finds talking to colleagues
helpful, she responded by stating that she feels protective ofher cUents, and therefore does
not talk to colleagues about a case unless they are famiUar with the case. If colleagues are
famiUar with her cUent, Carol reported finding their input helpful.
In addition to Jane's reUance on her supervisors as a resource, and herself as an
instrument, she indicated the following three resources. First, she stated that her
experiences with other people, and their feedback about their experience ofher has been a
valuable resource. Second, she reported that her own therapy works to deepen her
understanding of herself; and that that enables her to go deeper with her clients. Third,
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Jane recaUed some articles she found helpful during her first year as a trainee; however,
she cannot remember any specific readmgs. Upon inquiry, Jane stated that she discusses
Ghent's with coUeagues a lot less than she did in the first year. She thought it was helpfiil
m the beginning stages ofher trainmg, and less helpful now. Jane described her
experience with talkmg to colleagues as such:
We were talkmg about cUents, but it was more about our own insecurities,
our own uncertainty and floundering, and it was very helpfiil to sort of see
other people gomg through a similar process ofnot being sure, and then
yet developmg and makmg good progress with people, and sort of assume
that that would happen to us, and to me, and just peer support m the more
general sense. I think now the sort ofthing I'm looking for is more of a
theoretical basis for my work and learning more technical skill, or just
getting more experience, and m that way I'm finding that very experienced
supervisors are really very helpful.
While, George was not asked ifthere were any resources he referred to, he did
mdicate that he finds talking to colleagues 'Very helpfiil" and that "they think of stuffthat
I haven't."
Tramees included in their responses, books, case notes, peer supervision,
supervision, their own therapy, their imaginations and their own accumulated experience
of doing therapy as helpful resources in the process ofunderstanding their cUents.
Writmg and Understandmg
Interestingly, trainees seemed to have a lot more to say about how writing, either
formal report writmg, mformal process notes, or journal keeping affects the process of
understanding their chents. Most tramees reported that writing is helpful on varying levels
and within different contexts. They noted particularly that writing helped to clarify the
process oftherapy, mcludmg their own thoughts and feelings during the session.
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Diane reported that she finds aU kinds ofwriting helpful m the process of
understanding her cUents. Writing seemed to help Diane gam some semblance of clarity
with regard to her sessions. She stated:
After each session, I write process notes ofmy own from my [own point of]view. I think about the progression ofevents, what was important et
cetera. Then, and that's more sort ofkeeping notes, although occasionally
when I leave a session confused, or emotionally somehow active that helps
me figure out what the fuck is gomg on, you know. I just kmd of write
down what I'm feehng sometunes, where I started feehng it, or I'll write
down things that were confusmg so that I can remember to go back to
them and thmk more about them Like, why did [the cUent] react to my
mterpretation that way, that's happened before, I don't understand that at
all, and take that mto supervision and say 'Here's what happened, what the
hell is that?" Writing formal progress notes is always a pam, but I often
actually get a better understandmg of the cUent that way. And I often think
'Gee, I wish I could carry that sohd sense of the chent in my head all the
tune, but I can't because there are too many details, and too many nuances,
but it does provide a nice tune to step back and try to look at the whole
picture.
Molly also reported gaming clarity from writmg about her sessions. She reported
jottmg down whatever is on her mind immediately after sessions at her outside practicum.
She stated that that helps her to create a more "coherent picture" ofher understandmg of
the chent. She stated:
It always helps me bring m other pieces, and other connections that may be
I haven't thought of during the session. It does increase my understanding
in that way.... In terms of report writmg, I am always amazed, but it always
happens that I'm always setting out saying, 'I hate writmg reports, this is a
worthless exercise. ' And then in the process, I go back through all ofmy
contact notes up to that point, and jot down what I think are the most
important points etc. for reference. And I am always shocked by new
patterns and things hke that that do help me understand things I had never
noticed before.
Rick reported findmg more formal progress notes to be the most helpfiil m the
process ofunderstandmg his chents. He stated the behef that he begms to get clearer
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about the work he has done over the semester with a chent. He also said that it gives him
the chance to look back on the cUent's progress retrospectively by looking at progress
notes from the beginning ofthe semester, as compared to the semester's end. For
instance, he reported being able to see that in January, the begimiing "kernels" ofwhere
they concluded in May, are aheady "germinating," even when he was not aware of this
himself in January. He said:
Progress notes are the ones that I find somewhat useful, especially ifyou
can find that thread, they just sort ofmake more sense at that pomt, they
just, things seem to come together.
George agreed that formal report writing is the most helpful to him. He stated that
they help him to get an "overview" m his mind ofwhat he thinks ofhis chents. It helps
him to develop the "big picture." George reported that his more private notes about
chents are helpful in the process ofworking out any feehngs ofbeing "judgmental," or
"blaming," an important concern of George as we saw earher.
Carol stated that she does not find contact notes ofmuch use in the process of
understanding her chents. She did state however, that progress notes, and other more
formal report writing helps her to put "all ofthe pieces together, and to see the big
picture." Report writing helped Carol transcend the actual sessions, and look at them as
more of a whole experience ofthe chent. She reported finding the formulation section of
reports to be most helpful to this end.
Although Jane stated that she "hates" report writing, she finds that it helps clarify
her understanding ofher cUents due to the thought involved m communicating something
about the chent to others in writing.
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Writing was clearly indicated as a helpful tool to organize trainees' understanding
oftheir cUents. They described gaming clarity from session to session with process notes
and a more retrospective miderstanding while writing semester by semester progress
notes. Although some tramees indicated that the task of writing was tedious, more
trainees than supervisors found it helpful to their understanding of cUents.
Tramee Development
Close to the end ofthe interview, trainees were asked to take a retrospective look
at their years as trainees, and describe how their capacity to understand chents developed
from the beginning to the present. Trainees varied widely in their responses to this
question. One reason for this might be because each trainee comes to this work with
different skills, aspects of doing therapy they would hke to develop more than others, and
individual deficits in understandmg the phenomenal worid of others.
Rick was the only trainee who described his development as a therapist year by
year. In general, he noted feehng more comfortable with his cUents, and less naive.
Below is an outhne ofRick's development, year by year ('Tirst Year" refers to his first
year doing therapy, not his first year in the graduate program).
First Year: Rick described this year, as the year to "build up my self-esteem, that's
what I feh like was the most unportant thing....What was most important to me, was
gettmg a sense that I could do this work, and that's all I got."
Second Year: Rick stated that during this year, he "got more of a sense of really
taking my cUent's struggles and trying to understand them m a larger context."
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Third Year: Rick characterized this year as one where he deaU with "a lot of
transferential and coimteitransferential stufif. Part of that was walking alongside my
cUent, and not feeUng like I had to sort of drag them up to where I was, but [also] really
acknowledging my [own feeUngs]."
Fourth Year: Rick stated that this was the year that he took everything he learned
and went "deeper" to develop those skills. He stated:
This year it's really been [about gaining] a sense ofmy own non-neutrality
in the room, and also a sense of talking a httle deeper about transference
and my own sort of counter-transference, but using it m a much deeper
way. Instead ofjust saying 'Okay, it exists... let's talk about the different
types oftransference there is,' and to really talk about some of the stuff in
some very much deeper more profound ways. And it's funny, as I'm sort of
gettmg into that stu^ I'm sort of going back to technique stuff agam.... So
it's really been kind oftouching on the same areas, but I really feel that this
year I'm domg more than just acknowledging that I might be feeUng
mcredibly frustrated with a cUent, but to really just sort ofgo with that
somewhere else, somewhere deeper.
Other tramees were briefer in their response to tliis question. For instance, Diane
stated that the more she knows about human experience, the better she gets at
understandmg her clients. This knowledge has been found and facihtated by time. She
stated simply, "the more you know, the more you have to work with."
Molly also noted that her knowledge ofhuman experience and theory has
increased with time, and therefore increased her capacity to understand her clients. She
stated:
I think in the begmning, I reUed much more on my personal experience,
because I didn't know what else to use, I had no theoretical base, no
further experience of doing therapy. Now, (her range of skills) is much
wider than that, and I thmk a lot of that is just time, and leammg more
through readmg, through seeing more clients, through having more
supervision, through my own therapy....I don't have to just rely on my own
experiences anymore, I have many more tools.
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Carol also cited time as a factor in her development. She stated the behef that the
more experience she has domg therapy, the more confident and comfortable she is with
her cUents. This level of comfort aUows her to stop 'Worrying" about herself and her
performance in the session. She stated that she is "fi-eed-up" to pay full attention to the
cUent, gathering a clearer understanding in the process.
George stated that he has "grown to understand that knowing [his] cUents is more
difficult than [he] had originally thought, and that it takes more work." For George, this
means that he needs to consciously thmk about being "non-judgmental" and "non-
blaming." Additionally, he described the need to bracket out his assumptions, and to ask
more questions than his first unpulse requires.
Jane, Uke Rick, stated that she used to rely solely on the information she got from
the cUent through assessment, narrative and the personal history of the chent. This has
changed m her development. She stated that now she,
reUes more on my own experience with the chent, and my own experience
with the supervisor about the chent, and I think those two pieces maybe
have been what's changed about my understanding. There is much more
experiential understanding now.
Generally, tramees described both an increase m their skills and m their sense of
their own identities as therapists who could be competent at their work. Tramees reported
that time and experience played the major part m their development.
Supervision
Fmally, tramees were asked to describe how supervision afifects the process of
understandmg their chents. In response, tramees generally discussed how supervision
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worked to clarify, deepen, or increase their understanding of cUents. They also spoke to
the cabling affects of supervision, and to the hnportance ofhaving a supervisor who helps
increase their confidence when beginning the work of learning to be a therapist.
Diane stated that supervision helped her gain some clarity about transference and
countertransference issues. She also reported that supervision is a place where she can
broaden her understanding ofwhat individuals are capable of experiencing in their hves.
Rick also spoke to this when he discussed his supervisor's capacity to help Mm make
sense out of this cUent's experiences in the session, and in the world. Rick described one
supervisor in particular who "astounded" Rick with his capacity to summarize and make
feehng statements that were eloquently descriptive ofthe chent's and his own experience.
Molly stated that some supervisors have helped her to take her understanding of
chents "one step further." One way to accomphsh this was to introduce new theoretical
perspectives that bring together pieces of information that Molly gathered in therapy
sessions. Carol also cited different theoretical perspectives as helpful in her attempts to
increase her understanding of chents. She stated:
When I was working with a cognitive behavioral supervisor, I understood
it fi-om a very cognitive behavioral perspective, that it's [chent's
difficuhies] a bundle of symptoms that are physiologicaL1)ehavioral... those
things [symptoms] play into one another... it comes fi^om somewhere
deeper, but not really working in depth.
Jane described what she called a "parallel process" that happens between herself
and the supervisor that mimics the relationship between herself and the chent.
Understanding this process helped Jane gain a more experiential understanding ofher
chents, rather than just an abstract unagining ofwhat it must be like to be the cUent at any
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moment in therapy. Jane also stated that these moments are conducive to the supewisor's
offer of an altemate way of responding or intewening that can be freeing for her in the
therapy.
George discussed how supervision can act as a pacifier to the anxieties of
beginning the process of doing therapy. He stated:
I can let my insecurities get in between understanding a cUent, it can mess
up my understandmg of a client; supervision cahns me down That my
understanding of a cUent is probably not far from the truth and pretty good
whereas I can think of one session that I'm doing a good job, and then the
'
next one that I have no idea what's going on...ActuaUy, I had a dient who
had OCD, and after the first session I was shell-shocked. I was thinking I
had no idea what this guy was domg because he was paranoid and insulting
and stuff like that in the first session. My supen/isor cahned me down,
'that's all right, you probably did a good job, and you're probably on track,
just stay to the course.
' When I wanted to like try this and go over here
and stay there and ya, I think stay to the course is a good word for what
supervision does for me.
When George was asked to clarify what he meant by the phrase, "stay to the course," he
responded by statmg:
"Don't panic and try stupid things. Like, that was the semester where I
had T and T (Tlieories and Techniques of Psychotherapy, a required course
for second year students in the Umass Clinical Program) and every week I
wanted to try a new orientation with this guy that I had learned about. My
supervisor suggested that I just stay with, no particular orientation, just
talking to me, and that was usefiil."
Tramees described owing a lot to supervisors for their development as therapists.
Supervisors played a large part in both increasmg trainees' sense of self-esteem as
therapists, and in teaching how to mcorporate what they already knew about
understanding human phenomena with new skills and theoretical views.
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CHAPTERS
DISCUSSION
Introduction
When this project started, I certainly had some ideas in mind about how therap
develop an understanding of their chents. This was due partly to studies in philosophy
that inspired the research, and partly because I too have begun the process of learning
be a therapist who tries to understand her dients. The phUosophic thought I have pursued
concerned questions about reality. At the risk ofbeing overly simpUstic, two extreme
views on reality are that either there is a single reaUty outside of our own existence, or
reality is a phenomenon that is constructed individually, thereby suggestmg infinite
reaUties.
Philosophers often refer to what they have called the "Problem of Reahty"
(Heidegger, 1962). This "problem" occupies itselfwith what is real. For instance, is there
one external reality that has a being of its own, a 'T)asem," as Heidegger proposes, a
reality outside of our subjective experience of it? Heidegger cited Kant's "Refutation of
IdeaUsm" and stated:
Kant calls it 'a scandal ofphilosophy and ofhuman reason in general' that
there is still no cogent proof for the 'Dasein of Things outside of us' which
will do away with any skepticism (Heidegger, Being and Tune, 1962, p.
247).
Alternatively, some theorists argue that there is no such thing as a definable reaUty outside
of our subjectivity. Still others, Uke Skinner (1974) argue that there is in fact a subjective
reahty that may or may not differ fi-om some definable extemal reaUty; however, it is
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sm^ply out ofthe realm ofthe scien.mc study of humanity. What is hnportam is the study
ofthe behavior and its relationship to the world.
What do these questions regarding extreme positions about reaUty do to how we
view the process ofunderstanding another persons subjective experience of the world?
Do we as cUnical psychologists measure the distance between a cUent's perception of the
world and the single reaUty that exists outside ofthe cUent's experience, or do we engage
in making sense ofwhy the cUent's world is experienced from the unique standpoint of the
cUent? I think the answer is that we manage both, thereby straddhng the hne between the
two extreme positions of reaUty vs. reaUdes. However, for one side of this extreme we
have developed an elaborate and pubUshed guide, the DSM-IV. For the other, we have
some theories and philosophical traditions that are typicaUy not a focus in our formal
traimng while learning to be therapists. Tliis leaves the process a complex one to hand
down from one generation ofpsychologists to the next. However, there appears to be
some agreement among researchers that the reaUty ofthe cUent must be affirmed in order
to respond empathicaUy. This unpUes that sometimes a cUent's sense of reaUty may differ
in some respects from an "objective reaUty." It is logicaUy possible then that the cUent's
sense of reaUty or subjective experience of reaUty must be understood before it can be
affirmed. Orange (1995) seems to beUeve that empathy is necessary in order for
understanding to take place. She stated: "Thus empathy, includmg empathic response, is
a necessary condition for understanding." (Orange, 1995, p. 23,).
Clearly, researchers have paid close attention to the process ofempathy and
include understanding within the same rubric; however my mitial hypothesis on the matter
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was that developing the capacity to understand is different from the development of
empathy. Tliis hy,)othesis was not fomially tested, but to look at it hUbrnudly, I did not
use the words "empathy," "empathic,"
'^empathically," or "empathize," during my
interviews. (Tliere was one exception; in the beginning ofmy interview with "Mike," he
asked more questions about my project than was usual. Tliis led to a more in-depth
discussion ofmy review of literature that included describing some of the research on
empathy.) Interestingly, over the course of approximately 18 hours of interviewing, the
word empathy and the various derivations listed above were only used ten times by
participants. Obviously, the researcher's bias and direction promoted discussions utilizing
the tenn '\uiderstanding." However, when words derivative of empathy were used by
participants, the context for its use was during times the participant was engaged in
describing some aspect of understanding the emotion or affect of the client. Perhaps for
Orange, the title of her book, I -motional Understanding , is synonymous with empathy.
Tliis certainly does not prove that empathy and imderstanding are two different
phenomena; however it provides some motivation to study further the differences.
Metaphors and Imagination
Tliere were several themes of understanding that stood out in bare relief. I lic
following section will sunnnari/.e and elaborate these themes, as in my opinion, they gel to
the crux ofwhat it means to understand someone. Most pervasive were participants' use
of metaphors to describe what understanding means and how one understands another.
Participants, like Orange (1995), said that they try to "stand in the shoes" of their clients,
or see the world through the client's "eyes," or "get inside the skin" of their clients. Since
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therapists cannot UteraUy accompUsh this, participants were asked how they manage this
world of metaphors. Most often they stated that they have employed their skills of
imagination which has aUowed them to enact the metaphor They reported asking
themselves questions about what it would be Uke to be their chents, to see the world the
way they do, and to experience the world with their individual perspective. Tlieir
descriptions of the use of their imagination were typicaUy visual and experiential.
Participants described what was reminiscent ofMartin Heidegger's exploration ofvan
Gogh's paintmgs of peasant shoes. This example is not only a good demonstration of the
use of imagination to gather an understanding of another's worid, but it also makes more
hteral one ofthe metaphors participants used.
Figure 3. van Gogh, Vincent, "A Pair Of Slices," 1917. From The Vincent van Gogh Information
Gallery Sponsored by Interlog.
Heidegger, m his essay, The Origin of the Work ofArt (1977), eloquently described how
van Gogh's painting of peasant shoes (See above. Figure 3) brings the world of the
peasant to life. He stated:
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A pair ofpeasant shoes and nothing more. And yet--
From the dark opening of the worn insides of the shoes the
odsome tread ofthe worker stares forth. In the stiffly rugged heaviness of
the shoes there ,s the accumulated tenacity ofher slow trudge through theftr-^readmg and ever-uniform furrows of the field swept by a raw windOn the leather Ue the dampness and richness of the soil. Under the soles
shdes the lonehness of the field path as evening faUs. In the shoes vibrates
the silent caU ofthe earth, its quiet gift ofthe ripening gram and its
unexplamed self-refiisal m the faUow desolation of the wintry field Tliis
equipment [the shoes] is pervaded by uncomplaining worry as to the
certamty ofbread, the wordless joy ofhaving once more withstood want
the trembUng before the impending childbed and shivering at the
surrounding menace of death, (p. 163)
Here, Heidegger moves much like a therapist, fi-om a description of the subject, the
peasant's shoes, as a therapist would study chents' positions in the chah opposite them
during a session, how they are dressed, or what they look hke. There is a shift in
Heidegger's description to the environment of the peasant, perhaps hke a therapist begins
to look "througli the eyes" ofthe chent, while standmg in his or her shoes. Accomplishing
this metaphorical position allows the reader to catch a gUmpse of the peasant's daily vistas
in much the same way a therapist would unagine, through the stories ofthe chent, the
environment of the cUent. Heidegger then moved fiirther inside the mmd ofthe peasant
by unagining, given his position in the worid, what he might be thinking or feehng, his
worries and his joys.
Heidegger took the perspective-taking metaphor of placing one's self in the shoes
of another, and somehow made it more hteral using van Gogh's painting as a vehicle in
which we are able to experience the peasant's life and work, his leibenswelt (hfe world).
Heidegger's use ofhis imagination is a good example ofhow trainees and
supervisors described the process ofplacing themselves in the shoes ofthek chents, using
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their clients' stories as vehicles to begin to flesh out their clients' worid. Tl.eir questions -
-
"What is it like to be their client? What is it Uke to be in their shoes?" - and then the
accompanying use of their imagination and aflfect to gather this perspective, fostered what
some participants presumed necessary for understanding within the therapeutic dyad.
Some trainees reported the belief that in order to utilize their imagination in this
way they must put their "trainmg and scientific mindedness aside." Further, one trainee
stated: "Sometimes it is best to just try and feel, and try to put yourself in their shoes,
leaving aside all that stuff." When this tramee was asked to clarify what he meant, he
replied: "I pretend that I am them when they are talking and telling me something. I use
to pretend a lot when I was three years old, so I draw on those skills."
Neither this trainee, nor any other participant who discussed the use of imagination
stated that putting scientific mindedness aside is synonymous with drawing on one's skills
as an artist. However, it is possible that the worid of 'pretend" for a child, or the use of
one's "imaginaUon" is inherently a creative process. Therapists create images of clients
that help them understand what the worid is hke for cUents, and how they experience it. It
is the therapist's imagination that partly answers the question: "Wliat is it like to be in the
cUent's shoes?"
Philosophy's Attempt at Understanding Understanding
Some ofthe philosophical theories discussed earlier were descriptive ofhow
therapists understand their cHents while others seemed less useful. For instance,
Gadamer's (1976) concept of a "fiision ofhorizons" creating a "region of
intersubjectivity" was found to be a less helpful theory to describe the process of
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understanding. While the process of getting inside the experience of another did, for
participants, entail some mamtenance ofboundaries, participants were more likely to
describe 'Tiopping" or "stepping" in and out of the dienfs shoes. Tltis apparently does
not entaU a panial over-lap of experience, but a complete affective experience of anoll.cr
that matches exactly their own.
Participants described the dangers ofnot being adept at this "liopping," as they
have found they can get lost in the experience of the cUent. Being unable to return to
themselves and then- own perspective in the world is not only a trying experience for the
therapist, they reported concerns that they could be ofno help to their clients in this
condition. Often participants discussed these dangers when they were asked a question
regarding times when a cUent's experience might have "closely resonated" with their own.
Participants used words hke "paralyzed," "enmeshed with," and a loss of "impartiality," as
they described the pit-falls of resonating with clients. Karen put this most succinctly when
she stated:
In its extreme, you lose the sense of the other and you merge. You can get
too caught up in your own feehngs, trying to make it through a session. It
is as ifyou are no longer standing m the shoes of another, but they are your
shoes. You merge and objectivity is lost.
At the same tune, other participants found that even though this "resonating"
sometimes felt uncomfortable and sometimes got in the way of understanding the client,
their efforts to understand their resonatmg were sometknes informative to understanding
the cHent. Some participants referred to this experience as "countertransference." Given
this perspective, they reported that either consuhations with colleagues or with
supervisors were of some help. The analysis that ensued allowed the therapists the
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opportunity to step out of the shoes of the dient and gam clarity on what has been
triggered by the client within the therapist and how that is meaningful to the therapy, but
also separate from the client. Sometimes this has entailed discovering how the client's
experience is different from the therapist's, and also how the therapist's experience of the
client is informative to the development ofunderstanding the client.
Still others, and this leads us to the next section, expressed concerns that when
they experience this resonance, they are in greater danger of assuming too much about the
client. Generally, the assumption is that the client is in fact experiencing precisely what
the therapist has or is experiencing.
Husseri's transcendental phenomenology did gain some strength as it was adept at
describing one aspect of the process of understanding. As described earher, the
phenomenological epoche entails bracketing out a priori assumptions embedded in one's
perception ofthe worid, to open one's self to another's perspective (Husserl, 1964).
While many therapist's (primarily the trainees) discussed the use of their own experiences
as a way of understanding their client's presentation, still more participants declared the
need to set those assumptions and experiences aside. For instance, participants cautioned
against assuming that when a client says they are "sad," that you can know, without
fiirther inquiry, how that state of sadness is experienced by the cHent. Most of all, a
therapist should not assume that a client's sadness feels the same as the therapist's
experience of sadness. To accompUsh this "epoche," participants described the need to
pay close attention to the words their clients use when describing their ex])criencc. With
this attention, they are able to insure that they can refrain from assuming that when the
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cUent speaks of sadness, that their sadness matches exactly their own experience of
sadness. Mike described this process in-depth, and agreed that something Uke the
phenomenological epoche, as it was described to him, was at work.
Participants also discussed the awareness oftheir "biases," their "non-neutrahty,"
their own "personal models," etc. as unportant to imderstandmg that their cUents'
experiences ofthe world might be different from their own. This entaUed knowing well
their own perspectives ofthe world in order that they may gain clarity about how their
cHent's might be different. Further, therapists may recognize the ways m which they know
depression, i.e., the theory they use for understanding this phenomenon, their own
experiences and others' of feeling depressed, etc. However, as Gurwitsch (1966) stated
(see page 17), those definitions of depression must be laid aside, but not denied to reach
an understanding ofhow depression is being experienced in the moment by the cUent, and
how that experience is different from their own.
Language and Meaning
Husserl's phenomenological epoche does not address fiilly what participants
described with regard to how they understand the experiences ofthen cUents. More
specifically, it does not address the import participants laid on understanding the meanings
ofwords their cUents' used to describe their experience. Participants described the
irq)ortance ofimderstanding many different levels of meaning for any given word used by
the client. They described words that have idiosyncratic meanings, and often, a whole
language that develops between the therapist and the cUent as the therapist incorporates
the client's word usage into his/her own m order to communicate back that the therapist
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understands what they mean when they use particular words. Idiosyncratic word
meanings are typically described as words that have a common usage, but have a different
and unique meaning to the client. This unique meaning is discerned by the therapist, via
their exploration of the meanings ofwords with the dient, and the therapist's stance of
openness to differing perspectives on the worid.
Participants also described the perhaps less complicated task of gathering a
definitional miderstanding of particular words chents use, and what those words mean to
the cUent. One example participants described was that when working with clients from a
different culture or ethnicity, the use ofwords in the Enghsh language may be different
than common definitions from the therapist's own culture. One lucid example of this
might be an adolescent's usage of the word "bad." The current understanding of this
word to the adolescent is that bad can be good, or bad, depending on the context, and
perhaps the attitude of the speaker.
Non-Verbal Understanding
Another aspect of understanding participant's described regarded a non-verbal
understanding that takes place in the therapy session. Participants described physical
sensations using the words "tension," "changes in energy," "electromagnetic energy
fields," or "wavelengths." They also described feehng "in tune" with the chent where
there is an experience of "connection" with the client, as if the two are moving "in sync."
Participants spoke ofthese physical changes most often in response to the question:
"How do you know when you have understood the client?" Although participants did not
use the word "empathy" to describe this experience. Orange (1995) stated that
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experiences of empathy can sometimes be non-verbal. She borrowed from the research on
infants. As infants are non-verbal, what the participants stated about these physical
experiences might be interestmg m Ught of Orange's definition of empathy:
Empathy, I beheve, is emotional knowledge gained by participation in a
shared reahty. It is knowledge arismg from attunement, to borrow a notionfrom current mfant research. Empathic parents or therapists are those who
are attuned to the emotional reahty shared in the intersubjective situation
(Agosta, 1984). Empathic response comes from attunement to this shared
reahty, and must take form at a frequency or in a mode (auditory or visual
for example) that the receiver can comprehend. An empathic environment
to which Kohut so often referred, is one in which each person can feel hke'
a Thou, a respected and adnured partner in a conversation...When people
feel completely cut off from empathic response and admiration, they
experience dismtegration anxiety. Feehng understood and responded to
helps a person feel connected to others and thereby safe enough to develop
and realize personal anus and ideals." (Orange, 1995, p. 21-22.).
Perhaps then, given Orange's definition, the physical feehngs therapists reported
experiencing is the reduction ofthe chent's anxiety when they experience empathy.
Although the broader research on sensing another's distress is not known to the
researcher, anecdotal evidence suggests that when a person in relation to you is tense, you
might also experience some degree oftension. It follows then that you might notice when
that tension rests. Given the above, one hypothesis might be that this physical feehng of a
change m energy between the chent and the therapist is a dhect resuh of the therapist's
understandmg ofthe chent's emotional being in combination with the therapist's empathic
response, the response to the chent that allows the cUent to know that s/he has been
understood thereby causing a reduction of this anxiety stemming from earher experiences
ofnot being understood. A quick glance at the hterature after this study yielded some
research by Robert Levenson that was cited m Daniel Goleman's book, Emotional
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in an
Intelligence (1995). Levenson (1992) looked at married couples engaged
emotionally charged argument. His primaiy discoveries were that when husbands and
wives were accurately empathic with one another, their physiological (as measured by
GSR and ECG) responses were in synch. AdditionaUy, when the members of the couple
were angry, they were 'Very poor at surmising what then- partner was feeling."
Presumably, this was due to the interference of stronger individual emotions like anger.
FinaUy, one participant in particular spoke to Orange's assertion that empathic
understandmg is evident when the therapist affirms the client's sense of reality. Rick
stated: "I think every one comes to their therapist because, for whatever reason, then-
world, their social network, is not providmg... empathy... or understanding."
Participants also described physical responses from their cUents when they think
that understanding might have taken place. For instance, they reported observing the
shoulders of cUents' dropping, lights going on m their eyes, faces "lighting up," a "sense of
reHef on the faces of cUents," and other physical indications participants interpreted as a
response to being understood. One participant found this experience to be "amazing,"
while another participant described it as "a wonderful feeUng inside." IfDonna Orange is
correct, given participants' descriptions ofthe results, this struggle to understand and then
empathize with a client is a spectacular gift to give. Penelope PeUzzon, a poet, wrote the
line: "Slip trippmg through the gift" (Pehzzon, unpubHshed, no title, 1995). Tliis captures
participants' descriptions of the sometimes trial and error efforts to understand their
clients, and the lengths to which they try to communicate that understanding back in the
form of empathy that is less narcisistically based and more parental in nature.
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Differences Between Trainees and Supervisors
This section is probably the part of the description ofmy study with which I feel
least comfortable. Tlie thoughts around issues of differences have brought me to the
painful awareness ofthe limitations ofmy own subjectivity and personal perspective. As I
am a trainee myself, it is apparent that I do not have the developmental perspective of
someone with more experience who might read the presentation of this work, nierefore,
the differences between the two populations who participated are less clear to me than
they might be to someone else. With this stated, four primary differences between trainees
and supervisors seemed apparent as I immersed myself in the data.
Tlie most obvious difference between the two populations was the way in which
supervisors were able to flesh out their responses with a language that was more
sophisticated and developed. Tlieir responses demonstrated more familiarity with the
topic at hand and the process involved in understanding clients. Tliis difference was most
noticeable m the moment of the first interview with a trainee. The decision to instigate
and create the role play in that moment was the resuU of the stark awareness ofhow much
more difficult it was for trainees to describe this process than it was for supeivisors. It is
not clear that the role play served its purpose during its process; however, I suspect it
placed the process of understanding enough in the present so that the rest of the interview
with trainees was more descriptive than it might have been otheiAvise. The role play may
have served as a reference point for trainees that helped them get into the "mood" of what
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it is like to try to understand their clients. Supervisors needed no such instigating or mood
enhancement.
Second, there was more of an overlap m responses among supeivisors than among
trainees. If one supervisor discussed a certam aspect ofunderstanding, it was more Ukely
that other supervisors would also mention this aspect. Most ofthe issues raised by
supervisors were addressed by trainees; however, they were mentioned mdividuaUy
without much overlap between trainees. For instance, many supemsors discussed the
process of allowing chents to move at their own pace, and come to points of change when
they are ready. Only one tramee (the most experienced of that population) mentioned this
as an unportant part ofproviding therapy to chents. Supervisor responses were broader
and tended to include more of the parts ofthe process ofunderstandmg. Again, this resuh
would have been easy to predict given the differences of experience between the two
populations.
Interestingly, trainees were more Ukely to make a distinction between two different
types ofunderstandmg. They often stated that there was a difference between a
"cognitive" or "intellectual" understanding and an "affective" understanding. Supeivisors
never even used the word "cognitive" in any of the interviews except when they made
reference to their theoretical orientation as "cognitive-behavioral." Some trainees
described performing a 'loose fimctional analysis" to ground themselves in famihar
diagnostic or experiential territory. When tramees described moments ofunderstanding
deepening, this was primarily due to some increase of intellectual understanding of a
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client's disclosures where "pieces faU into place," rendering a cUenfs experience more
intelligible.
While conceptualizing this study, I was convinced that I would find that a
cognitive understandmg laid the foundation for an affective or empathic understanding.
Had I only mterviewed trainees, I might have had more reason to pursue this idea.
However, those with more experience leave this hypothesis in doubt. Perhaps this division
between the cognitive and the affective is more mdicative of some aspect of trainee
development than it is ofthe process ofunderstanding m general. If not, supervisors' lack
of comments regarding the part cognitions play in understanding remains a mystery.
While the above discussion of data may or may not be indicative of supervisors'
decreased emphasis on cognition, a return to the hterature at this point m the study yielded
Strayer's chapter (1987), which strongly indicated that there are both cognitive and
affective aspects of empathy. In fact, as I had originally hypothesized, she stated that
"...the processes responsible for understanding are cognitive. If affect is evoked id us by
our understanding of other's feeUngs, then it is an epiphenomenon of cognition" (Strayer,
1987, p. 218-190.) Strayer also cited evidence fi-om other studies that the role of
imagination m understanding another person is inherently a cognitive process.
Finally, trainees were somewhat less flexible in their adherence to one theoretical
orientation than supervisors. Supervisors' orientations were broader, more developed and
more integrated. They demonstrated more respect for the thinkers who have come before
them who have come to understand human behavior in different, but valuable ways. Frank
stated this best when he said:
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You have to realize that the animal is bigger than any one particular theorvand be wdhng to move among the theorists, the experiences that have go7ebefore you, and use bits and pieces that are useful from all over.
Trainees were less verbal about their theoretical positions, presumably because they were
less formulated, or less broad m then- perspectives.
Therapist Development
Supervisors named "experience" as the single most important factor m their
development as therapists who miderstand then- chents. Under this factor, they included
both their experience as therapists and their experience as humans m the worid.
Supeivisors beUeve that the more they live in the world, the more time they have to read,
teach and learn from their work and from thek personal hves.
Trainees also mdicated that the length oftime they spend livmg and providmg
therapy is directly correlated to growing more skilled at understanding their chents. For
tramees, this question was somewhat less retrospectively mvolved than for supervisors,
therefore they were able to be more specific in their descriptions ofwhat tune has afforded
them in their few years as tramees. Smce these data have aheady been described in the
resuks section, the focus here will be on how trainees' sense ofthek development
compared with supervisors' sense of this development.
Interestmgly, there was very Uttle overlap between trainee and supervisor
perspectives on stages of trainees' development of the capacity to understand. Further,
tramees differed from trainees as did supervisors from supervisors. However there was
some commonaUty between and within populations. For mstance, as one might have
guessed, trainees and supervisors saw the period of training as a time to develop new skills
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and experiences that are complimentao' to the process of understandhig. Both
populations named specifically leanung to refrain from assumptions about the client's
experience and to be patient with the client's own developmental pace. Additionally, both
populations also named the first stage of training as either one of arrogance or insecurity.
According to supervisors and trainees, the former suffers with ex,)erience, while the later
seems to be alleviated as time progresses. Supervisors and trainees also stated that
understanding clients is enhanced by the trainees' own increasing understand of
themselves. Tramees stated that their own therapy was helpful to this end. Some
supemsors stated the belief that this can be done independently, while others believed it
important for trainees to experience treatment themselves. Finally, supemsors and
trainees discussed a search for theory that would serve as a grounding element for
trainees' development of their understanding of clients. Only supemsors seemed to have
the hindsight indicating that while theory is important, it is not always the best grouiuiing
element as individuals only rarely fit neatly into our theorists' constructions of humanity.
Although supervisors did not stress their own contributions to trainee
development, the trainees themselves overwhelmingly named supervisors as their primaiy
source for increasing their understanding of clients. Trainees stated that supervisors were
instrumental in taking their understanding "one step" beyond what they were able to attain
on their own. Trainees believed that supervisors have helped them to get "clearer" about
their clients' experiences and to make sense of their cHents' disclosures and behaviors.
Supervisors gave trainees new skills of intervention based on this clarity and offered
different perspectives on their clients, allowing trainees a broader space in which to
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operate during therapy sessions. Finally, trainees stated that supervisors have helped then
to "calm down," and develop a sense that they can do this work.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
This study was designed to explore trainees' and supervisors' conceptualizations
ofthe process ofunderstanding clients. As an exploratory study, without formally tested
hypotheses, the results were largely drawn within the context of a conversation about the
meaning and process of understanding. I'd like to turn now to a discussion ofthe benefits
and drawbacks ofthis mode of research. More specifically, I'd Uke to discuss how this
mode of research lends itself to the illumination ofhuman internal processes, without the
limitations unposed by a more rigorously controUed quantitative research paradigm Also
worth clarification are the weaknesses of this study, and how it could be strengthened.
With the clearer vision of retrospection, there are some design modifications that might be
fiiiitfiil m fiiture research for appUcation and/or clinical utility.
The major strength ofthis study was the degree of openness it fostered to gather
information about the process without interrupting participants to move on to a rigid
imposed agenda. The benefits of the researcher's stance were most clearly seen when the
researcher imposed on the participants her own specific questions. For instance, when the
mterview moved fi-om the very open-ended questions to the more specific, the responses
fi"om participants were typically shorter. Sometimes they were even shortened to "yes" or
"no" responses. There is reason to believe that participant responses might not have been
as robustly thoughtfiil iftoo much guidance had been imposed by the researcher's
assumptions about the process ofunderstandmg. Additionally, it is important to note the
researcher's place in training. Given that all participants were more experienced, it would
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have been arrogant to suppose that a hst of aU factors involved in understanding cUents
could be derived with questions informed by this hst. The process of remaining open to
participants' experiences ofunderstandmg was shnilar to what participants mdicated as
important to miderstandmg chents. Mike might have called it "dumbing down" for the
mterviews, while Husseri might have urged the researcher to bracket out her a priori
assumptions m order to move closer to what the others deemed important and meaningful
about understanding. Additionally, prior to mterviewing participants, the researcher was
not famihar with previous work citing therapists' use of their imaginations in the process
ofunderstandmg, nor information about the physical feehngs ("electromagnetic
wavelengths") of therapists when they beheve they have understood cUents.
Looking back on this study, despite the benefits of the openness described above,
some specific conceptual and philosophical questions that were present at the start did not
gain much clarity with this research. For instance, it is still not clear what differences, if
any, there are between empathy and understanding. Because the word "understanding"
was used consistently instead of "empathy" in the interview, one cannot be sure how this
bias affected participants' thoughts and responses about the process of understanding.
However, ifresponses regarding the distinction between the two had been eUcited, it
might have resuhed in reports suggesting that empathy is the affective piece of
understanding a client's experience, while a cognitive understanding may be synonymous
with a Lockian or Humian "knowledge" of another person's experience of the world.
Smce this was not requested, the nature ofthe differences is stUl up for debate.
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Also not included in the study were questions that might begin to define the factors
involved in therapists' discerning the relative reahties presented by chents. For mstance, it
would be interesting to know how the therapist's doubts about the cUent's sense of reality
affects the process ofunderstanding. An example ofthis might be of a chent who typicaUy
interprets external events with a negative twist. More extreme is the chent who is
paranoid and imagines that the CIA is after hhn or her. Or perhaps the chent hnagines that
the therapeutic relationship is more intunate, thereby pushing boundaries that are
uncomfortable for the therapist. TTiese examples raise questions about how these varying
reaUties affect the therapist's abihty to understand the chent.
FmaUy, although two supervisors were asked about Husserl's and Gadamer's
theories ofunderstanding, these theories were not formally tested within the general
formula ofthe interview. It might be interesting in the future to discern how useful these
theories are for traming. As the present study suggests, beginning trainees are typically
overwhehned with concerns regarding then competence. Perhaps the knowledge that
understanding and empathy have been correlated with positive psychotherapy outcome
coupled with some guidance on how that could be accomphshed, would fi-ee trainees up
some so that they could begin more easily to approach acquhing other techniques that are
characteristic ofthe theoretical orientation with which they are most identified.
A perennial problem with quahtative research is sample size. The sample for this
study was not random, not culturally diverse, and not very large. Although there was a
range oftheoretical perspectives represented by the study, this range was somewhat
homogeneous in nature. For instance, more radical perspectives like a Skinnerian
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behaviorism and Freudian psychoanalysis, as well as individuals from a humanistic
perspective, were not represented by the study. Additionally, individuals interviewed were
somewhat more open to vanning theoretical views, and therefore their responses came out
ofmore integrative orientations.
Another complication of this sample was its geographical hmitations. As the
population drawn for this study remained in the one cultural context of the University of
Massachusetts, it is therefore, at best, representative only of the people within this
context. In the future, it would be important to explore other training sites in the count.7
before generalizations about trainee development could be asserted. Research in this
direction would fill out the gaps of training levels as well. For instance, only one more
"advanced" student was inteiviewed in this study. It might be necessary to draw from the
population of trainees who are currently on internship to glean more of a representation of
those still in training while still not in the position of supeivisor roles.
This exploratory research has also sparked interest in additional research in this
area. In particular, it is plausible that perspective-taking is not only a skill to be acquired,
but a level ofpersonal development needed to be achieved by trainees. Research
illuminating the deficits of trainees' personal development might aid supervisors in the
process ofhelping their trainees to develop personally outside of their role as therapists.
Additionally, personal development might be a factor worth considering in admissions to
training programs where learning to provide therapy is the focus of training.
Finally, since consumers ofpsychotherapy report that their therapists'
understanding ofthem is important, it would be interesting to interview clients to find out
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what their perspective is on how and when their therapists understand them. Often
supemsors stated that when they ask chents what was most helpful to them about their
therapy together, they are dismayed by the fact that their cUents never cite their therapists'
interpretations as helpful. One supervisor not interviewed for this study stated that clients
do remember "every omice ofhuman kindness and understandmg" (S. Klien, personal
communication, November, 1997). TTiis is mteresting in light of the fact that more
dynamically oriented therapists make interpretations based on their understanding of a
cUent. It would also be mterestmg to see if cUents experience in unison with their
therapists, the physical phenomenon participants described when understanding has taken
place.
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APPENDIX A
LETTER OF REQUEST FOR PARTICIPATION TO TRAINEES
Dear
I am wntmg to invite you to be a participant in my masters thesis research I aminvestigating the development of clinical trainees' understanding of their clients Tliere isonly one requirement to participate in this study and that is that you should have
comp eted at least one year of clinical training at the Psychological Services Center Nolimitation will be placed on your theoretical orientation as I am interested in thisphenomenon across treatment modalities.
I would like to interview you once for approximately ninety minutes. In addition to theintemew, I would like you to review a summary statement of our interview based on my
interpretation of your development. I will submit this statement to you for confinnation
c anfication or rejection ofmy interpretation of our intemew. Confirmation and minor
'
clanfications ofmy summaries can be done with a written response fi^om you however if
my summary is rejected, I will ask you for a second intemew to attempt to gain clarity
and correct my misunderstanding of our initial interview. Your confidentiality as well as
that ofyour clients and supervisors will be protected.
I hope you will consider participating and that the ensuing discussion will be useful to you
and your work with your clients. Please return the bottom of this sheet by September 3
1
if you are interested or have any questions and I will contact you.
Sincerely,
Gay Germani
To: Gay Germani
Name: Phone Number
Would like to participate
Would NOT Hke to participate
I have some questions before deciding to participate
Please indicate the theoretical orientation with which you feel most afifiliated:
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APPENDIX B
CLINICAL TRAINEE INTERVIEW
1. From what theoretical orientation do you find yourselfworking from currently?
2. What does it mean to understanding a cUent?
3. Role Play.
4. How do you know when you've understood the cUent?
5. Are there times in therapy when your understanding ofyour cUent has deepened
suddenly? If so, what is that experience about?
6. How do you develop an understanding of a cUent?
7. Are there any specific skills that you've picked up that enable the process of
understanding?
8. Are there any techniques that you've developed or resources you refer to, other than
what the cUent tells you in therapy, that help you to understand the chent?
9. Are there any specific or vague reasons why it might be hard to understand a chent or
situation of a chent? For instance, perhaps their experience ofthe world is too foreign to
your own experience, or then- symptoms are very puzzhng to you.
10. Does whether you Uke or dishke a chent affect your understanding?
11. Was there ever a tune when a chent's experience closely resonated with your own? If
so, how did that affect the process ofunderstanding?
12. What part does writing, either formal report writing or informal process notes or
journal keeping play in the process ofunderstanding?
13. Can you give me an example of a time when you really thought you understood what
a chent was experiencing ? What was that hke? How did this clarity come about?
14. Do you ever talk to your colleagues about a chent? Do you find that helpfiil?
15. Are you guided by theory in the process ofunderstanding your chent? Does your
theory inform the chent or does your chent inform your theory?
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APPENDIX B
TRAINEE INTERVIEW
1. From what theoretical orientation do you find yourselfworking from currently?
2. What does it mean to understandmg a cUent?
3. Role Play.
4. How do you know when you've understood the cUent?
5. Are there times in therapy when your understanding of your chent has deepened
suddenly? If so, what is that experience about?
6. How do you develop an understanding of a chent?
7. Are there any specific skills that you've picked up that enable the process of
understanding?
8. Are there any techniques that you've developed or resources you refer to, other than
what the chent tells you m therapy, that help you to understand the chent?
9. Are there any specific or vague reasons why it might be hard to understand a client or
situation of a chent? For instance, perhaps their experience of the world is too foreign to
your own experience, or theh symptoms are very puzzhng to you.
10. Does whether you hke or dishke a chent aflfect your understanding?
1 1. Was there ever a tune when a chent's experience closely resonated with your own? If
so, how did that aflfect the process ofunderstanding?
12. What part does writmg, either formal report writmg or informal process notes or
journal keepmg play in the process ofunderstanding?
13. Can you give me an example of a time when you really thought you understood what
a chent was experiencing ? What was that hke? How did this clarity come about?
14. Do you ever talk to your colleagues about a chent? Do you find that helpful?
15. Are you guided by theory in the process of understanding your chent? Does your
theory inform the chent or does your chent inform your theory?
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16. Was there ever a time when you thought you understood a client and you laterdiscovered that you were way ofif track? If so, what was that Uke?
'
17. If the process ofunderstanding your cUents has changed with greater exnerienceyou describe what that change is about?
p nence,
18. How does supeivision affect the process ofunderstanding your chent?
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APPENDIX C
CLINICAL SUPERVISOR INTERVIEW
1. From what theoretical orientation do you find yourselfworking from currently?
2. What does it mean to understanding a cUent?
3. How do you develop an understanding of a chent?
4. How do you know when you've understood the chent?
5. Are there times in therapy when your understanding ofyour chent has deepened
suddenly? If so, what is that experience about?
6. Are there any specific skills that you've picked up that enable the process of
understanding?
7. Are there any specific or vague reasons why it might be hard to understand a chent or
situation of a chent? For instance, perhaps their experience of the world is too foreign to
your own experience, or theh symptoms are very puzzhng to you.
8. Are there any techniques that you've developed or resources you refer to, other than
what the chent tells you in therapy, that help you to understand the chent?
9. Can you give me an example of a tune when you really thought you understood what a
chent was experiencmg? What was that hke? How did this clarity come about?
10. Was there ever a time when you thought you understood a chent, and you later
discovered that you were way off track? If so, what was that hke?
11. Do you ever talk to your coUeagues about a chent? Do you find that helpfiil?
12. Are you guided by theory in the process ofunderstanding you chent? Does your
theory mform the chent or does your chent inform your theory?
13. Does whether you like or dislike a chent affect your understanding?
14. Was there ever a time when a chent's experience closely resonated with your own? If
so, how did that affect the process of understanding?
15. What part does writmg, either formal report writing or informal process notes or
journal keepmg play in the process of understandmg?
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16. Could you describe how your capacity to understand cUents has developed over time?
17. In your work as a supervisor, how do you see this development taking shape in
tramees? Can you identify any stages, modes, or reahns of development?
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APPENDIX D
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
cuits
^ '^''^ supervisors' experience with understanding
My participation in this study wiU consist of 1) taking part in a ninety mmute mterview 2)
reviewmg a summary ofyour responses to interview questions prepared by Gay Germani
the prmcipal mvestigator; 3) ifneeded, taking part in an additional interview to clarify the'
researchers understanding ofyour responses. I understand that I will be asked to describe
aspects ofmy chents, the therapeutic relationship and possibly my supervisory
relationship, as weU as my thoughts and feehngs about my experiences.
I also understand that I may ask questions of the mvestigator at any point during the
mterview and that I may refuse to answer any question asked of me. I understand that I
will not be penaUzed in any way.
I understand that all interviews will be audiotaped and then verbatim transcripts and
summaries will be made from the tapes. All of the mformation I provide in this study
concerning my chents, my supewisor and myself will be kept completely confidential. If
mformation I provide is used for pubhcation, my name and all other identifying
information will be ahered.
I have read and understand the nature ofthis project and what is required of me. I am
wiUing to participate as a subject in this research study.
Signature Date
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APPENDIX E
TRAINEE DATA CHART
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APPENDIX F
SUPERVISOR DATA CHART
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APPENDIX G
SAMPLE SUMMARY FOR REVIEW BY PARTICIPANT'"
Pseudonym: George
Theoretical Orientation: Cognitive behavioral
Traming Level: Novice
WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO UNDERSTAND A CLIENT?
George states that there are many different levels of understanding a cUent
1. Understandmg the chent in terms of one's theoretical orientation.
2. Understanding the cUent from a more human level ofhaving respect for and
understanding why the cUent behaves the way they do, not in terms of your orientation
but just the way a lay person understands someone, with more feehngs and less cognitions
Clarification requested on "lay person": "I try to leave my training and scientific
mindedness aside andjust try to react to the client as I would have before I came to
graduate school. Some times it is best tojust try andfeel and try andput yourselfin
their shoes leaving aside all that stuff
"
Clarification requested on .
.
shoes.
.
.
":
"/pretend that I am them when they are talking
and telling me something. I used to pretend a lot when I was three years old, so I draw
on those skills.
"
3. Even at a more basic level, just trying to comprehend what your chent is trying to tell
you.
Clarification requested on "..comprehend..": "That isjust the most basic level of
understanding ofknowing what words they are using and how they 're using them. This is
particularly relevant when seeing clients ofa different ethnicity.
ROLE PLAY RESULTS:
First, George tried to understand the role played fear in terms ofthe DSM-IV.
At the close ofthe role play George states to the role played chent:
"Well I'm not sure that I can understand exactly how youfeel because I've never felt
that type offear. But I 'm not convinced that it is totally necessaryfor me to know, it
might even be counter-productive. But I 'm hearingyou, thatyou get very upset and very
scared. And certainly I can understand what being scared and upset is like. I don 't know
that I c an to the level that you are, but while I have never experienced anything like that
I still think that whatyou 'refeeling makes sense.
"
The role play prompts George to reflect on what his initial thoughts were when he first
heard about this project. He states that the biggest thing that helps him to understand his
Words that are italicized are the exact words used by the participant. This was done so that participants
could easily discern their own words from my paraphrasing.
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clients IS his deterministic v/m of the universe. That there is no soul and it 's
mechanistic and everything has a reason.- George states further that that there is always
a precursor to every event. TMs conceptuahzation helps George to conceptualLe his
chents behavior without blaming then. He remembers that v4at ever his chem do theremus^ be a good reason. T^s view of the universe helps George to understand h^. cUentbecause blame is not mterfering with his vision ofthem
George states that some of the feehngs ofblame are still within hhn, however it is gettma
easier and easier for him to bracket them out when he is trying to understand a chent To
aid m this endeavor, George remmds hunself to remember that there is a good reason for
everythmg so there is no need to get into the blammg thmg.
HOW DO YOU DEVELOP AND UNDERSTANDING OF A CLIENT?
George states that the way he does this has nothing to do with cUents but how he
understands the world. His mechanistic view ofthe world and the residing people in it he
beheves is the perfect attitude for a therapist to have when try to understand human
behavior.
George beheves that feehngs are behaviors and that you might not always know what the
precursors to certam behaviors are, however you always assume that there must have been
one even ifyou can't figure it out.
HOW DO YOU KNOW WHEN YOU'VE UNDERSTOOD A CLIENT?
George states: "/ 'm never really satisfied that I do understand a client. And! think
that 's partially a reaction to myfirst client, who I assumed I understood a lot about what
he was talking about and really, I didn 't. And so, I learned that lesson thatyou never
really understand them, no matter how much you know about the person or how much
you thinkyou are a like. So Ijust try and get the most accurate picture I can and hope
that it 's right, but I neverfeel like I have a perfectly or even an extremely accurate
picture ofwhat 's going on."
In summary, George operates under several assumptions:
1. People aren't like him
2. It is not possible to fiilly understand another.
3. You do not need to fully understand a chent to have successful therapy. (By 'fully
understand" George means: ''Understanding someone like I understand myself")
George also rehes on his chents' body language to understand them. He feels hke he is
not very good at readmg the body language yet, however he wonders ifwhen people are
fidgety ifthey might be nervous, and when they are feehng defensive, they miglit cross
their arms in front of their chest.
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ARE THERE TIMES IN THERAPY WHEN YOUR UNDERSTANDINr OF vni
No. George thinks understanding is a much slower process and has never had an Ah ha
wTnMo"''" ^AU?" T"' ^"'"^^^•"S ^« doesn'ta t to say Ah ha" because ,t m.ght not be right and then he is setting himself up for
missing disconfirming evidence in an intewiew. When you say "ah ha" you might miss
other things. In some ways, saying "ah ha," shuts his mind off to understanding Soleaving hirnself open to disconfirming evidence paradoxically leaves George open to adeeper understanding. '
ARE THERE ANY SKILLS THAT YOU'VE PICKED UP THAT ENABLE THE
PROCESS OF UNDERSTANDING?
Other than searching for accuracy, not assuming, and his theory of detenninism George
adds that he has learned to ask questions in a "non-threatening" way. He believes that if
he responds to his clients in a non judgmental way, and ask open ended questions, he gets
more infonnation and therefore, more of an understanding.
For clarification, I told George about another participant's example of understanding why
his client was sad because his cat died. This participant sort of "dumbs down" so that he
doesn't assume he understands anything until he really explores the meaning of the event
with the client. George agrees with this example.
ARE THERE ANY SPECIFIC OR VAGUE REASONS WHY IT MIGHT BE HARD
TO UNDERSTAND A CLIENT OR SITUATION OF A CLIENT? FOR INSTANCE
PERHAPS THEIR EXPERIENCE OF THE WORLD IS FOREIGN TO YOUR OWN
EXPERIENCE OR THEIR SYMPTOMS ARE VERY PUZZLING TO YOU.
George states that this typically occurs when he begins to assume too much, particularly
when he is working with people fi-om a different cukure.
In response to the second part of the question, George states that symptoms are
sometimes puzzling, however from the cog. bx. perspective, he doesn't need to know
what the symptoms mean or what started time, although those things are interesting to
George, they are not important for the treatment of the symptoms.
WAS THERE EVER A TIME WHEN YOU THOUGHT YOU UNDERSTOOD A
CLIENT AND YOU LATER DISCOVERED THAT YOU WERE WAY 01 1 I RACK?
IF SO, WHAT WAS THAT LIKE?
George states : "/felt like J had been lazy byjust assuming things and Ifelt like I didn 't
do a goodjob. I wondered ifI was going to continue to make the same mistake because
even though I consciously, like that 's my number one thing that I try not to do, I stillfind
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myselfbeing pulled tojust accepting answers. Ifelt discouraged because I thought
while I was doing it with him, I was thinking well this isn 't that hard, I understand what
he is going through and then I came to the realization that therapy is a lot more
complicated and a lot more difficult. You know, that 's how Ifelt.''
DO YOU EVER TALK TO COLLEAGUES ABOUT A CLIENT9 IF YOU DO IS IT
HELPFUL?
George states that he finds taking to colleagues '"very helpful.'' Further, he states that
"they think ofstuff that I haven 't." Also, George states that he finds supervision useful in
his work to understand his cUents.
ARE YOU GUIDED BY THEORY IN THE PROCESS OF UNDERSTANDING YOUR
CLIENTS?
Yes.
DOES WHETHER YOU LIKE OR DISLIKE A CLIENT AFFECT YOUR
UNDERSTANDING OF A CLIENT?
George states: ''When I like a client, I think I have that danger ofassuming things. So, I
think when I dislike a client I may do a betterjob at understanding him or her."
However, George states that he almost always grows to like his chents.
WAS THERE EVER A TIME WHEN YOUR CLIENT'S EXPERIENCE CLOSELY
RESONATED WITH YOUR OWN?
Yes. George fi^und hwasdf ''sympathizing" instead of "empathizing." The diflference,
according to George between the two is that "empathizing is, let's say someone's dad is
bemg an asshole to them, empathizmg sounds like 'you're upset about your dad' or 'it's
upsettmg for you when your dad acts that way.'" Sympathizing is when you say, "yeah,
what ajerk that guy is." George states that when you sympathize, you get "enmeshed
with your client." He beUeves it is important not to do this in therapy. When you
sympathize, "you lose your impartiality."
WHAT PART DOES WRITING, EITHER FORMAL REPORT WRITING OR
INFORMAL PROCESS NOTES OR JOURNAL KEEPING PLAY IN THE PROCESS
OF UNDERSTANDING?
George states that formal report writing helps hun to get an overview in his head ofwhat
he thinks of his chent. It helps him to develop the "big picture."
Informal process notes were not helpful to George and he found hunself writing his
"judgmentar or "blaming' thoughts about he cUent.
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CLmmT '^^^^^^^^^ THE PROCESS OF UNDERSTANDING A
lean let my insecurities get in between understanding a client, can mess up my
rfZ Tu"" T T'^^'^P'— ^^^-^^ rne dawn. That my understanding ofaclient IS probably notfarfrom the truth andpretty good, whereas lean think ofonesession that I m doing a goodjob and then the next one that I have no idea what s going
on. Or with [Supervisor X] actually I had a client who had OCD and after the first
session I was like shell-shocked, I was thinking I had no idea what this guy was doin^because he was paranoid and insulting and stuff like that in the first session andD^id
calmed me down, that 's all right, you probably did a goodjob, andyou 're probably on
track, just stay to the course. When I wanted to like try this andgo over here and stay
there andyeah, I think stay to the course is a good wordfor what supervision doesfor
Clarification requested on '"stay to the course.'":
''Don 'tpanic and try stupid things. Like that was the semester where I had T and T and
every week I wanted to try a new orientation with this guy that I had learned about And
David suggested that IJust stay with, no particular orientation, just talking to me, and
that was useful.'"
HAS THE PROCESS OF UNDERSTANDING YOUR CLIENTS CHANGED WITH
GREATER EXPERIENCE? IF SO, CAN YOU DESCRIBE WHAT THAT CHANGE
IS ABOUT?
George states that he has "grown to understand that knowing my clients is more difficult
than I had originally thought arui that it takes more work.''
For George, that means that he needs to consciously think about being non judgmental
and non blaming. Additionally he must bracket out his assumptions and ask more
questions than his first impulse requires.
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APPENDIX H
LETTER TO PARTICIPANTS EXPLAINING REVIEW PROCESS
Dear X:
Enclosed is a copy ofthe summary of the interview on understanding we conducted in
January of 1997. Finally, I'm at phase two of this project and would appreciate your
rurther cooperation.
In this summary, your pseudonym is "X." All summary text has been written in the third
person as this will translate more efficiently for my thesis. Additionally, all text in italics
are direct quotes from our interview together.
Please review, keeping in mind that I'd like to ensure that while discussing the process of
understanding, I've understood >;ow accurately. Please mdicate any changes or
clarifications in the larger than average margins.
Addirionally, at the end of the summarize interview answers, I've include responses to
questions that I did not ask you during our scheduled inten/iew. I responded to these
questions in the way I thought you might have answered had I asked you. Please, at the
minimum, reject or confirm these responses. Ifyou have the time or mclination, correct or
add to these responses.
Thank you for the support, thoughts and time you've devoted to my thesis project.
You've illuminated nicely the process of understanding chents. Tlie data you've provided
has been valuable as I have tried to make sense of the process of understanding clients.
Please return your review to my mailbox in the PSC as soon as possible.
Sincerely,
Gay Germani
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APPENDIX I
SAMPLE DATA ORGANIZED BY QUESTION
Question: Do you talk to colleagues about cUents? If so, do you find that helpful in theprocess ofunderstanding cUents?
"ci i i m me
Dan talks to coUeagues about his patients frequently. He finds this helpfiil particularly
when he^s planning to formaUy present a patient to a group of coUeagues. He finds thathe tries to thmk about his patients from the audience's perspective which gives him abroader understandiug ofthe patient. AdditionaUy, he finds that his patients and hhn oftendevelop a common language, words and phrases that have become shorthand for
somethmg larger. He finds it helpfiil to continue to define the meanings of these shorthand
phrases as they hopefiilly will change as the therapy moves along. Talking to colleagues
helps to ensure that he continues to articulate these meanings.
Mike states that he consuhs with colleagues often. He beheves he is fortunate to be
working closely with a colleague, as isolation is the common lament of private practicers
Mike talks to this colleague and others when he feels ''stuck:' Feehng ''stuck'' can range ii
meaning from differential diagnosis to medication to questions about normal development
to "whether or not [he] understands somebody:' (less often regarding the latter)
Yes, Karen does talk to colleagues about chents and finds that helpfiil in the process of
understanding her cUents. This is particularly helpfiil when she is findmg it difficuU to
connect with a cUent. Her peers work with her to help her make a connection as that is
very important from Karen's perspective, to understanding the cUent.
Yes, Joe does taUc to coUeagues and he does find this helpfiil.
John states that he consuhs with coUeagues frequently. He beUeves that this is necessary
especiaUy when working with high risk cUents and cUent's for whom you have a strong
counter-transference. This helps to ensure that you contmue to act in the best interests of
the cUent.
Frank states that discussing cases with coUeagues is a very important part of the work.
CoUeagues can help develop hypothesis you might not have thought of, and can ask
questions that help you to get a different, new or clearer picture of the cUent.
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APPENDIX J
SAMPLE TRANSCRIPT
I: From what theoretical orientation do you find yourselfworking from currently?
T: Cognitive and behavioral
I: Describe your clinical experience so far.
T: In the PSC or anything?
I: Anything.
T: All right, well I've had probably five cUents in the PSC and I've tested a bunch of kids
and I worked v^th kids in college for one summer. That's pretty much it.
I: All right, we're going to dive right in and the questions are going to start oflFkind of
vague and they'll get more specific. I just, they start offvague because I'd Uke to just see
what you will come up with.
What does it mean to understand a chent?
T: I thmk that question can have many difiFerent levels. Understanding a chent can be
understanding hun or her in terms ofyour theoretical orientation, fitting in his behavior to
the structure you have ofhow people behave. It can be understanding a chent from a more
human level ofhaving respect for, and understandmg why a chent behaves the way they
do. Not in terms ofyour orientation but just the way that I guess a lay person understands
somebody else just, I guess more having to do with feelings and less with cognitions. And
that even at a more basic level it's just trying to comprehend what your chent is trying to
tell you. And that may sound easy but sometimes it's not, especially when there are
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cultural and ethnic all kinds of differences. Ifyou can master that first part than you can
Start on to the second and third parts.
I: Okay Understanding is reaUy hard to talk about I'm finding, but it's really hard to talk
about how we understand a chent without talking about what you're understanding. And
that's part ofwhy I came up with the role play so that we would have an immediate
process and then just sort of look back on what was going on m your mind and your
feelings to try to figure this out. You say that, a third thing that you said was something
that more than a lay person does it has more to do with feelings than cognitions. Can you
say a httle more about that?
T: WeU, when I see a cUent I try and understand them I guess in those three ways and with
that way I try and leave my training and scientific mindedness aside and just try and react
to that client as I would have before I came to graduate school. Because we can get stuck
sometimes thinking in the ways that we've been taught and sometimes that isn't the only
way to help a client. Sometimes it's best to just try and feel and try and put yourself in
their shoes leaving aside all that stuff. I don't what else I can really say about that.
I: How do you put yourselfm someone else's shoes?
T: I kmd ofpretend that I'm them when they're talking and telhng me something about
how, I don't know, how hard it was for them to interact with somebody or trying to
pretend that I'm them and what would it be like if I were them and I tried to do this and
that can sometimes make sense out ofbehavior that seems really destructive or stupid or
I: How do you pretend?
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T: I don't know I guess I draw on my pretending skills when I was three years old. I used
to pretend a lot.
I: So you pretend that you're your client with all of the ways that they think and all of
their behaviors and given all of that how they might react in that particular situation or
how they might react or how they might
T: Well I know how they reacted because they told me
I: Right
T: But that helps me understand more about what's going on because when they tell you
something you don't get the whole picture. It's just a sentence.
I: Tlie fourth thmg that you said was that you comprehend what the client is telling you.
I'm not sure that I understand that. Can you just say a httle more about that?
T: What did I say?
I: You said, this is the fourth thing, that you comprehend what the cHent is telling you.
That sometimes that's muddled by or made more difficult because of different ethnic or
cultural backgrounds.
T: Oh yeah. That's just the most basic level of understanding ofknowing what words
they're usmg and how they're using them. Just the most basic level of communication to
understand the sentences you just used and that can be muddled also by their affect and
stuff like that. Like I had a client the last session, she was talking about difficulties with
her roommate and she said, "My roommate's like a mother," and I had no idea what she
was talking about, even though I understood all the words.
I: Right. You would know what you meant ifyou said that, riglit?
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T: Right
I: But it's hard to know what she means when she says that. And at the veo-, very last
basic level in terms of cttltural differences, Uke, just different Ungo, hlce, man that was bad!
T: A little more in depth than that. I got that one. But I had a chent who used to call me
boss and big man aU the time and I didn't know ifthat was bemg condescending or what.
I: Did you figure it out?
T: No I never did.
I: Never did.
T: He left therapy.
I: He did. He said quit bossing me!
T: Something like that.
I: Okay All right, let's do the role play. I'm a cUent and you're the therapist. And you
say, "What brings you here."
T: What brings you here?
I: I have this horrible fear.
T: A fear about what?
I: I'm terrified that every time I go outside I'm going to fall up.
T: I wouldn't do that in a therapy session - 1 wouldn't just laugh. Can you tell me more
about that.
I: It's really terrifyiQg and I really need for somebody to understand how awful it feels.
T: So what exactly do you fear?
I: I fear that I'm just going to fall into the sky. It's terrifying.
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T: How often does this happen to you
I: Every time I go outside.
T: When was the last tune you were outside when you didn't feel this way?
I: About six months ago.
T: Any event happen to you six months ago, any big thing?
I: No
T: You just woke up one day and you felt that way.
I: No, I just went outside and I was thinking about and worrying about faUing down.
And I suddenly started to fear that I would fall up.
T: And what did you do?
I: I ran for sheUer so that I wouldn't fall into the sky.
T: So, let me stop for a second. What do you want me to do?
I: Well, I came in saying I reaUy need for somebody to understand how this feels. So,
that's how I want you to try to do.
T: To try and get across to you that I understand or to try and understand?
I: To try to understand that and
,
yeah, then try to get across to me that you understand it
T: Well, what I would do is try to figure out ifyou're psychotic.
I: Okay go ahead.
T: Okay Do you ever hear any voices?
I: No.
T: Have you ever been hospitalized for psychiatric reasons before?
I: No.
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T: Do you take any medications at all?
I: No.
T: So tell me about what you were thinking about. I mean how that became a fear for
you.
I: I guess I was just sort of imagining how it would feel to be walking around like that and
I was walking around t^^ng to imagine how it would feel and I just felt it, like just this
enormous fear. It was like afraid of falling down except there was no place to fall doNvn
so I would just zip right up into the sky into oblivion.
T: Wlien you tliink about it now when you're here, what is the chance you think that if
you walk outside right now youMl fall up?
I: It's more like I never think I'm actually going to fall up. Like, I never lose the sense that
this is impossible. I'm definitely not going to fall up. Wliy am I woirying about this? And
I'll do any number of things to try to combat that worry in my mind, like sing songs in my
head and sort of call myself stupid for thinking that I could fall up or this is ridiculous. 1
just have an active argument with myself that this is, like I know that it is totally inationai,
I know it can't happen and I know that it is ridiculous, but it is still a fear.
T: Wliat does that mean for you - to have a fear?
I: It makes life a lot more difficult.
T: Wliat I mean is do you, does your heart race?
I: Heart races, sweaty, afraid I'm going to die. But it's not exactly that I'm afiaid I'm
going to die, it's Uke somebody is dangling me off the top of a very tall building and it's
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not .ha, ftey might drop me, it's that they're gomg ,„ drop me and I have to prepare for it
and that's what it feels like.
T: And this happens to you every single time you go outside.
I: Sometimes I'm able to combat it and other times I'm not.
T: When is it easier for you to deal with it?
I: If I'm with a friend.
T: What is helpful about having a friend?
I: My friends know about the fear and they'll hold my hand and that takes away the fear.
T: What about holding somebody's hand helps you?
I: I feel like it keeps me on the ground, that I don't have to concentrate so hard on it.
Alleviates some ofthe worry.
T: I see. Well, so do you feel, you said that you would teU yourself that you were just
being stupid and stuffhke that. Do you feel that there is something wrong with you
because you think that?
I: Ahnost definitely, I mean I feel Uke certainly not everybody walks around worrying that
they are going to fall mto the sky.
T: What do you think that says about you?
I: I think it says that I'm crazy.
T: Well I don't think that you're crazy. A lot ofpeople have fears that they know are not
rationale. It's pretty common actually and they're among the problems that can be most
easily fixed.
I: Really?
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T: Yes. So, typicaUy what we would do, (what we would talk more about exactly)? what
happens to you when you go outside. Then we would start a process of showing you how
to breathe when you're getting anxious and very slowly, having you do exercises, Uke
stepping outside for a second and using your breathing techniques and then going back
inside. And then graduaUy longer and longer and longer outside and most people find it
quite helpful and many people find that they can get rid ofthat fear.
I: I need to know that you understand what it feels Uke though.
T; Well, I'm not sure that I can understand exactly how you feel because I've never feU
that type of fear. But I'm not convinced that it is totaUy necessary for me to know, it
might even be counter-productive. But I'm hearing you, that you get very upset and very
scared. And certainly I can understand what being scared and upset is Uke. I don't know
that I can to the level that you are, but while I have never experienced anything Uke that I
still think that what you're feeUng makes sense. There is a reason for how everybody feels
and it's common. I don't think that it's, because it's common people have different fears
at the level that you do. It doesn't mean that you're crazy and perfectly normal, liigh
functioning people sometunes have fears Uke this.
I: Okay Out of role. So, what was your process Uke, trymg to understand this person?
T: WeU first I was trying to figure out what exactly was going on so that I could fit it in to
my Uttle DSM in my head.
I: It fit really nicely into-
T: I thought it probably was agoraphobia or panic attacks or both, but I wasn't sure. And
then I fit it into - when you first told me about this project, I thought that the single.
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biggest thing that helps me understand clients is my deterministic view ofthe universe.
TTiat there's no soul and it's mechamslic and even^hing has a reason. Have you taken
history in systems yet?
I. No
T: Okay Well, it's very like behavioral and Skinner and that kind of thing. Just everything
has a reason and there's no and there's always a precursor to what ever's happening. That
does one very important thing for me when I'm trying to conceptualize somebody's
problems, that blame is never and issue because no matter what anybody does there's a
perfectly good reason why they did it. I mean even Hitler, it's hard to speculate on what
happened to him, maybe it was biological, his Hfe experience, whatever. Whatever
happened that turned him mto the person he was. So I don't blame Hitler for acting as he
did. While I think that he shouldn't have done that of course. So that makes it a lot easier
to understand somebody because I don't get feelings that can interfere with the
imderstanding process. Like blame.
I: Like blame. Okay
T: So I didn't really miderstand why or how you came about that fear of falling up. I was
trying to look for those reasons, but even if I can't find them that still doesn't change
anything. You're still out there, whatever happened to make you feel that way is still
perfectly vaHd.
I: Right, given that I couldn't come up with a scenario or didn't think about coming up
with a scenario Uke what caused it.
T: Well that still makes it more like real life because no one knows exactly why but...
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I: Right. So describe to n.e .norc about what you mean by mechanistie. So is it sort of
like you have feelings and you bracket them out or, like feelings of bhnne of 1 l.tlc,
, that
you bracket them out or is it that you donU have those feelings anyn.ore given your
theoretical understanding of the way human beings are?
T: nieyVe still there, but I think my mind is winning the battle against n.y heart in a way.
It used to be harder and harder to not blame, but Ive thought about this for a long time
and I'm pretty sure that this is how things are and I haven't had any evidence to counter
that, I mean you could never prove this theory. So it\s not diflicult for me, there's not a
real battle between those feelings and my worid view. So they don't really come in
anymore, I mean I have to, I still consciously tell myself remember that there is a good
reason for eveiything and don't get into the blaming thing because it could still happen.
And in my non-therapy life it still happens. I'm not winning that battle yet. If someone
cuts me off! get really mad. You're such an idiot! and stufTlike that, which is totally
opposite because it doesn't do anything. Me screaming in my car is not going to change
the way they drive, so then it's really just me blaming them If it's going to do something
then that's all right. I mean if someone's pissing me olT, I'll tell them, but the good thing
is that I'll tell them and that may change their behavior. But I don't sit around bitching
because that doesn't do anything. Tliat's really just blaming peoj)le. So in my regular lile
I still haven't gotten to the level - I'm very conscious of it in therapy so I think that's why,
I just go in there with the thought that whatever this person is going to say to me. Tin not
going to blame them. But I think that that does a lot to help me understand my clients.
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I: So, in some ways bracketing out blame, forces, or judgments forces you into finding
Other reasons.
T: And the way I view it, the real reasons because some people may say you're just nuts
or you're an idiot. That doesn't really help anything. I don't think that's psychologically
useful and even some therapist may do that but when I get rid of that, then I tiy to find out
Okay assuming, since I'm takmg out that you're just loony there's got to be a reason for
why you're thinkmg this ridiculous thing, that you're going to fall up.
I: Okay A lot ofthe questions, one ofthe reasons I started offbemg vague is, agam,
because I thought that you would come up with a lot ofthmgs. So, questions may sound
redundant and I'll ask them only because I know that you've answered part of it but you
may still have something to say about it. So, how do you develop an understanding of a
cUent?
[Portion ofmterview deleted as requested by the tramee.]
I: Okay How do you know when you've understood a chent?
T: I'm never really satisfied that I do understand a chent. And I think that's partially a
reaction to my first chent, who I assumed I understood a lot about what he was talking
about and I really didn't.
And so I learned that lesson that you never really understand them, no matter how much
you know about the person or how much you think you are ahke. No two people are
really that alike that you can just understand things. So I just try and get the most
accurate picture I can and hope that it's right, but I never feel like I have a perfectly or
even an extremely accurate picture ofwhat's going on.
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I: So with this last cUent you thought you had an extremely accurate picture what was
gomg on and what happened?
T: Yeah, I did. Because I thought that we were really aUke. So I just would understand
what he was gomg through.
I: And as it turns out, you weren't as aUke as you thought?
T: I think we were pretty aUke, but even the small difference makes things infinitely
different
I: So in some ways you kind of operate under the assumption that 1) people aren't Uke
you and 2) it's not possible to fully understand another.
T: Right. And I don't thmk you reaUy need to fully understand to have a successful
therapy.
I: What does fully understand mean to you?
T: Understandmg someone hke I understand myself. And I can tell you why I feel, I mean
I'm not aware ofmy unconscious and stuffhke that, so I mean just consciously I can tell
you a lot about, I thmk that language is a poor medium and that's really all we have in
therapy. I mean you have body language and stuffhke that, but words can never fully
express how people feel. And so we have that mterface ofwords that really isn't that
great and that's the problem I think.
I: How do you, do you understand people fi^om theh body language?
T: I try to, but I really don't know that much about it. I guess I try to, when people are
fiigidity, that says to me that they might be nervous and I notice that people go like this
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when I get defensive. Uose are the, I guess the two main things that 1. 1 mean it's pretty
cool, it really works.
I: You just got excited about something, you said it's pretty cool it really works!, so teU
me about that.
T: This thing, because I just had heard that that's true.
I: Oh this? You mean the position that you're in right now?
T: No, the crossing your arms. And then I started looking at it with kind of a, what's the
work, hke when scientists test a theory then null hypothesis is that it's not going to work.
I: Or that it means nothing.
T: Right
I: The null hypothesis of this is that it means nothing.
T: So, I really went at it that way. It was a word. But anyway, it reaUy seemed to work.
I was trying to match up what they were saying with their body language and it ahnost
always works, but it's not a hundred percent at all because sometimes this is just
comfortable for people, but I think most ofthe time, in therapy, I don't really know what
it's like outside of therapy.
I: So, then, you perceive defensiveness. How do you check it out to see if that's accurate,
what you've understood if it's accurate ofnot?
T: I match it up with what they're saying at that time and what they say as soon as they
stop doing that. And usually what they say when they're crossing them is defensiveness or
yeah, any ofthe defense mechanisms usually match up.
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I: Sort of like your crossing the line, I don't want you to cross, I'm going to put up
another barrier.
T: Exactly.
I: Okay, is there anything you do to try to get their arms down?
T: I, that's to me a signal that I'm gomg a little too far, so I pull back and it usually works.
I: That's really interesting because hke I'm a year behind you, you know, so sometimes I
feel Uke these interviews are hke high speed therapy lessons and I get to learn everything
that other people that have taken a year, or two, or three more have. But now I know it's
a lot different from practicing.
I: Are there tunes in therapy when your understanding ofyour cUent has deepened
suddenly, and if so what's that experience about do you think?
T: I don't think so, I think it's a slow process. I never really had Ah Ha.
I: No Ah Has?
T: Not really. I'm really hopmg for them. And that's how I thought therapy was. Even
when something seems to make sense, I don't want to say Ah Ha because it might not be
right and then I'm setting myselfup for, I'm always looking for disconfirming evidence in
an interview, and when you say Ah Ha, you stop doing that and that can be bad.
I: Okay So in some ways saying Ah Ha shuts your mind offto understanding.
T: I think it can yeah.
I: So kind oftaking the stance ofnot knowing, or not understanding, leaves you open for
a deeper understanding is that sort of a Uttle bit ofparadox in some ways?
T: I don't know about deeper, I think more accurate.
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I: Okay We talked a Uttle bit about this, but are there any skills that you've picked up that
enable the process ofunderstandmg? A few ofthem the body language and not assuming
that you understand searching for accuracy, understanding the mechanistic or deterministic
aspects ofhumans. Is there anything else?
T: Yeah, the skill of; which I don't think I'm very good at but I'm gettmg better, of asking
many questions in a non-threatening way, open ended questions to get more and more
information.
I: Can you give me an example?
T: Like what I did with you. I think when I first started out I just said Okay so you scared
when you go outside, that's cool. But now I wanted to figure out what exactly your
feeUng, when did it start, when does it feel better. I think I got a much more accurate
picture ofwhat goes on for you than if I had just accepted that you get scared when you
go outside. I thkk that's a skill.
I: Okay
T: And that ties in with the beUefthat I don't really understand what's going on, whereas
with me acceptmg it, that says that I do understand what's going on, so I don't need to
ask you any more questions.
I: Right. One ofthe, I'm interviewing supervisors as well, and one ofthem told kind of a
fimny story and I just want to retell it to you to see ifthat's something that you feel
describes the way you do things.
He talks about having a cUent and the client sits down and he says, "How are you doing?"
and the client says, "Oh, I'm really sad" and at that moment he doesn't say umm you
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know. He says, "Oh why are you sad?" And the guy says, "My cat died" and at that
moment he's thinking oh I hate cats and I think they should all die. Like they all should be
run over by a truck. So, he doesn't understand why he is sad because his cat died, so he
says, 'my does that make you sad" and the guy says, "My cat's my only friend." And
the therapist is like oh, now it makes a Uttle more sense. You know ifmy cat were my
only friend maybe I wouldn't want him run over by a truck. And then he talks a httle
about what it means to have had the cat be his only friend and the loss and stuff Uke that.
He was a cognitive behavioral therapist as well. And sort ofhe just approached it with
more and more questions and not assuming that he understood why, you know because he
could also say oh your cat died yeah, and you would never of gotten to the point of my
cat was my only friend. So you feel hke that's something that you're reaUy working on
developmg as a therapist.
T: Yeah
I: Okay
T: Do you, one thing that came to mind, the thing with the (something)? I think will be
particularly usefixl m the type oftherapy I want to do, or part of it, which is with parents
and kids, because everybody's blaming everybody there. And I don't know if I can instill
my philosophy on them but it can be easy for a therapist to get pulled into that.
I: Yeah, I can see were working with, what do you want to do, family therapy?
T: Well I don't know about family therapy, well maybe I mean like kids with behavioral
problems or ADHD or something. The parents think that the kid just has it out for them
and hates them and is doing all this stuff to make their lives miserable. Well, I think that's
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a time where you can reaUy show ,hem that there is perfectly good reasons for, I don',
know if you've taken a class with [Professor X], but he says the word functional analysis a
milUon times. Ifthe kid is peemg in his bed at night or in his pants there's got to be a
good reason, or ifthe Ud is doing reaUy badly in school it may not be because he's stupid,
maybe he's getting beat up at school so he's reaUy newous so he can't concentrate, so that
type ofthing.
I: Right. So functional analysis, I do hear that work a lot and I sort of assumed that I
understood what the word means, but fiinctional analysis is when you try to figure ofwhat
T: What purpose the behavior serves.
I: Right. And what causes the pain
T: Yeah, it's tied in together
I: Just out of curiosity, because I've worked with kids too and I often blamed the parents
and it's hard not to because you know they're slapping them around or caUing them stupid
constantly or sexually molesting them. How will you work under those circumstances
with the blaming? Understanding that there is a reason for their behaviors as a well?
T: Yeah, although, I mean I would immediately make sure that there is a stop to all that
kind ofbehavior, but just in kind of a matter of fact way, not in a blaming way. Like you
can't keeping hitting your kids so that's going to stop and we're going to work together
and I'm going to help you figure out some other strategies. That doesn't ever mean that I
allow things that I think are bad to keep happening. Like whenever I tell people that
philosophy, most ofthem think that that means that anything that anybody does is fine
with me and that's absolutely not true at all.
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I: Yeah, No, I wasn't thinking that, I was just thinking what a chaUenge it was for me to
not have a blaming attitude because the kids were just so messed up.
T: Do you think it would have helped you ifyou had not blamed?
I: If I had to work with the parents, I most definitely would have had to take that tactic
and it would have helped, but where I didn't have to help the parents and part of the
program was to help the parents, but I wasn't involved with that aspect ofthe program, so
it was a bit safer to maintain that anger and blame. So it wasn't therapeuticaUy necessary
for me to do that.
T: That's a question I have when, lets say your walking with someone whose parents have
done something to one oftheir httle kids, I wonder ifthere is any benefit to blaming and
staying angiy at them. I saw this thing about reconcihng with relatives and there were two
camps and one camp was saying that it's just reaUy good to do that and you just feel a lot
better and there was another camp that was saying oh, it's fine to hold grudges because
they did something bad to you and you shouldn't forgive them for what they did. I think
I'd lean towards the reconcihng, but there was some good points to the
I: Yeah. Well, I mean, well I think that came up in our chnic team saying with [X's] chent
Uke when is it okay to just be angry forever at this person that drugged you up and
smacked you around and I don't know the answer to that question either. Sort ofgo back
and forth on it because there are certainly reasons why the parent, or the abuser, behaves
like that. Do you see it as a sort of cynical?
T: It can be, yeah.
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I: It's always kind of hard so then you blame the parents before that or the abuser before
that and I don't know. I think in some ways, I think a, some point, one generation needs
to take responsibility.
T: Well, I see responsibility all the way down.
I: Right, but the dead ones won't, so do you require that the aUve ones do as a part of
helping someone decide whether they are gomg to forgive or not?
T: You mean if someone had a grudge against someone who died?
I: No, if someone had a parent who did something horrible to them and it's had traumatic
effects on them
T: And the parents did something bad to the parents and now they're dead.
I: Right, but it's the parents that are ahve who did the crappy things and they won't own
up to the responsibiUty of it because that seems to me to be the point of reconcihation,
because that ifresponsibiUty can be taken and growth, then reconcihation might be a good
idea, but then ifthere's not gomg to be any responsibihty taken for behavior and promises
of change then because, you know, the person that you're treating is in therapy trying to
change.
I: Are there any specific or vague reasons why it might be hard to understand a chent or a
situation of a chent, there's a httle more to the question. For mstance, perhaps then-
experience ofthe world is to foreign to you own experience or then symptoms are very
puzzUng to you.
T: Is there a reason?
I: Yeah
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T: Yeah, I mean, are you asking whether that can happen?
I: I'm askmg whether it can happen and ifh can happen, why do you think that that's the
case. What do you thmk gets in the way other than your idea that it is impossible to
understand someone fully. But when your trying to get some understanding of someone
what are some thmgs that get m the way of that?
T: Well even when you have someone from your own culture and everything and you're
trying to understand them, you still make assumptions that you don't ask about. You
make lots of assumptions and that usually stiU works okay because most ofyour
assumptions are probably right. But with someone from a vastly different culture, more of
those assumptions are gomg to be wrong, so you're going to get a less and less accurate
picture the farther away somebody is.
I: Do you know about those, hke are they assumptions that you are
T: Aware of others and their complexity?
I: Yeah
T; Yeah and there are hke thousands ofthem
I: What about the puzzUng aspect of symptoms or the experience of the world being for
foreign, aside form cultural and ethnic differences?
T: Well the puzzhng part of symptoms, I think, when you're working from a cognitive
behavior point ofview, you don't even really care why things happen because the
treatment really doesn't depend on figuring out why, hke with OCD if someone washes
their hands 500 times, the treatment is to not have them do it and to expose them to what
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makes them anxious. You don', really care how is started. You care kind ofto help
figure out what to expose them to.
I: So, that's sort ofyour operatmg assumption then?
T: I'd hke to know why, it's mteresting and sometimes it's helpful, but it's not necessary
so it doesn't really bother me that much to not be able to figure out why things are
happening. I just know that there is a good reason somewhere.
I: Okay You talked a httle bit about this, I skipped a few questions because you've
answered them nicely aheady. Was there ever a time when you thought you understood a
cUent and you later discovered that you were way off track? If so, what was that like?
You mentioned that tune, what was that like?
T: I felt hke I had been lazy by just assuming things and I feh like I dido't do a good job. I
wondered if I was gomg to continue to make the same mistake because even though I
consciously, hke that's my number one thing that I try not to do, I still find myselfbeing
puUed to just accepting answers. I felt discouraged because I thought, while I was doing
it with him, I was thinking well this isn't that hard, I understand what he is going through
and then I came to the reahzation that therapy is a lot more comphcated and a lot more
difficult. You know that's how I felt.
I: Do you ever talk to colleagues about a cUent. Do you find that helpfiil ifyou do?
T: Yeah, I find it very helpfiil.
I: In what way?
T: They think of stuff that I haven't, like when we present on team Well, sometimes I
find it helpfiil. When I get opinions, sometunes I feel like presenting on team is just like a
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gossip session, you jus, ,eU everybody what's going on and they jus, sit there. But when
,hey offer^ tha, can be useful. Are you talking about supervision or with someone on
my level?
I: Either one. Well, colleagues I guess would probably, well
T: Because I find supervision useful. With colleagues, unless it's on team, I don't really
talk to them about cUents because you're kind ofnot supposed to unless they're on our
team
I: Just for clarifications sake, are you guided by theory in the process ofunderstanding
your cUents?
T: Yeah.
I: Does whether you Uke or dishke a cUent affect your understanding?
T: When I Uke a cUent I think I have that danger of assuming things. So, I think when I
disUke a cUent I may do a better job at understanding hhn or her.
I: Because you would have less assumptions?
T: Yeah. And I almost always grow to like my chents.
I: Yeah. Was there ever a tune when your cUent's experience closely resonated with your
own?
T: Yeah.
I: How did that affect the process ofyour understandmg him or her?
T: It messed up the blank screen thing, the mdependentness ofthe therapist from the
cUents. I read m a book once that you're suppose to empathize, not sympathize, and I
started sympathizing.
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I: What is the difference between the two according to the book or you?
T: Etnpathizing is, let's say someone's dad is being an asshole to them, empathizing is
sounds Bke you're upset about your dad or h's upsetting for you when your dad acts that
way. Sympathizing is yeah what a jerk that guy is, and that's not reaUy what you should
be doing.
I: So, sympathizing in some way is not maintaining?
T: Kind o^ you're getting emneshed with your cUent when you sympathize and sometimes
that can be aU right but I think it is important to try and not do that most of the tune.
Because when you do that then you start assuming things and the cUent could just be lying
or it could be his opinion when the dad thinks that he's being in asshole. You lose your
unpartiality I think.
I: So in some ways in order to be true to your reaUy only knowing one part of the story,
reflecting back is a process ofmaintaining your aUiance with the chent, but not challenging
the truth or reality that you really can't see for yourself anyway ofwhether or not he's an
asshole or not, maybe it's your cUent that's being the asshole.
T: Well, I think it does kmd of challenge it because you say yeah you feel bad because you
think he's an asshole, you're not saying it's true he is an asshole. It might be challenging,
I don't know. If that chent is expecting you to sympathize and you only say that he miglit
ask himselfwhy is he not sympathizing with me, maybe I don't know. Something like
that.
I: What part does writing, either formal or part writing, or informal process notes or
journal keeping play in the process ofunderstanding?
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T: I find report writing useful to get an ovewiew m my head of what I think ofmy client.
With, it's funny, with informal writing I tried to start doing that at home and it really
didn't last and what I was writing was blamhrg stug; Uke this guy is a reaUy bad dresser or
he is messed up, stuff like that. I don', know, I guess I didn't find it that useful. 1 thought
it would be good for me to have hke this release where I could just write it, but 1 don't
know maybe my not blammg thinking is reaUy taking hold because it didn't really do
anything for me.
I: How does supervision afiFect the process ofunderstanding a cUent?
T: I can let my insecurities get in between understanding a chent, can mess up my
understanding of a chent and supervision cahns me down. That my understanding of a
chent is probably not far from the truth and pretty good, whereas I can think of one
session that I'm domg a good job and then the next one that I have no idea what's gomg
on. Or with [Supervisor X] actuaUy, I had a chent who had OCD and after the first
session I was hke shell-shocked, I was thinkmg I had no idea what this guy was doing
because he was paranoid and msuhing and stuffhke that m the first session and
[Supervisor X] cahned me down, that's all right, you probably did a good job, and you're
probably on track, just stay to the course. When I wanted to hke try this and go over here
and stay there and yeah, I think stay to the course is a good work for what supervision
does for me.
I: So what does that phrase mean?
T: Don't panic and try stupid things. Like that was the semester where I had T and T and
every week I wanted to try a new orientation with this guy that I had learned about. And
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[Supemsor X] suggested that I just stay with, no particular orientation, just talldng to me.
and that was useful.
I: Ifthe process ofunderstanding your cUents has changed with greater experience. Can
you describe what that change is about?
T: I think it's what I said before that. I have grown to understand that knowing my cUents
is more difficult than I had originally thought and that it takes more work.
I: And that work for you is really consciously thinking about not bemg judgmental and
blaming and also rocketing out assumptions.
T: And asking many more questions than my first impulse is to.
I: Now, you're gomg to laugh at this question. I'U read it, but you don't have to answer
it. Is there ever a time m therapy when you've had an Ah Ha experience?
T: Nope.
I: Is there anything else you can think of that plays a role in your coming to understand an
experience of a cUent?
T: Nope
I: No?
T: No, I Uke to keep it simple, I have just a few concepts.
I: That's the end ofmy interview questions. Do you want to add anything or ask any
questions ofme?
T: I don't think I really have anything. So this is going to be like a quaUtative research
report.
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I: Yeah, so as a you read in the consent form, eventually you wUl get some kind of
paragraph or page from me hopefully reflectmg back to you what you've said to me, if I
miderstood you. And if anything seems askew or ifby the time I get it to you, you've
learned something new about it, then you might want to add it, but that's not necessary.
T: Okay
I: Now, just to check back with you on the confidentiaUty.
T: It's still good.
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